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Larval re4fish, Sebastes · sp.· , were collected for 
.. r 
growth analysis ~d morphologi_cal · studies on Flem~sh ·cap, 
'i . . . . •/ 
offshore bank appr~ximately 400-500 kilometers e~t of the 
. -~ . . 
an 
·, . 
Island : of · ~ewfoundlai)q~ Canada, using. paired Bongo nets~ . 
~;~~ai~_crui·ses were com~leted d~ring ;1.980 an!l 1981. • · 
~ncrements, whi~h are bel~eved to form daily from date of ' 
. 
. , - ' ~ 
.. l 
extrusion,· . were counted from sagi tt.ae and measuremen~s · 9~ ·~-- . l 
. -~ I 
sagittal radii were · taken £'or back-calculation of individual ' . , ._~~-----~ .L · 
4 ..... . . i ...... _ 
~ : . .... ..__ growth histories. 
Mean daily growth rates and back-calculated ·growth \. . 
-histories of ·over 1200 redfish larvae -were determined. Mean 
. . I . f "'' daily growth wa~ 0.160 mm per day and 0.109 mm per day in 
1980 and 1981 respectiv~ly. Total larval length was a linear 
. ··-- - ---- ---· ~unction of age • . lA significant non-l~near relationship 
. . 
.. . between total length and sagittal, radius, ·and -measurements 
. . 
of sagittal . rSldii at intervals of 5 increments were used to 
back-calculate the length at extrusion and g.r:owth history of 
each larva. 
Growt}} rates varied·_ considerably' over . the first 110 
days of life. Larvae typically e~perienced an initial period 
of reduced · growth for 10-15 days. following E!Xtrusion 
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fast growth ~ol: ~0-10 ·.days .-~e. declin'ing as larvae 
I r 
'·i . .. 
I 
r 
" . .;eptere~ t~e pe~agic . ju,ve~lile st~ge. Larva.~ extrud~d .. 'lat~ in 
the season in '1980 tend~d t.o · g~ow ' fas.ter. at all ·ages . than ~.· 
I 
• • • 4 
larvae e,xtruded~ e.arly in .the s~a~on • . 
B~cause of ~ontinui~g controversies regarding ~~ 
. . 
identi~ication of possibly three species- of redflsh: s. 
. . . . ( 
' I ,..._ 
, I • , ( ' . ' 
marinus, s. mentella~ ~nd .. !•" fasc!atus, _ a variety of . 
. . t:n~rp~O!lletric, ·.rn~ri~t:'ic,~ antf pi~inentation va:iab~es were 
. . ·~ 
measured and their utility as ident.if,ication ~riteria 
.. .~ 
..... . -
eval'uated. Principal Component Analys~s could JlO't identify 
· morphorttetrically distinct groups. which ~ht be used to 
• •j • 
-.A~stablish species identification c!ite~ia: Differences in / ~ . . , . . . 
morphometry, meristics, and pigmentation patterns were 
I • • "" 
. ,... 
.¢~osely associated with time of extrusion. Larvae extruded 
------.-('late in the season tended to be _:more robust and thicker-
.. 
·' . 
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'·· ~ ' bodied --and developed ossified skel·etal elements at 1 
--------~-:/--r-e_l_a_t_~--;-· _v_e_l_~---o::-~:::--m_a-_ i 1-e~--;iz_e_s _  c_o_m_p____;,a_r.:._·e-d--'-t-o- -e-a_r_l_i_e_r __  e_x_t_r_u_d_e_d-~-----·1-----:it--
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The observed morphological differences might be 
/ attributable to environmental influences rather · than to the 
• I 
• 
presence of larvae elf' more than one' _redfisr species.· The · 
morphological and growth ::rate -differences bet-een la'rvae 
extruded at different times have important ecological 
implications. Due t.o thei.r relatively earlier ossification 
" . " ' · . ' 
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4 """ -. 
broJder. gape, . and .larger 
. . 
·· -.-.---
~ · iv 
. ·, 
gut : a:t;eas, the lat.er. ·extruded 
'. . ~\ 
' .. 
,larvae are probably more ~ctive pred~tors, capable :o£ 
• • :.capture and in-gestion of larger prey which are, 
. .,. . . . . /f. 
en~r~sti:cal'ly ~ · more .. advan~at)eous lor .t.ar~al growth and 
survival. \ 
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for redfish larvae of' extrusion groups 1 and 
. 2, 1980 and_:, 1981 combined> -- . . 
Mean head deEth in milli~eters and totai 
' length in one mil)..imeter •interva-ls for · 
,redfish larvaE! of extrusion groups 1 an'd · 2~ 
1980 -and 1981 combined. · ' · ~ · 
. . ' . ~ 
M¢an head : len~th - in milli'meter~ .. and total 
· length in one: .. millimeter intervals for 
.redfish larvae in ~x~r~sion groups ~ an4 2, 
· 1980 and .1981 combiriaa • · · 
p ~ ' ' ' • I 
.. . 
• , ' I 
. ' ,:-26 ~ Mean -eye diameter· in millimeters and total 
length · in one miiu.:rneter intervals for 
·, , 
. . 
27 • ·. 
.,;. . 
• 
red fish larvae :_ of ! ·extrusion groups 1 and 2, 
1980' and 1981 combined. . . : ·' 
. . ~ . . 
M~a~ : inter~r~it~l· . ~idth ; in .tid11itneters and 
total · length in ·one mil1ime.ter intervals '" 
for reM:i,sh la'ryae .of extru·aion groups- 1 · · 
and 2, .. 1980 and · 19el c~mbined • 
. . . 28. -~ Mean pectoral ~ fin .\e·ngth in mi!'limete:rs _ an·~ 
. tot~l length in one' millimeter·:. intervals .for 
.J"edfisQ, larvae of extrusion gr~:iups · 1 and 2 / , 
( ·,. f 
~ ,•. 1980 an~ 1981 ·comb~d. · · . . 
· 29 ..... , Mean· pectoral fin ~se depth iir:i ~~li.-: !. 
" : 'meter'S .and· total . length in one ' milli-:-· · 
,.; meter . interva"!s . for red fish larvae of 
·' extrusion ' groups 1 and 2, 1980 ana 1981 
·coml:>ined: ··. · ·· : _:.. · ' . · ~ · 
. , . -i 
30 • 
' ·f . 
·.r:tean c _auda'l ; length in milllm~ter·s. and ~dtal 
length; .in one millimeter . i~terva1s, for · ·, 
red fish .-.larvae ,of ext;rusion ·groups l and 
21 1980 and-; -1981· combined. · . 
31. 
... 
.. ' •' . " ~ 
· P,e; · ~ent · -~~quenby,' of . oecurrence .of the .. 
rnaxi1'la and total l'ength in . one millimeter 
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groups ·1 and ~,, 1~ao. and 1981 combined. 
32. Mean maxillary length in millimeters and 
total length in one : rnillimeter intervals 
for redfish larvae of ext~usion groups 
l and ~, 1980 _and 1981 combined. 
33. Mean secon~posterior preo~ercular spine 
. length ~n millimeters and total length in 
one millimeter intervals for redfish 
larvae of extrusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 
./ 34. 
and 1981 cornbineq. . · 
' Mean third posterior preopercular spine 
length i,n millimeters and total length 
in- one millimeter intervals for redfish ' 
l~rvae of extrusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 
and 1981 combined. 
. \ · 
35 •. Mean fourth posteriqr preopercular spine 
length in mill~meters and total length . in 
one millimeter intervals for redfish 
. -.... , , larvae of extrusion groups l and· 2, 1980 
',..__, and 1981 ,combined.· · 
' ~;::·-....... . \ . 
36 • . ~Mea.n· ·number of dorsal .rays and· spines 
combill~d, anp total lerigth in 'one milli-
meter intervals ' for redfish larvae of-
extrusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 and 1981 
combined. 
3 7. · Mean number of anal spip'es . and total .length 
in one millimeter int~rvals for redfish 
larvae ' of extrusion groups 1 and 2·, 1980 
·and 1981 corribfned ·\; _ · 
t • ' 
38. Mean number of ._anal .rays and tot~l lengt~ 
in one millimeter intervals for redfish ·--- · 
(
larvae of extrusion groups 1' and 2, 1980 
and 1981 combined. 
3 M:an ~umber or pectorai rays arid total 
· length · in orie mi.llimet.er intervals for 
. redfi~h larvae of . extrusion groups_ 1 and 2, 
1980 and .1-981 combined. 
" . 40. Mean . number of pelvic spines and to'tal 
length in on~ millimeter• interv~ls for 
· redfish ·larvae of extrusion groups· 1 and 
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FIGURE. 
41. Mean number ·of pel vl.c rays and total 
length in on·e millimeter intervalls for 
redfish larvae of extrusion groups · l 
. and 2, 1980 and . 1981 _combined. . t 
42. Mean superior principal caudal rays and 
total iength in one millimeter intervals 
fpr redfish larvae of ext~usion groups l 
, and 2, 1980 and .. 1981 ·comb'ined. 
\ 
. \ . 
· 43 •. . Me~n infe.rior principal · caudai .rays and 
to~al length in one millimeter intervals 
for1 redfish iarvae of extrusion groups 1 
and 2, 1980 and 1981 combined.· 
44,. . Mean superior. secondary caudal rays and 
\ total length in ·one mil·limeter intervals 
fot: redfish larvae · of extrusion groups 1 
a~d 2, _  198~ and 19fh combine~. \. . . . 
45. · . Mean inferior _ secondary caudal rays and 
total lengt'h in one millimeter intervals 
for redfish larvae of extrusion groups 1 
and .2 , 198Q and 1981 combined. 
' 46. Mean state of flexion of the notochord 
. and total length in one millimeter 
intervals fo.~ redfish larvae ot' -ext~upion 
groups 1 and 2, 1980 ·and 1981 combiMd. . 
4 7. Mean number of brachios,tegal rays and 
total· .length in one millimeter intervals 
·for redfish larvae of extrusion groups 
1 and 2, 1980 and 1981 C<?mbined .• 
. . 
48. Mean number of lower gill rakers on the. 
first gill ar.ch and tot_al le'ngth' in one 
millimeter intervals for redfish larvae of 
extrusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 and 1981 
combined. 
49. Mean number o( upper gill rak~rs · on the 
.first gill arch and total length in· one 
millimeter . interva-ls for redfish larvaJ 
of·· extrusio-n groups ·.1 : and 2 , 1980 and 
1981 combined. \ 
.. 
50. Mean number of vertebrae and total · length 
in· one mil:llineter _intervais for ·redfish · 
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and 1981 combined. 
51.· Meim number of post-anal myomeres ~nd ' 
·total length in orie millimeter interval~. \ 
for redfish larvae of extrusion groups ·; 
1 and 2, ' 1980 and 1981 combined. · \ 
52.· Mean state of ossification development of 
the nuchal spine and total length in one 
millimeter intervals for redfi~h larvae of 
e~trusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 ·and 1981' 
· ' combined. 1 .is spine absent, 2 is spine 
















M~an state of ossifi~ation development of 
the. parietal spine and total· length in one 
'millimeter intervals for redfish larvae· of 
ext.rusion groups · 1 and 2; 1980 and .·1981 
. combined. 1 is spin·e absent, 2 :.Cs · ~pine 
present but ca.rt1filaginous, .and 3 is spine· 
ossified. fr' 
··Mean .state of ossification development of 
·.the second posterior preopercu"l.ar. ~pine 
and total: length in one mil~imeter intervals 
for redfish larvae of extrusion groups 1 
and 2, 1980 and 1981 ·combined·. 1 is spine · 
absent, 2 is spine pre.sen~ . put ·Cartilaginous, 
_ and 3 is spi_ne ossified. \ 
Mean state .. of ossification devel.opment of 
the third posteri·or preopercular spine 
and total length for redfish larvae of 
. ·extrusion groups l ·and ~' 1980 and 1981 
· combined. 1 is . spine absent, 2 ' is spine 
present but cartilaginous, and 3 is spine 
ossified. · · -
' Mean state of ossification devel.opment of 
. the fou~th posterio~ pr~percular ·spine · 
and total le'ngth for redfish larvae of 
extrusion groups 1 and 2; 1980 and 19~1 
combined. 1 is spine· absent, 2 is spine 
. present but cartilaginous, . and 3 is spine 
ossified. · 
. . . . " 
Mean state ·of ossification · development of 
the .second ·anterior preoperc~lar · spine and 




























r~d~ish larvae of extrusion groups 1 
and·l 2, 1980 and 1981 combined. 1 is I , 
. , . ., spine absent 1 2 . is spine present but 
cart'ilaginous, and 3 is spine ossified. 
I 
58. Mean l state of oss.ification development o.f ··. 
the 5ourth anterior preopercular spine · .. · · 
and ~otal length in one _millimeter interv~~ 
for r~dfi~h latvae of extrusi~n·groups · f 
l andl. 2, 1,980 and 1981 combined. 1 is spipe 
absent, 2.is spine present but cartilaginous 
,59. 
and 3 , is spine ossified. · 
Mean state of ossification development of 
the third anterior preopercular spine and 
tdtal length in one millimeter intervals 
for redfish larvae of extrusion groups 1 
and 2, 1980 and 1981 combined. + is . spine 
absent, ' •2 is spine . present but cartilaginous 
and 3 is 'spine ossified. 
60. Mean state of ossification development of 
the superior opercular·spine and total 
length in one millimeter intervals for 
redfish of extrusion groups 1 and 21 . 1980 
and 1981 combined.· 1 is spine absent, 2 is 
spine cartilaginous, and 3 is spine ossifieQ. 
. J • . 
- .61. Mean state of ossifica·t :ion develop~ent of 
the inferior opercular spine and · t'btal 
length in one mill,imeter in.t.ervals for 
. red fish larvae of extrusion· groups 1· and 21 
1980 and · 1981 combined. i is spine absent, 
2 is spine · cartilaginous, and 3 is spine 
ossified. 
62. Mean state of ossification development of 
the pterotic spine and total length in one 
millimeter . intervals for redfish larvae of 
extrusion. groups 1 and 2) 1980 and 1981 .. 
combined. 1· is spine absent·; 2 is sp;i.ne . 
cartilag~nousl and 3 is sp~nE! oe·sified. 
( 
63. Mean state of ossification·development of ' 
the supracleithral sp~ne and total length 
in one millbneter intervals' for redfish 
.larvae of extrusion groups 1 and 2, l9BO , and 
1981 ·combined • . l•is spine absent, . 2 is 

















64. Mean state of ossification development. of 
the superior posttemporal spihe and total 
· length in one millimeter intervale for 
redfish ·larvae of eJ,ttr':lsion groups l. and·· 2,-
19~0 and 1981 combined. ~ is spine absent, 
2 1.s spine cartilaginous,· and 3 is spine 
' ossifieft". 
65. Mean state, of ossifica1:,ion development of 
66. 
< 67 •· 
the first. infraorbital spine,- fi:r;:,st series , 
and total length in one milliinet~r intervals 
forredfish larvae of extrusion groups 1 . 
and· 2, 1980 and· 1981 combined. 1 is spine 
·absent, 2· is spine cartilagi-nous,., aQd 3 is · 
spine ossified. · · 
Me~n state of o~sificatio~ development ~f 
the first suborbital spine and total length 
in one .millimeter intervals for redfish 
larvae of extrusion grO\lPB 1 al)d 2, 1980 . and 
1981 · combined. 1 is spine aha ent, . 2 is spine 
·- cartilaginous, and 3 ·is spine ·ossified. 
~··" 
. . ' ; .
Mean stat·e of ossification development of 
.th~ second suborbital spine · and 'tot'al; 
: length in one millimeter intervals. for ·.- ·· 
. redfish ' larvae of. extrusion groups 1 .and 2, 
·· .1980 and 1981 combine<\• ·1 is spine absent, 
2 is s;>ine cartilaginous,.. and 3 is spine 
ossified • . · ·· · 












68;· Mean state of. ossification development of 
. the postocular spine and total ·length in . · 
. one millimeter intervals for redfish larvae 
. of extrusion groups · .1 and 2, 1980 -and 1981 
combined. 1 ~s ~pine absent, 2 is spine 
cartilaginous, and 3 is spine · ossified. 
69. }>lean state of oss'ification deyelopment of 
the nasal spine- and total length i~ on~ 
millimeter intervals for · redfish larvae of 
extrusion groups 1 and 2, 1980 and .1981' 
· combined. 1 is spine absent, 2 · is ·spine 
cartilaginous, ·and 3 is · sp~ne ossifiea: 
70. Mean anterior starting myomere for the 
melanophc;>re band on the dorsum and total 
length in one millimeter · intervclils for · 
redfish larvae of extrusion ··groups t _and . 
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FIGURE 
71. Mean length of the melanophore band on 
t~e ,dorsum· in numb.ers_ of bOdy myomeres and 
total l.ength-- ,in one millimeter intervals 
for redfish 1arvae of e'xtrusion groups 1 
and 2, 1980 and 1981 combined. 
. . . r. 
72. Per c~nt frequenqy of occurrence of pigmen-
tation ~ypes :- on th~ dorsum .jin redfish larvae 
under 9 · mn total length of ' extr4sion groups 
1 and· 2, 1980 and 1981 combined. ( see 
· Appendix A f9re·description o( pigme~~ types 
73.. M'ea:n anterior .start-ing bod; myomere ·f~r ~he 
melanophore band on 'the ventrum . and total 
1ength in orie millimeter _· intervals for , · 
·red fish larvae of . extrusion groups :L and . 2, 
1980- and .1981 comb.i.~ed. : 
.., ~ ' ' I ' 
74. Mean posterior· ending body '.myomere for lhe 
melanophore ;- band on . ~he ven~rum and total 
. l.ength in one millimeter- intervals for · 
redfish larvae o~ ·extrusion groups 1 ~nd 2, 
_, . 
. 1990 and ,1981 combined/ · : ,_ . · 
, • I . 
Per cen:t frequency of occurrence of pigmen-
.. tation . types on· the v.~ntrum in redfish larvae 
under 9 mm total length of. extrusion groups{ ·· 
1 and 2, 1980 and 1981 combined. (. aee , 1 
Appcmdi.x A fQr d~scripti?~ of plgment :t~pes\ ) .~ 
__ ·.-_· ___ ____ --'-7-=6--'-. -:=-P~e=-:r'--;--"c,_,e~n"..::t f:t:~_quency_ of ·o.ccurrenqe of pigmen- l -
tation types on th~ do·r.~ _al. surface over the 




length of ~x-t;.ruslon groups 1 and ·2, 1980 and 
1981 combined. ( see Appendix A for de~crip'don 
o~ pigment types _) · 
' -I· 
77. Per c~nt ftequei1cy of ocicurrence .of pigmen~ 
tation types on the . dorsal. surface 'of the 
interorbital space . in red fish ~arvae under 9 
mni . total. length of. extrusion groups 1 and 2, 
I 1 '9'80 'arid 1981 combined. ( see Appendix A . for 
description of pigment· types ) , 
. . . 
78. .. Per. pe-nt frequency of occqrrence of pigmen-
tation types on .the pape in redfish 1arvae 
under 9 tm1 total length of extrusion groups 1 
\ 
and 2, 1980 an<i 1981 combined. ( see Appendix · 
' A for description· Of pigment type~ ) 
\ • I 
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Per cent frequency of .occurre~ce of various 
numbers of sub-caudal melanoph~res in pre":" 
flexion and in-flexion red~ish larvae of· 
extrusion groups 1 and 2,· 1980 and 1981 
combinjd. . · · '(:' .. 
Fishing trawl location~o~lection of 
adult redfish for species propo~tion · 
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List o( morphological var'iables measured, 
and their abbreviations with a description 
of· ea~h: variable and its coding, wh.ere. 
applicable. . ? ' "- ~;, 
·Estimated proportions of · .all putativ.e species 
of Sebastes present on Fl.emish Cap during 
February and Ma:rch, 1983. 
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. \ ' 
"'The age and. ·g:-owth · ra~e ,of fish are c~mmonly '\.,·. 
~ .... .. ii'+ I ~..-:r.: • ',, · .. 
determined by one -~three ways: observa.tfon of progression 
of modes in length ~ue~cy histogr~m~ 1 tag-recapture: 
. . ~ ... 
•• 
' 
· studies 1 or· examination of events ·recorded, in bogy ·. , 
' stru~tures ( :i:r.ie 19551 Bagenal 1974 ) • . use ·of length · _...,. 
~ • 1 • .., • ' • 
frequ~ncy modes 1 the siii\plest o£ which 1 .is .the . P~ters~n 
.. M~thod · ( T~sch ·. i 968 ) , ·: requires a unimodal.· ~iz_e dlstributiorj . . 
~ . . . . . . . ' . . ' .. , 
. of all fish of the same age and is easy to ,apply if ~here · 
~ . J . 
are no large ov~rlaps in the size -of individuals. of adjacent 
age 'groups. 'rn practice, use of this ' method requires lar.ge 
sample sizes .at f+equ~nt sampling intervals when applied ·to 
.larval fish. This . leads to enormous expense ~c~u;?(e . ·. . 
s~a,nin~ ~r~unds . of' most coinme_rcicill.Y ~mportant marine fi_sh ··• 
·,ts e;cies in the .Nort~l,est Atlantic are offshore, 
· sitating the use of large; cos-t;ly research vessels ··for 
r 
. . 
· 1 rvaL surveys. 1 such methods provide• only average estimates 
· 1 
· of growth rates over lar ge areas . and cannot provide any 
~ ' ' 
information about variation between individual$ · qr growth · 
,.,..-..... ,_ 
. . 
· histories, :bus elimina~irig the possible usage of this. 
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·' . ' 
< 
,. ·\ ·.x 
-. .... · ~
' .. ' . . . . 
'2 ' 
- ~'. rr 
) 
.J. , \. 
• 
Most . tagging methods are not applicable to sma11 fish 
. . 
or, if they are, may· ·cause great mortal:i ty so . that 
reCaptures a;e fi>w ~d th.e appa~"(f::atl.o of marked to 
unmarked individuals is .. altered ( Te.s,ch 1968. ) , althot!lgh, 
- . 
.. 
recent chemi_cal tagging methods Campana and Nei~son 1982 i ) · 
• I o • 'I ' ,~r; o ,.' o 
m~y ~r.ove applicab;te to marK.=-recaptur,studiea · a,t se~. · 
. . >. ~'. · . •. · 
' 
Tagging stu4ies.· generally prove · probl~mati.c when . app1ied. 
' 1 larvai,:£i~h i~ that t~ey . ;e~u.i~e, - lfu'le_~gth --'.;fr~qu~~~ . · ~ .' ··:· · :_ 
.. 
. . . .,. .: : . . . . . ' .. 
methOds, _expensive multi.:..~ru.ise surveys and, un'less th' 
• · - . - Ill · · · · · · 'L ._ - · · ·- . j 
.... _can be indiv:ldu_alized, . vro_vi~e ·onl~, ' large-~cale_ ?row 
. . . . \ '. , "'( 
4 I • 0 
I 
' averages. ,Som~ . ~rk-tecaptU)'."e :me od~ ·alae) ~u-ff.er .. fl'Q t . . : 
• · h0and~ca~ ·that 4-rf' fish·;m jgr~: ni~e: ~·J.owl~ · than ~~~~ed. • · . .. 
qnes ~and,, in the absence of' a ·t~st. ·Of' this point, 'growth' f . . . . . .· /, ' ' . .. .;:, , . r . • . ... ': , 
r 'ates de~ermi'ned' -. in this. way . sho~d ~--_ useci with reserve\ . ... 
' . . ' 
·( Tesch 1968 )'. 
: ' 
( . · . · . :Hard :~ny. str~ctures such as . scales, . vertebral . een
1
tra, . · 
I . • , 
<'. 
fin .rays, operculae; : and cle'ithrae hav~ at1· been used in . -· .' . 
·~ o I • ~ ' -..../,' < 0 ~ •' o • • f I ";, 
age determi,natioris .of adult _fish but otoliths are used most· -
. ' I • ' ' 
. . ~ . . . 
freq~.ently, . especially .. in ·marine, temperate species . . .• .t ' ·. 
~ ;. troag~~l. - ~~?4. } .. .- Altho_ugh · ~nnua: mark~-. ~n· _ ot~1ith~ · o~·- ~d~~:t' .' ·-~-~- _ 
· a:nd juvenil~ fishes have be·~n used f<;>r many 4e~rs ~n age . . · ·· 
--
.-' . .. . ' . ' . . . . . 
\ -~eter~i~at!:o~s, i th~~r ~~age~ .is ~o~ wi-t~out pro~:~in~:- . o~e · 




• • • • • • . • :. '1' ' ' • • • 
· caici;fi:d . fti:z~~tures .i~ the. _poss~bili:ty . ~~y ca~ lit;~~ . · 
. .' r . . ~ . - . - . - . I • . -
g~oWi.ny·~ ~i~ 1·9_'4 ; )_ .._ ?r even . b4 re~?r~ed - ( · Pannella · and 
. .. rt ~-r! , • ; • ,~ • . 
· . · v J , ') . ' . I ... ' • . .., 
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• ~ Q 
i ' 
! .• ;weil~r. 1980. ) 'itr·:tng ·P~~iods · of ~t~e~s or·. ~~arvation. 
... .._. Fish otoliths cor\piSt· of an inorganic mater1a~,· , . ·. ·.~ .· 
• l . . ~ • ;· ., 
usual.ly ·ca·lcilpll carbo~a~~ ~he . form of arago~i~e). . . . . .. ·. · · . . , . ··. T 
· crystalS~ and an organic matrix ( Degens et al. 1.969' ) ~ ~h.ree · : ·1 . 
~toJ-i. ths, the .sagitta, . lapill.us, ~d · a~t~riscus ,· afe ~ fO\l~d . .. · ·. ~ 
. . . . ... '........ . . . . . ., - ~. · .  :.· 
. ~ ) . 
on each')sid~ ·.,of· tiu~.: brc:'in0~n .tlte .'saccul~s, ·lagena, a ·nd · 
, . I . • 
utri<!'!ulus·: o£ the inner ear ( 
·. 
~ens;t~in 1971 ) · and 'the. · 
• . • 4 .· 
··, 
morphology of the calcifi'esl structures ; is usually species- ' ' .' . 
. . . . . . ·: . ... 
' ,. . . · ':" . 
tbe three.otol4.ths, the ·sagitta . • · ~peci.fic . (·Morrow 1979 · ). •Of 
• "· \ · •• , • • d • • . ... 
is u~ualiy ~he la+~est ' ( ijag~nal 
. . 
I • · ~~ 
1974 .} • 
' 'l _. -. 
the addition of l,ayers of materi~l: ·~ · ·-. · ,; · · .Otolitns grow by 
• • ' 0 .. • . • • ' . • •, 
.. 
·-
. . . : ' . . ' 6 ' di~fering in the relative.oamounts· of , otol.in and calcium · (·. " ' J • . 
.: : ~··' ·( '' . - ~~· . 
· ·carbonat~, · resulting in· ·the form~iion . of increme~tai 
• • • - ' • • • j . 
. ~ 
... . ,· ;· -i 0 
. . ': :\ . { patterns. An. i '' ,reme'nt ' ~~p~ese~ts . a ~yc_le •'of depos~tion 'th~~ ' 
•• • • • • .~ • • • • • • • : • • • • • ~ • • 0.. r.: . 
. :. I . 
. " ...  
. ·'l ~ : 
; , l 
· starts o1T an org nic s\irface~'l'his is fol.1owed by a o. 
- relatively 'ra~id. :de~o~.iti"~n· ~6~ calcium carbon~te' and orgim~c 
· matrix."
1 Ah :-in~re;nent i~ · .c~mpl..et'~d .~e~ cal.cif+cr/~ti~n slow!" 
~. . -~ . . 
OJ; C~ases' and . organic material . concen~ra.tes in ,ia .thin layer.· , . ··. 
. I, r_· 
. ' :.. l .. 
• 'r . l . . 
!. 
• I . I .. . 
f ' 
j. / .·.. I . 
' .. . 
' . ( ·Pannel'la .1.980 ~-.. U~der tra~smitt~~· . i?gh~, \ ti_,e increm~nts - · f 
·'* . ' ' '. f ~ ·. •' . t 
thus . appea , coniposed of an' ·. inner J,ight zone·,. repre"enting .. 




"' \ ; . - 1 , • • • '. · • • . ' • ' - • • 
7he ·~rea ·,.~ -~gh . ~a:~~~u~: .ca~bon~.t.e·: t:o .. ~to.l.in ra.t.io ~ ·· an<f.: · ' · ·;~~ . 




. ' . .. ' . ' . . . ' : ' . ~ . . ' .. . 
. ha~ slow~d and - .~e rre,~i.o· of: . c~lcium c~r~nat,e -.t~ .o~o1~n, .. ~s . . •' • ·.;_: l~er. Once. the periodiclty ~f ·.t~.is cycle , 'of. ~6rmation . and~. • · ·. . l 
• • • • ' • 0 .' • : • • , - " • " . . ... • 
its · starting. time have· .been established for. ·a species, 
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otolith growth ~acrements - can be used to estimate a fish's 
age and past growth history.· 
I .. . 
·. Daily · gro~th i~cremene's" have _'been. kno;,n · in ·plants · and 
·animals fo'r several . decades ( Neville 1967 .. , I but 'only 
. . 
. . . . '-l' ' • • ' re~ently have they been :demonstJ;ated in _f.J.sh otolithQ 
. . ' . . . 
·.( Panne.1la 19'h 1 · 1974 ) • Daily ·periodicity .of increment 
. . . . • . q . . . ' 
.: : . form.~ti.on has bi!~n demonstrat:eq by one or more of se~eral 
. -. . . . , . _. I· . . .-·. . . . .. . . . . r' .. 
. _. .. : ~a.ysz_ ~ n~m~er ~f increments withi,n aJ1 annqlus ( Panriella . 
,... ·. - · ·. 1971,: 1974 ) :\by l~borat·ory r~~ri119 for·· a kno~n._ period· of 
time ( Str~h~Lker and·. Uch'iya:ma 1976 1 Barkman .19781 Vi~tor 
• I 1 ' , ,. • ' , ·~ . --
• 
..,., 1982, Campana ~d $eilfi1on 198~ )~J:>y eXUinat.ion ·.of otoii~h~ . 
. ~ . . 
. \ . 
_." (if!.·: ~ear~· fish of known . a!le. - ( Brothers et al~ · 1976 1 
. · ~ . ")> . . :' - ~ - . ·.. . . , . . • . ----
·and COble ·1917 1 T~m~ika .et _al.· · ~981, Miller and stor 
' , . . ' • I , 
~a~tke and D~an .'l982·, Ma~s~J11 and P.~r~er . l982, Vi_6t~~-~ a~ :_ 
t' 
. -
Brothers. 1982 ), and by ag~eem~nt_with ot~er data kno~n from 
, fie1:-d studies ( ri:ownsen9 . a.iSha: '19.e2,, L.ar~che et ·. al 
\ . 
... 
... . .. 
- . •' 
·1982) ~The fuos?- 'impor;t,ant appl~c.ation df larval ag.aing 
through otbllth· anaiysis is the accurate determination o; I . . .. 'I:, . • • - • _. . • • . 
./individu~l grOW:th' rates:. and' growt~ hi-~tor~es ~~ _.l~rvB:e_ · in 
the ·sea •. -This ' methoa·:can also be. used .. to docQment ·the •timing · 
. - . . . ' 
· and .durati~n . of _spawning ·~~e~ts ·( Jl'owns.end, and G~a~am · 
. . ~ 
... 
' . 




. '\ : 
.. 
Thi.s tec~~iqu~ -'has - be~n allplied to relatively·. few 
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spec i.e~ . to da~e. in d~ta.iied· analys.t~ of indi V:id~al · gr~th 
\ • 
'\ 
' ' . \ . . 
histories ( Laroche : et al. 1982 )', · and much r.emains to he · · , ' 
' . ' ' ' ' ) .. ' . . .·. . . ' 
J.earned . apout how , gr.bwth: triay c~ahge dur~.ng · dev~lopment ·.and 
under va~i."rig Emviro~mente}l conditions. }lecause of the : 
~ • "" ' ' ·.. . •• • ' • . \ ~ . j, . . 
~.tenti~.V,¥ ' ~arg~ am~u_n"~·;~~ .:d~4tailed informati.on to be 
gained .con~ernin9 ··larval· fish· growth and .dynamics ·from. 
~. • ·~ ' : ' • • . • •' .. ·• ' I • . ~- · • .., . ' •' ~~ • .. j '.· : ' ~- • ' ' ' ·, •• ' ~ 
otol.J.th g;rowth. analys,:r.s,_·'mQre re~ea:rch ·in th1.s . area is · · 
:.A.-~J~~ble·: Thi~ ·'...;,i~ :a;il~ .'hav.~ ·; ~h~ -.~·ffe~t~' o£ ·.g. ·~~-~tly_ .· .. ,· ·. ·. · /""'.' 1 I , , . ' , -, " ., t1 ~d:-ea·s~n~. : t.h·~ .·sc~pe ~d· ·~seful~es~~of . iarval ~i~~ sur~~Y~· · 
, • . .. ~ I , ! ~ .~ ' , ' ' ,',' • 
I ~ : , , • ' I 0 ' ) 
one aim .'of . thi~ . ~tu.d~< :i,s .to ·d.eyelot> ·an ·:age.ing procedure , ·· : .. 
• ' , ' ' • •• I ' · ' ' ' ' ; o \ ',: . •• • • • o •, ~ '' ' • : o ... ~ · I ' 
suita~le. for ia~a;J.· .:red'fi,h· and: :li-O u~e ·it.; ).n ·a detailed .· :· . 
< - ... : 0 :I ·~ ~ ,.. 0 , • I I .. f/ t o~ •' t; : f 1 .~ · 
ex'ami~at;on ... of d.~ffer.~iic~es .. i~ .. :gi~~ ,d,?~~n~ . ~he ' larval _ . 
peri9d ..;£,n 19.80 .an.d· 198L· .'V~:z::iattdn d!J.ri~g . ontogen~ ·of larvae 
• I < • ·,•.' :. • ' • • o ~ ', '~ : ," ', : 5.." ', ', • '• • • ' • I : , • 





: ' , ' t •' ' I 
. . .·.: 
'also be exan\ined· •. 
.. 
.. , · p 
~. ,: . . . 
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·· · MOR~HOLoGY \~~Ysis. · . . (. ·.~. :· .. ;·, ,·.·,·: '.<.: :.:·_.. · ... ;. ., .. 
• • ; . . ·. , . I 
•• ,l . 
. , ' , '\•1,, · • · • • I . , 
• • : "' I " , ' ,.f.a ' , ' ~ ' ( . • ', 1 • , ' I , i. • , I • 0 • • , , 1• 
' ' The 'red.flshe~. (' Family Scoi'paeqi~ae '.) ,· otherwise kr;towh ' ., 
. ' ' '" . ~;. · · ' .. . · . . ..... : .· · ·,8 • • .. ·. ~ · .. ~ ' . • : · .' ·': :. 1' 
as .the ocean;-per~hes.; .. ax:e:· perph..-li~e , or · pa~s-:-~ike in general : 
appearance . { · Bi9~.lo./ and:. s~:~oe.de~: ·~~53 ) · ~u~· . are . clo•~ly 
, ' , • • C • t ' ' • , " ; , ' :, : ' • 
' related, to· .the ~~~.i;if?.s : .·( F~~ily . C.6t~~dae . . ·· ) · ~~d · s~~ robin~ · · · 
( : Family T'riglidae: ) 'by· .. h~v'ing b9ny outgrowths of the·· . · ~ 
'" ' "• f ' I ., ' • ~ ' .. 
<;\ ' s.~b~rbi ta~i· and ~~~oper~~iar bori~a stretching a~ross, their . 
'c~:~~~~-, · ~i~;·~.9· the ~~ad: ·:~ ;:ov~~a.ll ·.\>o~y a~~e_a~anqe·. . . .' : 
. ·__,..-. j ' J • 
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' i 
... 
Furthermore, the .top ot the head is marked·by bony ridges 
\ 
that oft-en terJilinate i~· .~pines. ·The \interior• rays of the 
. . 
, dorsal, 'a~al, ·and pelvic· ,fit'ls a're m6dified as sharp · spines . 
• • . l'l • .. 
• t ' • 1': 
The Scorpae.nidae is ~rimarily a Pacifiq ·f~millt, in 
" . . . . . . . 
~ . ~ . 
· terms o~ diversity, with· over lQO species in the. eastern 
. ' 
Pacific alone C Moser .et al. 1977 ), but reaches'its 
\ . ' ~ ; I • ~ ' \ • 
. . 
great~st' commercial importan'ce in the At·lantic Ocean. Tl}e ·. 
• 4 ' • I ' ' • • '"' '\ 
..... . . . . . . . . 
. ' ~family' haa ·eight . genera, with se~en· of these occurring in 
. " ' ' t .. ; ~ . 
. · tb,e"" Atlantic .Ocean. but c;mly ;two, Sebastes anCl Helicolenus~ 
' . t. " • ' • • 





~ccur 'in rior_thern la:titudes. Only one species of 
I '· 
Hel'icdlenus, :!!-•. · dactylopterus ?~laro~he 180?~ · h.~s been 
' ,- C, ' I l I ' - ~ ~ported fr"7' ~e nOrt!' ~t~anti.c; ' it: r;o.n.}~~ frOID t~e coasts 
. . ... · .of Norway sopth t;o the Med~tteranean .4-n tpe East:e~n . 
i 
r 
. . Atlan~ic, ! and -from George's J~ank ' to · the . co~sts . of · So~th 
l ~ I • • • 
.; ·· · Ameii~a.: in . t~e west • . 'l'l\er~ · ~re no .rehords of its occurrence 
' ' 
in: the Newfbundland area :· and. it · is ··most abundant off eastern 
. ~ .. , · ' i '• •· ) 
i . :south ·America ftom1 the Car.ibbe~n to B!;'azil. 
. '. -. ' ! . ' ' 
. .. .. 
The genus Sebastes is, .much mor~· aorthern 
' ' 
-, 
distr~bution, e;ct~nding fr.om shelf ·break ·' ar.ias off the New ·\ 
. . . ). : ' . . i ',. .,·. . . : ' . ~.. ~ ' 
. ·' 
England states' north into the Lkbrador Sea, through the mid- < 
. , , , 1 l • , 
! 
- ~··· ·· . .. . 
r •' • ' 




' . \ . ; . . \ . 
' i ~. 
; ' \ , . 




~ ... ' 
,-. 
•' 
,.y ·: At.lantic ~ff .G~eehiand ~~- J;ce'larld., i·n~o 'the irm~nger ·sea, 
' • ' • ' ' • ; . • f .. ' • · , .~ •• • ~ . • ~- . • • • 
'and fr6m ·riorthet~ .Norway· south -to the coasts.of Portugal and 
' l • · J. s ' . • > ·'Spai~ · i~ -~he .. ea·t~r~ - ~-rlantl~·. :Di~cus~io.n, of th_e . 
" · l ... 
controversies 9ver ·the·t~xob.(;)my' of the· Sebastes genus in the 
. ' 
' . 
. . ' . "r 
North Atlantic . will -<form part of this ,P&J?er. 
i ... ... , 
~ . 
.' • . .. 
' ~ 
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Prior to the late 1940's, the genus Sebastes in the 
North Atlantic was commonly considered to consist of a 
single species, Sebastes marinus .( Big~low and Schroeder 
' 1953 ), although three species had been described 
taxonomically by 1856. Tliese were s·. marinus L. 1758, s. 
viviparous Kroyer . l845, an4 !· fasciatus Storer 1856. The 
general · ~oncensus on existence of a single valid species was 
.probably due to the restricted areal coverage of commercial 
i 
fisheries. Prior to -the Second Wo~ld War., large redfish · 
fisheries· were only prosecut_ed 'in relatively -shallow waters. ; 
' . ar~und the coasts ·of Norway and Ic,eland, and were 
-- :--~practi~ally non-eXistent in North · American ' waters. 
· . .. · Afte~ ·the war, th~ European fishery expanded -into deep 
' . 
. water a :reas·, . particularly between Scotland and Iceland, and 
the North American fishery· in the New England· states 
1 increased considerably. Taning ( 1949 ) was apparently tne 
first to assign the names S. ·marinus to .. the larg~r, ?ffshore 
. European redfish, !· viviparous to ·the inshore, shallow-
water redfish and S. ·fasciatus 'to redfish caught off ·New 
- ( . ' 
.Engi~Jt.d• In 1951, T~a;in su.b-divided !· ~rinus into t!(.) 
sp_ecies, -'a redefined s. marinus and a new s. mentella 
- ~ 
. Th.e spec~fic status of s. viviparous qu·ickly •became 
' 
~nerally accepted but its,distribution is confined to the 





















\ . / .· 
8 i . 
European s -ide of the North Atlantic from the coast~ of 
Norway and Iceland, through the British Isles and into the 
North Sea. H~ever, Andriyashev ( 1954 ), Kotthaus { 1961 ),. 
Le~ and Scott ( 1966 ) and Bar~ukov and Zakharov ( 1972 ) 
all failed to find inorphological differences sufficient to 
warrant the sub-division of s. marinus and B~rsukov a·nd 
. . -
Zakharov (• 1972 ) were unable to find a single feature which 
. ~ . 
would dif:t;eren.tiate s. fasciatus .·from either s. marinus or 
s. mentella without· often considerble overlap. 
\ 
Wh.en fleld work f ·or the otolith-based growth analyses 
presented in this paper _began ·in the Spring of · 1980, the 
· ·geJ\erally accepted view among fishery managers, but disputed 
. ' .•. 
I . \ • 
by · some ta~on~~ists, w,as tha't the genus Sebastes in ·the 
.. 
Northwest Atlan~ic consisted of a single valid species, s. 
marinus, with recognition of the considerable geographic a~d 
depth variation in mo.~phology ~ufficient· to assign the sub-
r&pecific names s. marinus ·marinus and s. marinus · mentella. 
Since then, new work 
· three valid species, 
fasciatus, should be 
has ·been published contending that 
s. m~nus, s. - me~~ella, and s. 
~ . \ - -~ 
~eco~zed based· on differences in the . 
.r· . . .. 
morpho"logy of the. gas bladder ~scles" ana their pa~s.~ge 
. , ' . 
between the ,ventral ribs ( ·oLitvinenko' 1980, Ni t9Bla and b, 
-.· . 
Power and Ni 1982 ) • ·Payne and Ni ( 1982 ) differentiated 
the three putative species of Sebastes ·by biochemical 
criteria but McGlade et al ~ ( 19a3 ) concluded _s. fasciatus 
., ' 
.. . 
is electrophoretically distinct fran s. marinus and s. 
\ .-, .. . 
. ' 
. 
















menteUa and individuals of the lat.ter t..;o lspeciea cannot be 
r differentiated from each other. t 
I 
I 1Ni ( 198lb) also noted differences in·numbers , of anal I .. 
fin rays, gill rakers,· vertebrae,i and dorsal fin rays, 
. \ . 
fusion of the occipital-nuchal ridge, the third 
\ 
t ; • • posterior preopercular spine, and : the · r lationship of the 
• I 
~of the pectoral fin to ·the an~s 
. varying degrees, i'n differentiation of s. mentella from S. 
. . 
fasciatus. All three of these p~tative S,Pecies do occ:ur on 
. . 
Flemish c·ap ( Barsukov .and .. Zakharov 1972 ), but !· marinus · 
' 
1 .is believed to be .in low ·abundance. 'The main population · 
·.. ' . ,' . ' ' ' .. , " 
consists of the sharp-beaked redfishes, s. fasciatus and s . . 
. ' .·· -- . 
mentella, with _!• mentella being the d~minant _ species 
( Te.m_pleman 19 76 ) • 
This recent rekindling of the controversy over 
redfish identification in tbe North Atlantic has arisen from · 
(' 
studies . on ·adults. ' However, since the 1940 Is,. eonside;able 
effort has been directed towards larval identification, 
.esp•ecially in Europ~an waters. Much· of this work · h~s stemmed 
frOm Taning { 1949 ) who claimed that larvae of 'the large . 
European re4.flsh ( s. marinus ) · could ~ idifferent'iated from 
larvae of the small, . inshore -.redfish ( s. v·iviparous.) by' 
the occurrence of caudal pigment spots in the latter which 
\ 
were absent · in the former. 
... 
Although Taning died ·in·l958, _his. drawings and a 
. ' I • 
,,; . 
I . 












' discussion \:re published by Bertelsen at the' International 
Redfish SympoSiUm at Copenhagen in 1959 ( Tani~g 1961 ) • His 
drawings showed two kinds of larvae, the first with one or 
tJo melanophoree : loca~E.i ' in the,sub-c:udal re~ion of the 
,_ \.Jeveloping hypural elements, and the second completely 
lacking· in sub-qaudal melanophores. Distributionally, the 
larvae with . .sub-... ca~dal ~lanophoi'es were found inshore 
' ' ! . 
around the Faeroes and .Iceland while those without sub-
1 ' 
' . f •• • 
caudal ,~lanopho~es were . mainly found in offsJ:lore areas. •' 
. . 
: Accordingly, ·he assumed the larvae with the ca~dal spots 
' ' • • ' • ' I 
' . ~ 
· were. S. vivipa~ous and tho~e without the spots were ~· -




American form ", ·lat:er believed to be. ~· mentella, also had 
. ' 
~lub-caudal nielanophores. Several studies quickly followed 
' . 
which used the sub- caudal melanophore criterion in analyses 
"-......- .. 
of -distribution ( Corlett ' l96la and b, Henderson 196la and 
b ') and time of extrusion ( Einarrson 1960 ) • 
Templeman and Sandeman ( 1~59 ) , in a at-tidy of pre-
\extrusion redfish laryae . in North American waters, found · 
T 
97. 7% of " mentella-type " larvae and 23. 9% of II m~rinus- _ 
I 
type 11 larvae had sub-caudit.l melanophores. Consequently, 
aansen an? Anderson ( .1961 ) , in a study of larval· redfish 
.. 
with sub-caudal melanophore& on both sides of the Atlantic, 
· ass.igned them to S·. · marinus mentella or s. viviparous based 
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Doubts as to th~ reliability of' this identi 
\ 
acheme quicKlY grew ( raham 1962 ) and several 
reporting res~lts ( Ra ~t 1964, Henderson 1964a 
. . 
were published. Bar.suko and Zakharov ( 1972 ) · sugge 
· Temp1·eman and · Sandeman _( .. 1959 . ) had mis-identified s 
' .... 
) 
the, mentella-itype specimens and t~at they sJ:lould righ fully 
be identifieQ. as §.· fas.c:i.atus. Templeman ( 1980 · ) 
• ' 
subsequently reclassified JTI(lny of these · mentella spec· mens 
. . . 
. • 4 . . 
as s. fasciatus indicating that ·21% of la.rvae from me~tella, -. 
parent~ _ and 87\ of la~vae . fro~ fasciatus pare~ts had su~-
., . . . . . . ; ' ' . ' ' . ' 
caudal m'eianopl:lores. Additionally., of 'those with. sub-caudal 
J. 
mel<!-nophores, )~rv~e of s." inarinus and §.· mentella us~al+Y 
·' . 
had a single melanophore w.hi1e~larv'?-e .'of s; fasciatus 
typically had. two melanophore a. 
. ' . 
Thus, to_ this date, no protocol -exists by whi:ch ; . · 
. ' ) 
redfish larvae of th~se putative species rnay··be differen-
. . 
. tiated. · Although-· t~e taxo.nomy o~ the · Sebastes genus in 'the· 
Northwest Atl~ntic rem~ins a · contentious issue, the 
...- .,- . " . . . 
:~xist.ence of two or. more _s~ecies on Fl~-mish Cap has 
important implicati~ns for the'interpretat~~n o~ the growth 
analyse~ repor'ted_ in 'this paper• · No d-etailed st?dy· of larval · 
. redfish morphology exist.~-- for .'the ~ewfoundland area. The, 
second ·aim of· t~is ' study is, t~el::fbre, to .detail t;h_e .. : 
morp~:~ogy · of the' ':~,yjv~l· ~e,.d·f~~-) populat-ion o~· ~le,mis,h dap 













to ~etermine the existence of morphologically d~stinct 
group which may indi:cate the presence of or correspond to 
. .. 
two or more of these putative~species. Possible identifica-
• < -
tion criteria are ~il-a:l:\lat;d and the ecologicai implications· 
. ~ . 
of variation in redfish morphology are examined • 
... 
.. '\i t. 1 ~ ·i . . 
. · .· ' . 
1; 
.. · ... 
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II.A. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA r 
':. .... 
Flemish Cap is a small, .offshore fishing bank east of 
the northern Grand Bank { Fig. 1 ) from which it is 
separrted _by t~ Flemish Pass, a channel over 1000 meters 
deep,( running rough~y north · to south between the Flemish Cap 
a~d the adjacent Grand Bank. The bank is ess_entially a · 
. . . . \ 
·submer~ed mounta!n with a hard, central granitic core which 
.is smooth and. almost devoid. of sediment surrounded by 
. . . 
' . 
younger sedimentary beds ::that slope outwards ( Lonca'revic 
anq Ruffman 1972 . ). 
The waters. of the northwestern part of the Cap· are 
relatively cold and fresh, originating from the offshore 
. . ' 
branch of .th.e Labrador Current. This . current sweeps alor_1g 
the slope of the northern Grand ·Bank•and through Flemish 
:Pass, often washin over considerable portions of the 
'- ' pi! I 
/' .. 
~orth~.est~~ sl_op~s Cap. In the south and southeast, 
l : .\. .,......,. 
the waters are considerably warmer, being influenced -by . the 
n6~theastward-flowing Gulf Stream Current. Over the :·Cap· 
. . 
itself, the influences of these opposing ' curre~ts res~lt in 
the formation. of a clockwise gyre { Kudlo and Burmakin 
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.F~g~~e 1.· Location of the st.udy ~rea, . F·lemish . Cap, . 
··. in relation to the·· adjacent Gr-aiid Bank and ' 




. ~he .island PQl,="~i.ori .of the Province of 
Newfoundland 'and Labrador • 
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II.B. SPECIMEN COLLECTION 
r.:::::i 0 
Larval redfish spec~mens. were collected on seven 
cruises to Flemi_sh Cap during the Spring and Summer o£~1989. 
and 1981. Actual ·cruise times are as follows: 6-13 April. 
• A 
. . 
1980,' 20-26 May 1980, 22-28 July 1980, 27 Ap:r;il-1Q May 1981, .· 
. . . 
22-27 May 1981, 26 June-7 July 1981, 26 June- 5 July 198~. 
.. ;- Larval fish ~amples w~re caught by ob~ows of 61 # 
ern pair~d Bp~q~ nets to 200 me~ers or to within S · meters of 
. ' . I . . , 
bottom, . whichever ~as the le.sser depth. Nets used were of 
. . . 
0. 333 rnril mesh,, excep~ for the cruise 27 April-10 May 198i 
·during which some .st~ti.ori~ ~ere s~mpled . using o • ..sos mm inesh '• 
.. 
~._.. · .... ·. 
\ , 
' • , : • ... -~ .I ~ - : ,· 
. . . 
. ~ . 
' • . 
. D~ring each ··cruise, a grief su~~ey · pattern qf 42 . · ·. 
stations was sampled, 'of~en supplemented by addi tiorial 
. ~ . ·.- . . . . ' I 
~bi~ions 'ithin .. the grid area. Stations from which larvi:l'l 
redflsh we~btalned· . are indicate~ in · Figu~es 2 an~ 3 J o:r 
. .. I . 
\ . . . , . . 
• 
19~0 , and. 198:1 res~ectively:. . . . __ ; · .. · ~  
With each plankton ··sample·, ; a c'r~ conductivity, f tern ·-
. I ... 
erature, depth' ) profile fran surface to 500 met~rs depth 
was tak.en using a Guildline . I~strurnents CT¥>, probe. Pr,Jfi·~ 
of salinity, temperature, ~~d density- were s~~~quentl . 
. \ _. . . . .  . . • ·I 
, . calculated ·ftom tb.e. data. 
. . 
II .C. 0Toi.ITH~PAAATION AND INCREM;k. CO:NTING i ' I ,. I 
; . 
. . 
I . q 
'· 
. ' 
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Figure _ 2. Sample locations· at which . ·larval 
.<were captured during .1980 . . - · 
, . 
·; 
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~~nlpl~~ .locations at . :hich · larval 
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Specimens.for otolith analysis were selected at random 
and preserved in 10~% anhydrous ethanol as quickly as 
possible to miniroiz~ postmortem shrinkage. 'sample to preser-
vative ratios were always kept in excess of 1:10 and after 
- 1~3 weeks the preservative was drawn off and replaced to 
retain . ~he~oli t~s ·in optimu; condition for in:reme~t 
-counting. Pre-extrusion larvae, which had · been stripped· from' 
' I ' o , ' 
adult f~~al_es. :c~ug?t by bott·om trawling,. were simila.rly 
preserve.d •. 
·' 
In the ·la~or.atory, laryae wer~ · p~aced 'On · g~ass slides, 
their total length measu_red to the nearest 0 .'t mm with an 
• . • 4 
ocular micrometer mounted on a st~reomi'croscope, _ and ~eir 
etate' ·of flexion recorc\ed. The heac( was .· removed and placed 
in a _drop of glycerin. Sagittae from both sides of the head 
< . .... • 
were diss.ected out at 20-40X maghi£ication and allowed ~o 
. . 
~ remain in gly~e_d.n for 1-2 days· .-~ The length of time in 
' , · 
\ 
glycerin was qot found to affe.ct the ·clarity o·f the otoliths 
but dissection under ·glycerin greatly faciii tated otoii th · 
. . . . 
ma·nip~lation. The glycerin was remov~ by ' flooding the slide 
!' with 100% anhydro~· ethanol' and the dry s,agittae were 
. . \ 
.trans.terred with a dissecting needle to. a · drop ·of Epon . 
resin ( Taab Industries, Readi~g, England ) on a clean, 
glass slide. The r~sin containing 'the sagi~tae was polym-
: . 



























Celsius. Coverslips were not used because they interfered 
. . . ~ f 
with the optical properties of the preparation. 
. • , I 
· Otblit~ growth increments/ consisting of an inner light 
I . . I 
. . 
band and a narrower, adjacent,' .dark band were counted using 
~ 
· a Zeiss Model II compqund microscope~ at mirgnifications of 
125-BOOX with bright-field illumination aqd the ; condens.or .. 
, , , ~ 
' lowered to increase contrast between '·light ' and dark bands. 
. : . . . . 
A:t first, . counts 'were. made. on: bo.th · sagi 1ttae from each fish. 
' . ' ·· . ' ·,' . . . . 
. . ·No ·differenc·e betwe~n the ·t; o sagittae . from 'the same fish : 
' ' /'1 • ;• i • , I 
w~s found ounts · were made on only· · qne. sag~tt·a , 
. . .. 
.. 
per fish. All . count~ were made at least three times .and ~e . 
greatest of the three .c:ounts was taken . as final, provided 
that the successive counts were within 5% of each other. 
0the~ise;. the otollths were d'iscarded. If .~he second 
sagi tt~· gave the same. result, ' the "specimen waft removed from· 
' ' 
. further analysis. All counts and subsequent verification 
' ... I ~ 
counts were mad~ by the author to ensure, consistency 'in 
counting procedures. 
Addit'ionally, on sagittae from sea-c~ught larvae, 
• 
. sagittal radi.Us measurements . were ' made from the. center of 
' the focal are·a along th~sterior radius of the sagitta. 
. ~ r 
""' ' . The posterior radius )fits- found to be consistently . the bes~ · . 
,_ . . 
. / 
for i~crernent counting. Measurements taken 'on each sag'i tta 
' 
weret total radius ·•( the distance from- the ·c~nter of the 
, ' I · . . 
focal area to the edge of .. the . sag i tt;a, J, foc~l. radius ( 'the 
... 
(.· 
i . ' 
. ' ; 













distance .. from the center of the focaf area to the start of 
the first increment ), ~nd successiv~ measurements from the 
~ center of .the focal area to the end of each fifth 
increment. Table 1 su~arizes data on the number of sagittae 
from•which counts were obtained and ~eir readibility. 
~ 
II.D • . SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR MORPHOLOGY. 
. . Larva~ for morpho~·ogical analysis w.ere preserved~ 
0 • . 
,. along with the other plankton, ·in 5%. formalin bu.ffered with 
. . . 
sodium borate. Larvae in good . condi t :ion were. subseqli~nt1y 
• 
selected at random .. to ·obtain a repr.esentati ve size . range of 
larvae from each trip. In the laboratory, a variety ·?f 
morphometric va'ri.ables . were measured •externally, . 'using a . 
. ' . .' ~ . . 
stereomicroscope at .20X magnification, and .pigmentation 
' ~ , . . 
patterns were noted. Larvae were classified as pre-flexion, 
I in-flexion, or post-flexipn larvat} based ~n the condition · of ' 
the notochord as described by' Moser et· 'al. ( · 1977 ) .: Larvae; 
were then . cleared and · ~tained .for. me:vittics and ob(ervati.on · 
~f head spination by the. rnethodology ~f Dingerkus :and ' Uhler 
( 1977 ) • , .Ail meristic menib~ ·. w~re counted· am~ cat:eg~rized_ 
in~o numbers of elements .ossified ( stain-ing with Aliz.arin 
req ·) or cartilaginous ( staining with Alcian blue ) ~ 
' • • If 
Terminology of head apin~s fol1~s Richardson · and Laroche,......-
. . . , / 
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Summary · of nuMbers·, of re.dfish lar~· ·a ":examined, 
and numbers of sagit~ found~ to suitable 
for ageing and measur~~nt frCDD 19 ~and 198\ • 
~. 
· ~ 
.. \ . 
· . 



























6-13 April 1980 • o' 
6-13. April 1980 
20-26 May 1980 ° 
200..:26. May l980 
22-28 July 19eo· 
27 Apr:-10 May 1981°, 
22-27 May 1~1 .. 
26· June-7 Ju_1Y . 01981 
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the position'and terminology of he~d spines is shown in 
• 
Figure 4. All hea~ spin~w~e recorded as present or absent 
and, if present, aa_g~~~d or cartilaginous. Terminology 
used for fin rays and-Spines is similar to Moser et al. 
( 1977 ). For a complete listiqg of morphometric, meristic, 
and piCjrnentation variables measured, see . Append~x A. 
.. 
27 Apdl-10 M_,£:1-al and 22-~7 ~ay"' 
.... ~ . "\ 
redfish with hatche~ larvae·in tne 
body cavtty were co+lected by bottom ~rawl to provid~ · pre­
ext~uarioA . :L~r~ae · ~o; ~se in . rearing. studies . to' determin~ - t.h~-
,, 
·,time of first increment formation _and the peri9dicity of·. 
subsequent increment formation. Well-developed larvae 'were 
extru~ed by hand into 25-·liter, pll!stic containers with 
seawater ·at t~e ambient sea .. surface te~p~ratu_re •. · .Th~se: ·.were 
returned to the laboratory onshore a held ·under controlled 
temperature regimes in·a recircul 
' . 
ing ·. seawater system • . 
. I 
Newly-hatched Art~~ia nauplii a d aocal~y captu~eQ wild 
I .. 
plankton wer~ added to~ th~ cqpt'a ners t,o provide a 'food 
. . . . . . . . . . 
source. The larvae survived · for 12 days but sampling ·on 
' . ' . 
alternate days revealed they·. wef'e neither feeding nor 
. ,. . -
. . 

















I' growing and were experiencing very high morta~ity. As 
I -- ·- - · . , felt that conditions of active growth . were_necessary for 
. ( .. . 
. . . .. . . ·. . ' 

















ll ' . t ......;. ____ _ 
Figure 4. 




·composite 'diagr~ of head· spi;es and their 
~o~~tion in larval redfish includipg 
.terminology used · in this manuscript. 
~ · 
.. 
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correct determination of otolith increment patterns1 the 












































III.A. GROWTH AN~SIS 
III.A.l. Otolith increment ~ascription 
J 
. i 
Redfish sagittae,from newly extruded larv~e, 
virtually disk-shaped in ~he - lateral ·view and 
. 
0.014-0.025 mm ih radius. Both the distal and 
surfaces are ·flat :!,n the· frontal view. As the 
\ 
\ 
·the . anterioz: edge becomes increasingly elongated, · ·.bo the · · 
\ . ' . . . . . 
dorsal and ventral edge's become comp~essed, . and the m dial . 
' . . } . . . ' \ . \ . . . I . 
surface · becomes . concave while t.he lat~ral -su.rface .bee: es 
~pnve~ ~u~ to thickening· i:n ~~ ,fo~:l· . area. 
. . . . . . ·' . .... 
.. 
· . Th~ee types of rings were observed in la 
. . . . . . . . \ . 
~ttae ( see Figure 5 ): · ( 1· >. sagittae of well-develope~_... 
# pre-extrusion larvae witlt the ~olk s·ac n~arly resorbed \ 
. ~ . . ~ · . . 
displaye~ a . pattern of 2-5 weak rings ( Mean = 3~39, ~ 
. ~ . -'*' . , a . r .~ 
49 ) • These were. s~lil. vis.ible in sagittae of rnos~ . plank on-
. . 
caugh~ larvae· ( Range . 2-6, Mean ~ 3. 40 1 N - 49 ) but 'ten ed 
' r . ' 
. ' ' 
to become obEJcured in sagittae ,...Yarg.er than. 0.15 nm i n 
. . . . 
• • ' • If' . • 
radius. , Typically~ . these rings ( termed ~r~.:..extrusion 
rings ·):t;iled, ~o co~?l_etely .enci~C::le : th~. · &~gi.~ta~· · . ~nd. 
were not r arded as n . true .. increments and hence were 
. . 
.• ... 
included. in .subs~qu~rlt· i ncrement counts. These were the only' 
. ·. ~ 
J 
' 
/ :· ""' 








































































Fi.gure s . . camera lticida dr.awings .of ·typical increment 







. ,:c·~ ~ 
·.,. ( A ) pre-extrusion larva ( · B ) pos't- .: .. · . 
extrusion larva. F is the focal· area, P is · · 
the pre~extrUeion zone, . E is the · extrusion 
or.heavy increment, A is ·a · zon~ of 'c+osely-
spaced increments typ'ical of.....ygung larvae, .· 
and B .·is · a zone _of widely-space'a _,;increments 
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rings, observ'ed in ariy pre-·extrusion redfish larvae. ( 2 ·) in 
. ,.,.. ' . . ' 
pre-extrus1on r1ngs was 
·-
plankton-caught larvae, the zone of 
fo~lowed by a heavy ring composed of a wide, translucent 
.. - ~-- . ~ 
.band followed by a prominent dark band. This ring or 
inorement was ~ con~icuou~ feature of nearly all s~gittae 
. ~ . . .. 
from pla~~on-caught larvae ana was regarded as the first 
-i~c~ement jor age ·determinat~on. ( 3') 'normal i~crements, _ 
' . . 
·: :· ' dep~sited in. regular, -concentric fashion immediately 
. ; ' • • • .. . ,I - • 
• 
following the first heavy increment. 
• J ' • • • 
I -II.A.2 • . Periodicity verification .· 
-.~ J ~ • • 
.__. 
Laboratory rearing a~~em~ts t~ direc~ly determine the •. ' . ·. 
onset and pe•ri~dicity · o_f increment· formatio.n were tinsuc-
ces~ful~ Sagitta~of iabor~tory-reared 'larvae, ~hich ~~re 
;.ot feeding, .. only J.la.d th.e 2-5 weak, pre-~trU~}.n rings even 
.wp to day 12 post-ex~rusion .. None de~e~oped J-!te heavy ring 
or_ the regular. inc;ie~ent~ demonstrated:· by pknkto~-~aught 
l~rvae. 
" Indirectly, a case can ~rna~~ S'U)porting the .idea . · 
'. .. · .~that ·onset of increme~t formatio~ (_ :the .. fi~st heavy ·ring ) 
commences. at extrusion. It_' is , know~ that pre-extrusi.on : 
larvae· never have tlie ' 'heavy increment whereas· the lnr:rement 
is present in yirtually afl small, · .poet-extrusion ·larvae. 
. . . ' ,. 
• 




































· Because most of a redfish larva's yolk is used up before~ 
extrusion, a newly extruded larval redflsh must begin 
~xogenous feeding very quickly. As increment formation is 
' 'widely regarded as a direct result of jeeding and growth, I 
feel justified in assuming the first heavy increment occurs 
at extrUsion. This~ belief was also held by ·Radtke (MS,l980) . · 
· After increment formation is initiated, subsequent 
increments are assumed to form ~aily. Thi!}assumptiqn can be 
iJ?-directly suppo~ted. The :main re~ish extruEJion t 'ime on 
' . ' ~ 
Flemish Cap i ·s th:e April to May period ( · Bainbridge and 
cooper 19711 Templeman . 197.6 ) •. Peak· extrusion was estimated' 
. . 
. . \. 
from length ..frequency data to . be. the last w.eek of April in 
.1980 ( Anderson· l?81 . ) and 1981' ( And~:r;son MS19S2 ) • 
Because extrusion is virtual·ly . complete by ·late June · · 
to July { Barsukov and Zakharoy ~pleman 1976 ), . the. 
predicted. dates of extrus·ion · ·of larvae captured. in this 
. ' 
period should' match published accounts ' of redfish 'extrusion . . . . . . 
activity. Figure 6 indicates. relative extrusion a~\!'vity 
throughout ·the sprlng·and . e~rly· summer of 1980 and 1981 from 
back-calctilation to age 01 assuming one increment equals one 
. . ... . 
c,',lay, oJ.t:he otolith increment .eounts from/.l.~rvae · captured in.· 
4. . . • . . • . 
late June to early july in 1(~0 and 1981. COrrected for -
average i~stantaneous mOrtalify of Z .;. 0.05 (And~rson .: l981) 1 
· tb.eae counts indicate . ~edfiah e .xtrusion was i~ated in 
mid-March, in.tens~fied through early April to peak during 
~ . j. 
f . ... 
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Figure 6. Intensity of larval extrusion activity on 
Flemish Cap ·during tlui 1980 ~d 1981 .· seasons.-
Numbers on the vertical axis are relative, .. 
























































the last two weeks of April. Extrusion activity declined 
.. 
. rapidly through May and was virtually complete by th~ first 
of June. 
III.A.J. Age and sagittal radius at length data 
/ 
Age at length ,and total sag~ttal radius ~t length data 
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 respectively for 1980 and 
in Tables 4 .and s respectively ~ 1981. Larvae ·~ged in 1980 · 
ranged from 5. 6 mm td 29.6 .mm .·in leng~h and ranged ~n age 
• fram , the newly extruded ( age 0 ) to .140 days. Newly . 
\ 
extruded larvae ranged from 5.6-8.9 mm in length, a rather 
. ··4-....... 
large range in initial lengths compared ' to oviparous, marine 
species. ·. ile · it _was not unexpec.;ed to find a large range 
"'' • ••. • ' . 0 
of ages _ wit. n a single mi'llimeter length- interval 'in ~ 
~~e~, older larvae, it was quite interesting that smaller · 
.. . 
larvae, under 10 mm in length,: within the same millimeter 
' 
I ' size interval differed in age by as much e& 3 w~eks . Total 
sagittal radii ranged . from 14. 87 ~icror1leters in o'ne larva of 
~ . 
fl. 0 Jm\ in length to 358. 98 ·. rucromet"ers in an· early juvenile ' 
of 28.7 mm. The high ·intra-group variability observed in the 
age at length dat~ ·is also evident · in the total sagi~l 
radtbe . at length measurements: 
During 1981, no larvae smaller than 7.0 nwn · in length 
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. I Table 2 •. ·. Summary o£ 
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. . . 
age in days from otolith increment 
tota1 · length iri one mL!,lirneter int-























































'13·. o-!'3. 9 
14.0-14.9 
15. 0...;15. 9 
. 16.0-16.9 




21. 0.;.21. 9 
22.0-22.9 









































31a · ) . 
Mean age Range St. lerror of 
(days) (days) mean 
--
1.00 0-3 1.00 
1.37 0-8 0.25 
2. 28 ' 0-18 p.33 
10.26 0-24 ' 0.72 
' 12.61 2-26 o. 57 
16.23 . 5-33 0.41 
21.35 7-3~ 0.58 
28.26 20-46 ' 1.29 ! • 
34.73 25-40 1. 27 i 41.77 31-72 4.02 I 53.00 ' 41-78 8.55 I I 
69~00 56-82 13 .oo I 
72.45 59-82 2.55 ,. 
..... •. 
. 2.t ! 75·. 70 68-89 77.29 ' 64-86 1. 7 ' ; • 
87.11 65-105 ' 2 .• 6 
86.41 ' 73.;,102 L40. 
89.62 ' 71..;115 2.58 
' 94. 65 80-!3ft · 3.21 · 
9~. 33. : '80-140 ' 3.60 
112.'00 99-120 4.74 i ,, 
104.66 96-109, 4.33 ! 
' 113 .oo ' '112-114 1.00 : ~ 110. so 103-118 7 ·.~0 
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Table 3. . ·s~mmary of . total sae{ttal · radius measurements · 
in mi .. cromet:e'rs and. total length"· in . orie. milli-
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- . . 21 .• 0-21. 9 
22.0-22~9" 
-23.0-23 •. 9 
24. o~24·. 9 
25.-D-25.~ 
26.0-26.9 












, lOS 19.37 
73 . . 30.52 
99 ,----..-.24. 4~ 
l,S4--" - ~ .11 
/79 ·i 48 • . 3 
23 62.5 
1 11 .. 86.84 -




10 . . 185.99 
14 199.79 ' 
19 207.16 
27 219 ·. 75 
21 231.85 ' 
·17 237.42 ' 
15 261. 6•3 
4 262 .45' 
3 280.18 








15. 63-17 .,l_6 




25. 16-64. 05. 
28.21~65.19 
51.09-93.03 




. 160; 80-205.77 






·207. 02-274.15 . 
226.22-317.83 
215. 79-llO ."84 . 
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age in days from ·otolith i crement 
total length in . one mil lim ter int- : . 
i.a.rval redfJ:ah·. in· 1981'. 
. ~ . 
•. 
















. : .· 





























8.0-8.9 . 29 
9.o-g.9 63 
1.0.0-10.9 74 
11.0-11.9 81. · 
12.0~i2 .• 9 63 ' 
- . 
. 
' 13.0-13.9 66 . 
14.0-14 •. 9 . 52 
-· 
15.0-15.9 28 
16.0-16.9 ' • J is · · 
1.7 ~ 0-17. 9 ' 
·· " · 11 
·18.0-U~.9 · 9 
19.0-19.9 5 
20.0-20.9 2 
·21.0-21.9 . ·. 4 
22.0-22.9 2 
23.0-23.-9 ' . 2 
33a 
0 
. Mean age~ 
(d~ys) 
, 
























st. Error ..1 







~.:--- . 1.25 
\ 1.37 
1.'46 
· ·.·c67. 72 · ~ . 42-81 2."24 
• 
: 69.82 52-84.· 3.34 
~ - I • 
76.78 
' 
.. ~\/ 5?-87 3.-.81 
78.40 .. 
·\. 65-9.4 5.18 
100.00 
-
90-11Q 11 10.00 
94' ~ 25 . 79-114 8.14 
. 117.00 112-122 5.00 
115.50 110-121 5.50 
: ,. . 
'. 
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Table 5. Summary of . total sagittal· ,radius ~easurement.f! 
in mi·crometers and total · .length in orie mi~li~ 
meter "intervals for larval redfish in 1981. 
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·Total length N Mean radius Range •st. Error 























ranged froJ}l 7.0 lll1l to 24.8 mm total length and their _ag~s 






~e unexpectedly high intra-group age variabilit~ observed L L { . 
• 
in small larvae. _in 1980 was even higher 'in 1981. Larvae 
'•"' ', 
· 8. 0-8. 9 mm in length had ·an age range of '30 days while 
. 
larvae 9~ 0-9.9 mm in length differe~ . in age by as much as 3? 
days. These high intra~group ranges continued into the 
-· 
larger size intervals. ~Total sagittar radii ranged from a · 
. . . 
,· . 
;Low of 16.01 micromete_rs. in a ~arva 8.0 'mn1n length to ;,,_..-; 
. 
295.49 micrometers in an early juvenile at ~24.3 ·mm. 
,jc,. ~;t 
. 
III .A. 4. Length at age ~egress.ions 
. . "' 
The le,ngth .. at for both and 1981 ( · Figs·. · 
~ 
7 and 8" ) do not indicate 
. 
onentia1 growth· 
. . ) . 
· phase or inflection point s of growtl\ ··models such 
as the ·Gompertz or Von Bertalanffy equations is inapprop- J . 
I. 
, . I 
. ~ j 
l . 
, .. 
( . . I 
l ·· · I 
-1 l 




.< : . 








ria.te. One obvious · charac't.eri'stic .of . both. \.years· is · t~e iarge· : ~ 
·i 
· amount of scatter, probably indiqati ve of la):'ge var~atioh irl .-; ' I 
' ~ _-,"f: 
cjrawth between individuals~· 
--
' ' ' • jlo • I 
' , :.· 
' .. 
From .1east squ~res regression p~~cedures ( Table 6 ), . . :• : '\ 
the fitted .equation~ · for 1980·- and 19"91 are, respectively: 
\ 
.. 
TL • 0 . 160 Age + .7.422 I 
·I 
I • 
; \. . ' 
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Int~rcept 1 ·-7 .422 

















1 ·.e. 2oa 
~ 0.109 
_. . 
. . . 
.. 
I 
F Value Prob > F 
o. 947 13571.95 o. 0001 
Standard ·Prob > lTl T ....... or~o: 
error Earanieter ... 0 . ,. ~ 
o.osa 
. 0.00~37 






Standard . T ·for HO.: 









, l •o 
o.1ioo1 
0.0001 
Prob > F 
o. 0001 
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TL = 0.109 Age + 8. 208 • 
where TL is t .otal. length in ~illimeters 
and age is · number of days post-e:itttusiqn 
Analysis o.f variance F statistics for . both regressid.ns 
·' 
are highly significant ( P < 0.0001 ) •and the R2, 
particularly_ for 1~80 is· 'high indicating a good fit of the 
data .~ to the linear ·llOOel. ·The slopes .of the ·regression 
. ~ . ' , 
equations are estimates of the mean daiiy gr.owth ·rate w~iie · 
the . intercepts~ ax:e· est'imates. of length at extrusion. 
. . 
Analysis of variance· F tests for equality of sl.opes · 
indicate the siope of the 1980 regression is significantly 
. . . . . . •. .. . .· 
~ • . ' , . • • ' I • • • , 
greater· than the slope of ·t}:le 1981 · regression ( F a 3~5.44, . 
' J • " • • 
Prob. < F>r: .6·.0001 ) ~d· the . ~)f.idence .int~~val~.' .ab~ut the . ' ·~~ 
.inter~ept~ do not overlap. at the· 99% ·confidence level.. This 
' . . : 
means that, although redfish larvae at extt-usion were ~a.rger · 
. • • • • •i 
i~ 1-9~1, they . subs~~uen1:-1Y g;ew·~~r~ slowly~l ~he : ~w~ · I ·.( 
regres~fon. li~es i~t~rs~ct . at~ '1:5 ;~ · day.s indi~at:ing that, · in 
. \ . . . 
1980, i .arv{e o~cf;'r than .15 days we,:re usually .l~rge~ . ~an . 
iarv~e ~n . : 1~~ at{·the same a~e.' .· · . ' · . . . \' 
.... . 
'< • 
III .A.5. Length at sagittal radius regressions 
. . . -:' ~ . 
. . 
. •' ~ ' .. 
. - . 
The fish le~g~~ .. at sagittal rad).us · data for 1980 and 
. . . ' . 19Bi ("Figs. 9· an~ 10 ) also have no _apparent. ~.xponential· n.·. 
·· .
., 
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phase .or inf1ection poi~t. - However·, th.<Jre is, some non-
~linearity in the data. ~on~linear parameter .estimation 
procedures indica ted the data ~ere· 'better fit by a 
polynomialo o£ the form: • 
' 
, .. 
Y = a x2 + · a X + b 1 2 
· .,. 
w~ere Y is tot.al :1en<jth at capture,, in ~il1il_lleters 
., . , . . •• .._ !- •. 
·_and X. is .the sagittal rad!us -~. nrl:c-rometers. · ; __ 
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rather tnan · a linear equation ·ot-.·an · ~xponen·tial _with an · . • 
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p·arameter estimation and 'analysis of vari~n~e - .. . ; ·: 
of least 'squares regress!on on• leng_th· at -sa_g-7. ~ _J- . 
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it tal : radius data £:or 1980 and 1991 ' ·\.· a.-. 
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B. 198r Regression 






























'. ~· 11 • 
··' 
. ~ ~ ... 
' . 




DF Parameter Standard 
estimate .error 
' . 
1~ ~· 8: 1l2'i!J 
'•· 
0.1386 
1 · o. ooo'o3.3 . .000013 
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. ,. 










· .. \ . 
. - _ ..... , .. -~ . . - -
' •. 
F Value Prob > F ' 
8004.25 . 0.0001 




68.005 o .. oooi 
-9.113 0.0001 
34. 1 71 0.0001 
F Valfle•\ . . Prob > F 
1647.99 · ~ ·' ' 
T for HO: 







.0 . 0001 
• • 
Prob > 1Tl 
o. 0001 
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:'Qefit . ~it to the exi.sti~g data, keeping in mind that any 
procedure w~ich fits an equation . to _data ·will seek a 
. . . . 
compromise in determination of the best fit over the ~ntire 
. .. 
data ra~ge. 
In both· years {-.,igs. 9 and 10 . ) , there·· is an obvious -
. . ···ilon-linearity to the data, 1parti-cularlt at the very 'smallest 
' 
· fish lengths. ·Th'is results in a downward curve of the data 
. . . 
, Po.i:~ts ·. The non-lineatity ··seems to be confined to the lower. 
.end of the graph with 'the remaining data apparently linear .• 
The coetficients of the polynomial, as used, represent the · . , 
best.compromise between the linear(and non-linear tendencies 
in the data. , 
_ Although the radfbs s4uared coefficients appear 'rather 
small, the T test ~or H0 •z Parameter • 0 .fndicates the 
I Coeffi~ts are'eignificantly different from zero for both 
•, years. -. _ ly'~ts- of vari~nce F statis'tics. for both 
regressions are also highly significant . ( P ~ 0.0001 ), 
Fitting a line~r equation 'to this data would also probably 
pe highly 'significant. Howeve·r, with th~ non-linearity in 
' ~ the sagittal radius to length relationship in smaller fish, 
~ ~-'the polynomial gives a more satisfactory fit at 'the lower 
. ' 
and of the data set. . 
&2 ) 
( Ha 
' · \ 
0 
The coa'fficienta of the qua~raticf ( a 1) and linear 
tarma ware •~aluated by analysis of' variance F tea~• 
al' eo 
-
&1,81 a2' eo • &2, 81 ).. Th'O overall p 
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~ta~istic wa~p signifi"'cant ( F = 75.9!, Prob·. < F.• 0.0001 ) . 
. , . . . ·,, 
. ' ; 
. Evaluation of the standard error~ bf the estimates of ~ 1 and 
-. 
,a2-;·and the intercept's indicate the' 99i confidence . int.erval.s 
. i • I 
· ~~out the estimates do ~-ot· ·overlap. \. . 
·.il:I.A.6. Length ~ extrus-ion 
'\ I . 
Because of observed wide· variati'on in·. lenc;Jth Of age 0 
\· . 
was / calculated. ·, fto ' 
larvae, the length extruslon was· estimated .for each la·rvae 
i . 
· ind'i viduall.y bf!lfore its ·growth hi story 
., 
I ' estimator~ of l~~g::· at extrusio~ were obtained~o~ the 
regressions -()f ·· total'·~ength versus age~- ,These may be 
I 
written asz I 





_, ' is the slope and b the intercept of the 
"'"' length at ·age regression equations 
'l , / \ 
and. age and TL are - ~he observed age and total length 













, I I \ 
• 
of ' the regreaaion equation. Aa auch, L 02 . ~~uctuft~-• \ 
I t ' ' 
·' 
- \ ~ 
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.. 46 
- . 4..:. 
\ 
\ 
1. " rL with ' d~v~ions of i~dividual growth from the mean&l'~~dicted 
fr·om the regr~ssion sl-ope. 
• . 
· ·The variances .of L 0 1 and L 0 2 were the parameter 1 
. . \ . . . . .. . . ., . '·"' 
~im~tes ~r-the_ linear regression of . (1)· ~he squa·res of t.h.~ 
d,evi~~io~s !of· Qb~er.ved total length from the regression line I . \ - ~ 
of total iength · vi~~u·s age and (2) the squares of ~bserved · -.. · 
., ~age..... These regress~ons, for 1980 an'! 198\' are -summarized· 
in Table 8 •. -The parameter estimates for itercept ana 
age2 are. the variances of L 01 'and L-02 respectively. · These 
- . 
'second-order variances were used because the 
# . . 
he~eroscedasticity in·the length at age data with its '• . 
coincident reductiOn in. the number of older . larvae ·•gave ~ 





.. fi~st-ord~r variance for each point which was consider~ to . ~ 







order variances better reflects the increasing variabil'ity 
in total length. with increasing age • 
Determinati~n of a single best, or optimal, estimator 
\ 
of L 0, the true length at extrusion, was determined from LOI' 
and L 0 2 ~ - The opti~a.l estimation equation used was that of 
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Parameter e·s~fm~tion ( cal~ulation of second-ord'er 
varia~cea) arid ·an~iysi~ o~ v~rianca of least 
squares regression on .. squared deviations of ·. . . 
obser~e.d total length fr~~ the ezpected . v:ersu~ the· 
·· square of a9e for 1980 and 1981. ~" 
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• A. 1980 Regression 
Source 
f 
' . I 
.· M~el_ 











Prob > F 
. . Variable .· DF J ParameteJ· Standard T for H91 · .~lob · > iT1 
· ea.timate' error · parameter • 0 
. J;ntercept · 1 0. 7118 0.1046 . ~ 
· ' age · 1 0.000405 p. oooo2a 
Br 1981 Regression • , 
Source · DF < : R2 
• 
.Model 1 0 .105· 




I 'J • ~ 
variable DF J?ara,meter Standard 
estimate error 
-
Inter9ept ·1 0.8269 0.1510 
























· Prob > lTl 
- 0 
,; .· ~.-0001 . 
0.0001 · ' . . 
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whete L0 is the optimal estimator of L 01 ~d L 02 
2 2.. . 





: The variance of the op-t;.imal estilt\(l t _or itself' ·is given by. the 
equation: 
'. -1 .. 
. ~ 
• I 2 1 . i 






. The . opt_i.mal· e.stimat"fon.:technique has .the·desireable 
., - -
·;..;.... quality·· ·of ~phasizing "the individual estimate with the 
• . 
lowest v~iance. This i~~compli~hed by weighting .the 
estimates in \elati~n to the ·size of the~r respective 
variances. · ) 
0 · 
' Because of the nature of the scatter a'bout ·the 
. ... r.egres~ion l~~e~, with' th~ ·- ~ost fc~ter bbserved 
.... __ , 
larger larv~e, esi)imatee of · !ength at extrusion 
. -· 
. . 
·regression intercepts may be better than estimates based on 
the sl~pe ( ·aecause this optimization procedure is wef!hte~ ·· 
• 
.by the variance of the indivi9ual estimators, arid the 
. / 
~ar.iance 'of· L 0.2·. is highest in older fish, · then the 
. . I 
procedure weights ,the resulting optimal . estimator _ _,tor· older 
fish more heavily i _n favor of L 0 1• \ ' . 
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The f:teque~cy distributions' and nieabs· of. 
I , . . . ... 
int·ermediate estimators and the 
the various 
'!! ' 
fi~a1 _ op~i~1 estimator for 
' ' . 
refi~pectively. 
. • ' t 
: lo •• 
1980 and 19Bl . are sununarized "in . Tables .9 and l.O · ·. 
""" . . ·. 
. . . 
;i'h~ ·mean predicted l.ength at extrusion for 
· . . I 
. ' . 
both 1980 and 1981 are not significantly different .~rom the 
observed. :mean 1en'gth of age 0 larvae captu~ed' 
' / '· . '· ' . .. ' 
nun, .. and ·1981; e. 38 ~ ( Prob. ) .. o_.os } • · · .. 
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II I .-A·. 7. Temppral Variation in length at. extrus'iqn' 

















Le~gtl} at .. ext~usion \iad.es with da~e. 9~ ·ext-rusiqn. fl'or . ./ ~· 
' • ~ • I'"' 1 
. -·: - ~h~· -~i~ ~xti:'u~ion ~rlod .fn 1980" ( ·Fig . .; .11~- i··,. .:the mean ' . · . ... '' ·· 
~~~~til at .ex~~~sion .. ~e~;~l~ i~cr~~·~JrOII\ 6.86 '.., tO~ • .•. ·. . ' IL 
1 
.. larvae extrudeti · ' in :·t.he· Julian. day period~-99, to a ··peak 
I 
t ' 
• ' , - ! \ r ' I ' , , " 
. of 7. 9~ : nun for· '~ar~ae· ~~truded ~- l~te. May from ~ulian (iay .'. I 
#-140-149. 'The_ •analysis o~ var~ance F .statistic _compar~nci \ - I 
-dff~erences i~ length ··.at ·· e.xtru~ion -~ith 'extr~sion -~ime, is . · " i . 
. . . . , . , . I 1·. , 
. .· . ~ 
statlstically .sig~if~cant .( F • 10.~7, Prob. ~ P' • 0.0001 
\ . . 
-~- Tl\\ 95% conf~~~nce ~nterva~about . .. ~h~ . cei~. me_lns '·a~e . . 
· lfgely n~~-~v~r~appi.~~~ i~dicati~g · ~ t;e_n_d .towards·. : 
increasi~g length at. extrusion with increasing date' of 
,. 
· extrusion. . . ' 
a mean. tota(.length· 9i'a.49 ~-. This steadily. decreased . • 
• • • ' ' • ~ . • • . • • •. ! 
· through · t~ th~ ·Julian day >per.iod : 1.30-=-~39 to a · law· of 8. i1 -~ 
• • ' . . , . ~ ' ,J~ I ' ' , : t , \, • 
. and. th4!m · increased. ... to a.s~ _.n for; Uulian days .' .lSo-is!t'"~ : Tile 
~ I I ' . • ~ . • ' • • • . • f • • • • • ' •. ' . -~ • I 
analysis of variance' P', atat.i,stic comparlng length. at . - ·. ' 
I 
•, 
-~ ~ . 
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the cell':rti . s all overlap indicatfng---t.hat-, a.'lthough.:. length 
............ .., - + · I / . • • 
. . ·-, . . . . -
· -at :extrusion doee ·· aignificantly· ·vary with extrusion date; 
th~re is no sys~emati~nd_ ~owards either increasing or 
decreasing ~\ngth at extrusion with date of extrusion~ \ 
. -;· -~-







:-....., -~ l ... , . J 
-- --~" -~ 
The growth h~\~t-ory . of each larva was dete:mined · .by a . ~~ ~ : 
.. ---- . -,~· 
HI .A.8; .Back-cafculat'ed growth history 
. . 
back-.cal~~-t-~on procedure based on the predicted length -at ~~;--~ 
extrusion ,arid the· measur~me~ts of s~gitt.al ·radii . at . ea'ch ~ -\ . .,. • . . 
. . ,. incr~~e~t. _·interval. '. th~ mean ,dai~,' ·growth/~~ · in e~ch • 
............. . .. . \ · • • ~- • &. 
interval was calculated both in mil~imeters _per day and as a 
\ . 
I ' • - • 
per cent . c)~dy len~t:-h ., at :he start of ·t~e . interval. 
The back-calculated length at age data for bo'th 1980 
. ·. . '""·, ' . . . . . . " · .. . . . 
and 1981 · ( Fig. 12· ) are very simi"l:ar to. ·the observed length 
....__ ' 
. "-;..._ . \ . ' .. 
at age data. {'-·-Figs. 9 and 10 ) , supporting~~. effectiveness .,... 
.. 
of the back-calc!llation procedure as an accurate,_p~ed_ictor 
of past larval gr~~ ~i~tory. Until age 15-20, larvae . 
extrude~· in 1981 arE! gr.e11ter i~ length · than 1980 l~rvae due · 
\ 
. to · the greater mean length at e~trusion .in 1981. However, 
. ' .. ' . .·· ' . . . ' .. .. 
after .this time, 1980 "larvae are 'conSistently larger · than 
. l". ' • . - · . 
'\ 
... 
1.981 larvae _at all ages thro~gh to ag~ 100 ils _a result of 
. . 
tlie-· g~;eater mean daily growth rate in 1980. The mean daily 
. . . ....... 
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12. ' Back-calculated. mean total . leng'th i~ milli-· 
meters versus age in days post-~xtrusion 
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¥ • 56 
-
.4 
\ 0 \ 
.each larva:•s lifespan is shown in . Figure ·13 •. \ .. 
~ -
In 1980, the mean .daily growth rate foi\ the first 5 
days after . extrusion was. 0.143 nun per day. Dally growth 
• I • ' I 
.rates decli·ned' through. ~- · age 10 and then increased steadily· 
. . ' . . . . .. 
to peak around age 65 at o. 188 mm pe·r_ ·day. La:t:vae old~r than . 
0 o ' • ' ' I • • ' 
·_65 . days .experience~ a ~e.riod ~£ declining growth r .ates 
thr~ugh. to ~g~ ,_ii:O . by .;which :\ime 'tile daily . growth . rate 
- . , . . . ... 
had 
fallen to ·o.1oa ·rom per .day:-Expre.ssed as· a p~r_ · ·c:=~nt · .of .to!.al 
length (:Fig·. l~ . ), · laryal growth was greatest initial:lY to 
. . - •' . ""\ ., ' 
. . . . - • . t · . • • ....... :\. . 
age 5 ( 1. 9%' per 'day ) .and declined steadily · wlth --.i;l~Vanci~g 
1 L ' ' : ' --... . ....._ I 
. . . . . . I ·-............._ ." 
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\ - ............ '-... . .........._ 
The · overall pattern of daily growth rates for · 1981 ,.:. -............ _______ , 
--( Fig< 13 ) _¥as similar to 1980 except ' that the magnitude of 
grOWth was consistently lower in all.· but _the ·very oldest 
. ' 
larvae measured• Initially t:o age 5; larvae grew at a mean ~ ·. 
daily growth rate· ·of o. 089 mm .. p.er_day....w.hi.ch-d&G-l-in~f-u-;t-h~e.,..r......- ----'-. 1--
• - - -- - -- -.- ~ I ' ' • • • • • ., .. I' ' • • • I 
by· age 10 .to . 0. OB~ ltUII. p~r day :before steadily increasing )._ 
.o. 
~ . 
rapidly to 0.131 'Imll per_ day by age,.45. These higher growth 
. . 
rates . were . not sustained th~ough to age 65 as in 1980 but·, · 
inete~d, pegan to decline until age 80 to 0.115 mm per day. 
A . period of recqvery then followed ·which ·saw . daily growth 
. . . ' 
. I 
rates pea~ing at .0~137. mm per day ~t age 90-but then falling 
again to 0.112 :nm per day ' at age 110·. · .~Y ag~ 100, growth 
rate_s of larvae in ·both years . were comparable. 
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Back-calculated mean growth rate in per 
cent of total length versus age in ~&Yf 
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. ; I . 
\ initial!; to age. s ·, ·larva~ ;grew at 1. OJ.i% per da~ declining · 
I .· 
. . I . 
to 0. 99\ ·per ·day at age . 10 before rec9vering· t9 peak at., 
1. 16% per day at age ~5. Didly growth as a pe~· / cent .of_ .. total 
\ • . . ! 
length then ~eclin~ s\e~d~ly,_ as . in· ·1980, to.
1
b. 52% per day 
by · age 110~ Compa:r;~ng ·1980 to '1981, _larvae· in .1981 .grew rqu,ch 
··mqre· slowly, ori·avera~~~ ·- a~: ~ll - ag~s tbroug~ . o . ag~ llO than_. 
• ,. • • I ~ ' . • . ·• I . . 
, d,.id) ~arvae ~n .1980 and, · as. a :.re·auit, · were co~sistentl~ · 
·f '· •. ; · : ~ma.ller, at -~~rrespondi.n~j' ag_~·s,. than 19~o · lar~~e- . ~s well. 
I. • ·:· •. : .I • t ), • • ~ • • 
. ·, , , . :·-: . . . . I . . . 
·! •. •• • III.'A.9.· .Tetnporal va.:d~ti'on in g~th~·history ·.·· · . 




r , ~y . . 
. ·1 
. ·1\··· · 
' . 
. 
. •, ~ 
The growth history of larvae· extrude(l ·_at «;lifferent 
~~$ - wit.:h~n th~ .s~me year varied· consider?bly. Figure 15 
shows these results for 1980. In this figure an ~ ·16-
... . ' \,. . . . ' J 
. . . • ' . 
18, · Ext90 ·means larvae ·extruded on Julian days 90:-99 and ~ 
·~~ 
·ExtlOO means . larvae extruded o.n .-,.days 100-109, tc. In l980 , ~ ~~:~· 
• ' I ' • .,. 
l ., . 
\ larvae e~truded prior to day 120 · initially grew more ' slow~y 
.· . I. \ . . . . . ·' •, . ' . · .. 
... \ . than tho~e · ~xt,ruded .on . day· 120 or ·later: Only E·xt.foo · and 
. \ ' . . . . ' ' 
\ , ExtllO la.rvae did ~ot: ·exJ:>~t:ience · a ·.t-emporary· d.ecli~~ in 
·I" grow~ -r~te J,y· ~ge · l·o·. G.~ow~ ~ates .i:n all larvae, .·. 
· :'j_ irrespecti:ve of date of ext·rusion, :£iuctuated c~n~iderai?ly 







'lar,v~e , extruded~·prior - to ·day··l20...,..eontinued~- <;?h av~rage·;~ · . · .- .... .---···: ' 




thro~gh _the lar-val. period .with ,, mean ·growth rates -f~.:-~_.153 Dim -. . 
1 
per day, o.-lSl. ~ ·per. day," and · ,o.ls4' mm per day ·f~.r ~~~90,,;{ · . . 
/ .' ' ' ' j 
I . i .. 
! 
I 
. . I 
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·Back-calculated mean g 
:meters per ·day ~ersus 
extru'sion for ·redfish 

















th rate. in milli-in days · pOst_; · 
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· Badk-;-calctilat~ mean ' growth .'rate in m;(lli-· .• 
meters per·day versus age ' in days post-
extrusion £or,· I'edf.i.llh larva~, extruded, ln 
10-day intervals ·during · ·198L 
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Back-calculated total length in mil1i~ 
.meters .·versus age· in days for . redfish . . 
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ExtlOO, and ExtllO larvae--.respectivel.y. E_xtl2_0, Extl30, and 
I 
. Ext140 larvae had mean growth rat~s of 0. 171 · mm per day, 
0.190 mm per day, and 0.172 mm per day respectively. 
The highest mean growth rate for any 5 day interyal, 
0.211 mm per day, was attained by Extl40 larvae at age 35. 
-D~spite the considerable variation with · age, ·larvae extruded 
., . 
later than day 119 enjoyed higher mean daily growth rates 
. ' . 
. compared to larvae extruded earlier. These. ·hig}ler growth 
... -~· · . 
rates over ~ entire age range measured, coupled ~ith the 
increasing initial lengtlB at extrusion for .those ·larvae 
ex"truded later. in the season, -result in ·the later .'ext~uded 
·.~ . 
larvae being co~sistently larger at all agea · t~an, ~a~lier 
extruded larvae ( Fig. 16 ). 
. ' 
In ~981 ( .Fig. 17 ) , ·there was no strong tendency . 
. towards incr~aslng growth rates for later extruded l ·ar'vae. 
. \ 
Extl40 larvae attained t;he ~ig~est mean gr;owth rate at · 0.142 
nun .per. 'day b'ut Extl30 and ExtlSO larvae g:rew. ri\iich-more 
·• 
. . . . 
slowly ~t 0.095 mm per .daf and :0.100 mm 
. " . ' 
· .· respectively. Indeed, except for .Extl40 larva , there : seemed 
· to be a tendency for decreased growth rates i iater 
extruded larvae fn . 1981·. Mean daily · growth ra : es f~r Ext90, 
ExtlOO, ExtllO, and Extl20 day, 
. ' 
0.115 rmn per day~ 0.109 nra per day~. and 0 . 11 nra p$r day 
. l 
resp_ectively. · The h _ighest growth rate for a y 5 day i~terva~ · 
. -------in 1981, 0.149 '1m\ per day, was ~t 
.. 
• ' 
l- '\ •/ 
I 



















1age 55, althoug~ Ext90 larvae at age 55-60 grew·only 
slightly slower at 0.146 ntn per day. 
\ Considering the different growth rates for · iarv·ae 
e~truded at various times t~gether wHh t~e diff.e;ences in 
t~eir mean length at extrusion, th~~~ulting back- . 
• J " ....... ca'l~ulated' -l.;engthS"' at age for ExtlOO, :'ExtllO, Extl20·, and .'. 
. . """ ·-=· j ' I ' . . • • 
Ex;tl30 larvae are · remarkably similar ( Fig. 18 .) • Ext90,_ · 
~x~l40, and Extl50 . larvae are notic~ably large~ at 
corresponding ages than larvae extruded at other times. 
' III.B. MORPHOLOGY ANALYS~S 
I used two approach.es to di'££erentiate · the three 
putative· reqfish species ~ ~ese were: ( '1 ) evaluation . c)£ 
morphological variables identified in the literaturE! on 
adult or larvai redfish with examination 'of ~the-~s not 
previously investigated and ( · 2 · ) multivariat.e Principal 
. . . . 
component . . Analysis· •. 
.o 
'>.\ 
III.B.l. . Pqblish~d identification • criteria 
· ·The best' morphological discriminator,s between the · 
putative 1 apec:des~ idei)tified. by Barsukov and Zakharov ~ o I ' 0 ' ' ' ' ·• 




































c. 1 ' ) body' coloration 
. <· ~·r> eye diameter 
I 
. J 
( ' 3! ) projection of the lower jaw tubercle 
- ~ 
( 4 ) number of vertebrae 
5 ) number of ana·l fin rays 
( 6 ) =number of dorsal fin rays 
( 7 m.imber of gill rakers 
( 8 ) angle . of the third post.~_rd.or preoperc~lar s~;>ine 
( 9 ) fusion .of the. _occipital-nucha~ ridge . 
- . . ( ·10 ) tip of. the pec~oral . fi~ in · re~at.ion .to the ;anus· . . 
( 11 ) gas bl~dder musculature 
( ~~ : ) sub-caud~l melanophores 
.. . ' 
' . 
A"'ll · these characters, with the exc~ption . of fh·e ~sJlb­
caudal . melanophores, were -derived from studies ·on adult 
. . ' . . ~ 
fish. ·oue to ontogenetic change 
. . 
'coloration, · eye 
. . 
·· --- ~-diameter~-an9ie- o~-t'h~ .. t-hird-. -p'c;s·t·~~i~~ -pr;6pe~~~;ta:·r ·spine, 
. . ' .. . '\ . . .. . . 
' ' . 
and relation of ~e tip of the pectoral fin tq ~he anu~ 
cannot be applied to . larvae ~ Projecti'On of the jaw :tub~rcle, 
0 
t 0 ' 1 ~ • 
total number of -dor sal · fin rays, number of gill rakers, 
. . . ' . . ' 
fusio~ of . ~h~ occipital...:n~chai ridge, .' and gas. bladder· . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
' .. 
musculature are characters which de~elop_ afte.r the .. larval 
inapplicable ~o larvae: 
' 
r . more ·aub-cauda.l .me~anophores have 
been identified _ ~y ( .1980 ) as pro:t'ably ··s • 


































•fasciatus wnile s. -mentella and S. : marinus are. more ·likely 
' ~:i'f:t' 
to have none or one. Sub-caudal m~lano~h~res c~ only be 
reliably cou·nted in larvae less .· than approximately 14 mm due 
· to incre~sing pigmeJtation i~ · the ciaudai area~ Developmen-t! 
I . 
. . ' 
of 'the . hypuDal elem~nt.s aiso ·alters the orientation of the 
melanbphores. Larv~e with two . or more sub-caudal 
. . . . . .. 
me·l~nopbore~ were cqmpc:fre~ to larva~ wi tl'i none . or one · by T 
• • ' r ' .. 
tests ·on all 'applicabl~ rno.rphom~tric ' m~ans . and by ~chi-square ' 
. ~- • :::, . r . .. , . • \ , .. 
tests on · mertstic frequencies. Because. time ··of extrusion 
' . ~ t / ' ' " 
introduced 'unwant'ed yariability into · th~ procedure, only 
,:J • f'o • \ o ' · . ' o ' ' • . : , • t • ' • o ' • : • I • ' • 
lar.vae extruded. in the .same period were ·compared. The . 
re'as~~~- for ~his .. re~~riction' w-ill be .. add,essed. l~~er \in 
, · . . .. 
paper. All T test.s ·. and ~hi-square .statiattcs were no.t 
.. significant. 




~u~s.sifi-e~ adult .' 
this 
--.. - .. -·----~---~omp):ements ·of ·vertebrae and aria·l 
... 





·. . compare~. The utili~y of thes~ tests was . hampered by the 
.. 
necessity of pooling several .millim~ter size~ int'ervals due 
to)ow sample sizes of older larvae • . Firs:t, .larvae with 29 
"vertebra~ w~re. compa~ed to ·la-tv~e with 30 or .inore vertebr.ae • 
. . . . . 
Al'l T , tests· ·.a:nd chi,;.sq~a:r:e stat:-*-~tics we-re · not significant. 
Seco·ndly, larvae. wi~· .7 anal fin ,ray'S were ·comp.ared with .. 
l~rvae · hB:ving B.' 9r mo:.:e anal.' f1n rays. Only S_;6i of all 
~ I . . . 
larvae ·with ·.the adult complement of anal . f .in rays had ·a 
frequency of 7 ~. Again, all -T· tests · and. chi--square statistics 
. . . . . 




















i I ~ • • 
, I 
· anall fin rays tog'ether wer~mpare<kwith larvae hiving 30 
or more vertebrae and B or m~re anal fin rays. Only 3.5% of 
.all larvae with the adult coJplements of vertebrae and anal 
) \ 
fin rays had me~freq~en1cies of 29 and 7 vertebrae and 
. I 
anal fin rays respectiJely. Again, T ' tests on morphometric . 
i ' i . \ ~ . i means were not s gn ficant. Due to ~ow sample sizes w th 
I 
. b.;th ·29 vertebrae and 7 anal 1in <rays, chi-sqUare s6atisiics 
could not be performed . due to ~ow expecte4 cell .frequ~ncie.:.s 




· rri.B.2. Morphometry 
.... . 
. \· . . · ·' 
M.easurements:·· of .25 morphometric va~les. were. used in 
., I . ~' ......... ( . . 
. ...,. 
a · Principal' Component Analysis 'r PCA ) procedure { SAS, 'Proc 
PRIN'COMP . d . \ 'f . i . to etect the presence o morpnometr.cally 
. ., ; . \ :.-.' 
distinct. groups_. Because some variables c:an only ~ measured 
in larvae undergoing' flexion or ' l aving completed flexion, to 
I 
facilitate optimum u_sag~ of the' ~ariables measured, .the data· 
were. sub-divided into two~ subset~ a. subset 1 in which larvae · 
·' I . . 
. . .. . i . . 
· had not initiated or had not .c~~~eted ~otochord · flex~on, 
. I . 
and subset ~ in which all larvae \had completed ·n~tochord 
• . 4 • 
·. flexion • I ·· , . 
Table 11 _!.ummarizea · the res.ults of ·peA on .subset l. 
'Two componenta .had eig~nvalu~a greater · than 1.0. An_ 


























































summary o·f ··~dgenvec;t~r a~d ·eigenvalue scores · 
from 'principal . compqrient ana~ysis on ., . 
.mox:phometric .v-ariab!es of larval redfi~h in . 
subset 1, '1980 arid 1981 combined. ( , 
,\,. ' . "' . 
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Ill • '1::'• ' .&''--'~. 
variable! · ~· · "["-... . 
- ...i:,£'·1 ~: 








Eigehva'.Lue r "' Proportjon Cummulative 
1. 9.137 0.669 0.669 








. . "' b. 303 ' 
i 
. ,. I o. 299 
•· 
•' 
Prin. ·· ·2 
'\., · . 
~ . . oc11.1 
-0.·071 





.;1. 0.242 ""' 







· · PECT~EJ / 
PR02 
.PR03 
I . . 
. ·; .. · 0.308 
0 .. .275 




0 •. 236 
. I 
1 . ·· 0.294 
·I 0.191 
I 
' I ' 0.223 Q .• 239 




-o.\ 11 ·· 








~ ~ lsee: A~penc:Ux A . for va~iable d~~~x:iptions ·and de~inition. of 
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.. component exists and the va'~iables are gener~lly' uncorrel-
ated,. Only. t~e first two components ·are statistically 
significant ( .Bartlett I 's sphericity test, Prob. < o. oi ) . 
. ' 
'• 
Because-'the-indlvidual var~able loading on .the · first 
, ,· ... ' 
.. 
component are ·of approximately equal magnitude. for all 
' . . 




I . ' 
cator· of the general· relationship. of .these variables .to ·t I 
1_, .• . . . . . . . . . . :- t 
~riat.ion in . fish l~ng~h in · the dat:a.~et. Tbe · firs.t ~ompone ... 1 
, , ' I ' 0 : '1 
: explains _67. b£ ·1:-h!! total.c~nunon·_ v~ri~tio~ ;: · ~~- · sec·o~- . · .. · · . / 
'"'· c~~p~nent s. a .c?mpari~~n c;>r . diff~re~tia~i~n.' ·Jom~~JJ.e t · ~ · . ! 
. describing ·a~pe~s .. of . peci~~al fi~ ·IOO~phQlogy. ~~ re·~ · ·:;Lon · . ~--. : 
preope~cular _·sJne · fb~ma·t'lo~ . ·and sec . ond~ri~:Y: . int~~~r~i.~~ · . . . :·· · . . · 
.. , 
width .and bqdy drpth'· at ;the ' ·an~s 'with' ca:udai' peduncl~· width, ' . 
~~out lengt~, ·anh. head 4e~th. The· second>' .comp.onent· ~iP.la~h~ ·,. . , .. 
I ' 
a further 10~ of the total . c::.ommon eata ~ariation. . . . 
• • -~ • • .' ' : r ~ • • ~· 
. Using · the length ··at: age regression . dQrived from · the · 
."~ ' ' ' . 
~ . ~ .~ ' 
1980 . and;, 1981,- .the · estimated d,ate c;>f 
I ,J , ~ 
l.a~va ~a' caic~la~eS,...fx:on\ total lengt_h 
and dat.e of. capture. As Flgure i 9 shews, · the . sepond·· . . : 
. \ ' 
rnhy 
, . . . . 
ly c.orrel.ated ."wit.h the. esti~~te~ .~at~ : af ·. 
' ~ . . 
0. 969 ) • . Th.i se~o~d .comp'onent, . th~ref;or~, · 
as -~ ~xtru13io~ ' d~te cc;mpone~t. · ·· ·.· 
et 21 :COntaining .'l~;ge ·larvae Only.:~ and . 
• ' ' .I . • • 
. ' . ·r ·• 
which i ncluded t ~ additiona.l var·,t~bies CAULEN, · cANLENi 
' i 
.· 
.-. ~ .. : ,. • ' I ' 
• ' • • I 
. . . .· . . 
, ' . 
•, ' 
I . 
. PDORLEN, PANLEN I ~E~SLE~  '. ·-~R~4 ,. PROS I . OoRL-~N_~~ ' \ .' ' 
' ' , .. 
. ., . 
• .. ' 
·, 
, . ·. 
-~ · · 
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1" .. I 
·.second. prirlcipai ·· com~one.nt ~c9r~( ( PCA: _.:· ~-· 
subset 1U and est_imated da.y · of ex~rusion· 
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and ANLE~, g~ve 1aimi1ar · re,sults for ~omp~nent. 1. Al~hough · 2 
~~ 
components ·had' eigenvalues greater than . 1. 0, only the first · · 
. ' l ' . ' . 
~as aigni~i.c,antly. different from 1:0 ( Bartlett's sp'heric::ity : 
,. ·~ 
test,. Prob. · < . o~os ). Table 12 summarizes 'the PCA results • . 
Th,e ~genve~t~r~ ~~a~l.ngs f~r \'Omponent l ~re ·(similar f':'r · all 
v~ri~bles indi'cat.i:n~ ·this compoQent ~!lay ~e _te-rmed .a general_, 
. . . 
. u • - .. . ' • .. . . • 
length .. relat-ion·ehip . c::9mp~nent· ~s in 'the analysis on · subs~t · · 
' ~ ' ~ ' ' • . ' • ' . 
l ~ -~~~~o.~_~h ~~e ; · ~·~_co.~ ~ c6~~n.e~t -.-i~· ·· ~ot .stla~i~ti~-a~y .w · · 
•· signf.fic·~nt, .,it is: highly ; COl:'related wit-h e~timated date Of 
. . .. . . 
extru~fon ::( ' a '2 := ·o·. 7'21.· ) ... ~·~his : indi~ate~ that, ,aft-~r· 
' . . ' .. · . ': ' . •: , .. '- . . . . \ ·. . . . : ~· 
. ·- ~a:r~ati~n · du.~ :to: ' lary~l le~g~h :. ifJ:1 re~ov~d,. 'the n~~t mqst 
. . . . ' , ·... . ,•· • · .. I .. , , • :· . <... . • ': ' •": • ' • ·: ', 
' import~nt ·, i'r~f.l~e~c~ ··on."~vad.ation ).s strongly. ·related to 
" ·/ : . ' ~· ' . . .: ': .. . ·, . ; .~ ' . ·... ,· 
ext:rusion .· time~- .- · · 
• • . , ~ • • a • • I • '• ~ · • ,'"6 : ' ~ • ,' • ' ," ' • I i • 
. · ~ 'i'he , rela~lonship of: ~~ach morp~ometi;ic ·variable with 
·.. ' ' 
. ' , . .. .· ~ .. .. ' . . ) ' ' . 
. the estimated .time' I of ' eX.trusion . w'MI 'e:valUated by analysi~ 'of 
"' . 0 . • ' ~ ~ • • : ' • ' • • ' . . • 
~v~riarice ., F t~st~ rln th~ interactlon i)f extr~sidn time with : 
; ' I , • • • • • • • -, 0 •"; ' 4 I 1 I ' 
f·l·sh · le~gtb~ To ' fa~i.li~!ate' .~he , an~lysi~·, ·\a~vae · were placed 
~nto · . two~ gr~~ps ~<Gr~~~ ' ~ . ~bnt~··i·~~ lar;ae~ whQs.~· estimated • '.) ·· .. . 
t · · . .. i · ·-< a : . : : . · · .r. 1 ;. : · . •• • ~ , • • • ~ • · • • • ; 
extrueiorl. .t.ime is 'before· .Julian ·d~y- ).23 ·and· Group :2. 'larvae 
• .:., * t t ' I ' ' ~ • ·~ • ' , ; ' 1 '/ . .... \ \ ' 
whoa• . . extrus ioi} .: .time was ·OJ\ or~ aft:e'r '-JuJ,.ian· day 1~3. 'This• 
. ' . . .;. . ,. . .. . 







. ' . . ·~ . . . . . ' ' ' ' . 
, ,dat~ wa,;· ChOSen ·. beC8US8.!. it.,apprqx{mateS. the time Of I · 
' \. ' ' • 0 o t I • • o ' I -~~ ... • 0 I ' o \ I o' o • ' ' • ' I I 
co~pletion• 0~ · ·~ak e~.trus.ion -~.in ~e 's.~aaonal extru'siqn cycl~ · . .- ' 
I • ' : ' t" . 0; I t I • ' ' ' o .~ ' ~.¥ 
on Flemish . cap~. · ~ 
. ' ' ' ,: ,' ! ' t •• ' ' ; ' • ::,.. ' I 
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S~mmary of eigenvect or and eigenval ue scores 
from principal component ·analysis on 
morphometric . variables of ,' la,rval red£ ish . i n 
subset ~~ 1980 and 1981 ·combined. 
' ': ~- . 
, . 











































Principal . Component 1. · ...,,. 18. 51 















































0 . 207 
0.124 






































' I I \. 
. variable used in tQe PCA procedure, found ·significant 
~ 
in~eraction effects of esti~ated extrusion time and larval 
length ( Table 13 ) .• ot" the 25 . morphometric va~iables 
I 
included, only 10 ( SNTLEN, PELLE.N, PELSLEN, PRO!, PROS, 
, CAULEN, PDORLEN, PANLEN, DORLEN, aqd ANLEN f did not have 
. . 
signi~icant F values~All but the first of the~e ten 
.were not measurable in subset 1 larvae. 
Plots ·of individual variable means· for one millimeter 
length groups and their asso9iated 95% confidence intervals 
for both extrusion groups ind~cate the length range over · 
. , . . 
which the two extru13ion groups <;liffered the most:. 
Snout to anus length ·(' Fig·. 20 ) was most different 
.t . . ,-" - - ,.. . 
between the two e~trusion groups in the 8, , 11,~ 13, and 15 rrm 
\ . 
length intervals. Snout to ·anus length ·tended to. b~ gr.eater 
. ' ... 
in Group 2 rather than ~roup·l larvae at all sizes up to 16 
mm. 
Caudal peduncle width ( ~ig. 21 . ) also lfad non-
overlapping confidence intervals over a wide size range from 
the 8-13 mm an~~S-17 mm ~e~gth intervals. Caudal peduncle · · 
width tended to ~ great.er· in ail larval length ~inte;~als ·in 
I .- . \ . 
Group • 2 rather than Group 1 larvae. • \ 
' Body dept~ measured at both the .insertion of the 
pectoral fin ·and at the anus . ( Figs. 22 and 23 ) had . non-
overlapping c;:onfidenc~ intervals in the 8-9 mm, '11 nun; and 
15-16 nrn · length intervals with -BODPEC . group confidence · 
' · • • 
i 
' I 
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. •' · .~ 
Table· 13. suminary of analysis of , variance · F · sta'tisti.cs ( · 
for the ·interaction ·effects of_. extrus.ion · date · · 
with total length for larval re!ifish,. 1990 · \ _ · . 
·and 1981 combined. · : . . · . , · · 
. . . . . . . . 'i I , 







































BOD AN '614 . 
MAXLEN 526 . 
EYED 614 . 
INTO~ ·· 614 
HDDEP 610' 
PECTLEN' ~14 
. PECTDEP . I .,' 616 
.. PELLEN '· 249 
PELS LEN 2.;9 
PROl 223 ' 
PR02 . 445 .. . 
PR03 510 . 
· . PR04 410 
PROS 197 
CANLEN, · . 215 
CAULEN 225 








\ F value 
\ 2.40 
1.87 . 
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76 
Figure 20. Mean snout .to anus length in millimeter.s 
and' · tot~l length in one ln,i.llimeter inter.;. 
vals for red.fish larvae of' extrusion groups 
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Mean caudal- ·p-eduncle width in milllmeter~ 
and total~ length in one millimeter :l.nter-
v~ls for redfiah larvae of extrusion grouBs 
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Mean body· depth at the pectoral fin .in 
millimeters and total length in one rnll1i~ 
meter ·intervals for redfish larvae of .· · 




~ . . ~. 
. . 
\ 
23. : Me~· body de.pth ·at the anus in nil.l1imeters·. 
· and total 1en~tb .in ~m~ -· ndilimete~ intervals 
.. ,
· for redfish larvae of extrusion gro~ps 1 and 
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interval.s not overlapping in the 1~ mm and 18 mm length 
' intervals as we~l~ Body depth measu~ernents tend~ to be 
... 
8re~er in Group 2 rather than Group 1 larvae at 
corres.r>onding length in~ervals • . 
. . Head dept.h· .(. Fig. 24 ) was most di_fferent bet~e~n t;.he·· 
two extr~sio~ groups · in the &-:i1 .. mm, 13 nun, and .15-16 mm 
length int_~~va.ls." ··Head depth tende.d to pe larger i~ all. 
length .intervals in Group ~ ~arvae. ~ 
• Head length ( Fig. 25 ) : ,;as significa'ntly different 
. . ~ . . f . . .--
over nearly the'entire length ranee with ~on-qyerr~g 95%' 
. . ~-----;.. .·• 
confidence intervals in the 8-13 mm ~l~7 mm, ana 19 . mrn leng~h i~tervals • . H8/~ to' ~ iar~er in ,Gr~~P 2 
.larvae iri all .but the 6 and 7 mm length intervals. · 
• • • > _____... , 
~ . . ' 
Eye ,diameter group means ( Fig. 26 ) · had non-
.,/ . . 
' ..--· 
overlapping confidence inter~als in the 8-11 mm, and x3 mm 
. length intervals~ · Ey~ 'diam~ter c was~arger ~n G~oup 2 rather 
.than Gt:oup 1 larvae ove·r all · larval length intervals. 
. . .; 
;tnterorbital;. width m·eans ( Fig. 27 ) had overlap~ing 
95% confidence inter:vals·· ·at all le~gt~ int~r.vals •.. 
~ ·. 
.. . . , 
. Int_erorbi ~al _wi~ l:lad no. no~icea~le ~enden~. t<:>~ar~s ~i ther 




· Pectoral fin length means ;( Fig. 28 had non- ·· 
. .. . . 
·ov~rl~~~i~g 95\ co~fidence :i.,n~er~a~s · in th~ 8 ,mm, •and 1·•~15 · · 
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total '· for· · · pead depth in millimeters and h in one mill~~ intervals 
sh larvae of~ru~on groups 1 .and ~ 
and 1981 combined. · 
· .. .. ( 
• 
. ' 
















ad ' length in: mil~imeters ~nd tat'a·J, 
in ope millimeter intervals for · ' · 
.. 
. 
· laryae ~in extrusion groups 1 · · ~nd 2, 
d 1981 ·combined. . I :- .. 
.. ~ .. .· ' 
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Mean eye diaJllet;.er -in-millimet~rs .,.arid total 
le.ngth in one· mi:blimeter . interval.~ £or · ; 
redfisb l~rvae of ~xtrusion groupb 1 and 2, 
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• ' 
Mean interorbital width in millimeters and 
total length 'in one millimeter intervals 
for redfish larvae of extrusion groups 1 








Figure 28 ~ Mean pectoral. fin .length 'in "millimeters and 
total length .in · one millimeter intervals for . 
red fish larvae of extrusion grqups 1 land 2, 
1980 and 1981 combined. 
' • 
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29 ) had non-overlapping / ,5% ccmfidence interva.ls for 
the 7 and 8 mm le~gth inlervals. Pectoral fin · length I . 
.only 
was 
larger in Group_ 2 rather tlian Group 1 larvae for all but the 
6 mm length interval • . Pectora~ fin~epth tendeo to be large~ 
in Group -~ larvae at. corresponding lengths up to 16 mm. 
.. . 
Measurements of CANLE~,· ; the distance . from the last ray 1 
~ • I 
_. I 
of . the anal fin. to the hypural· e1l~ments, wa~ only poss.ible 
''\ • · , I . .; 
in fish ~4 mm, or ,.larjer due to t.)le. incomplete formation of 1 .. 
anal fin · rays~iler larvae. The 95% confidence 
i . : . . . . I . 
intervals about the length interval m~ans di~ no~ overlap ~n 
. :. 
the 15: .and 16 ~ length intervals ( 1 Fig. 30 f. CANLEN was 
v • ' ' . 1 ' 
the only morpheme~ variable which tended towa~c:ts smal'le'r 
1 - • values in Group 2 rather than Group 1 larvae at corres-· 
• 
··' p_onding larval lengths. 
. 
· ~ .. 
Th~ remainlrig four· oorphometric measur~En\t~, · ~E~, 
PR02, PR03, . and P~04, are not .obtainable on newly extrudecl 
larvae due to the absence of a ~artilaginous maxill~ and · 
posterior preopercul.ar head spines. These structures develop 
after eXttrusion. Differences ~n the ~ frequ~ncy . ~£ occurx:ence 
, I 
of the thr~ hea~ines between th~ two extrusion groups_. 
will be d~scusJ~ la~er in · the section · on meris.tic~ 
.. 
The maxilla was not present as an identifiable cart-
ilaginous .structure in all l~rvae of both J extrus'ion groups 
I . 
until 9 rom. In larvae smaller than 9 mm, a greater percen- . 
., " I i ' ~ t, 
. ' ' . I 
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Mean- pectoral fin base depth.in ·milii- . 
meters and total #length in 'one milli-
·meter. intervals for ~edfish larvae ·of 
extrusion groups 1 and·. -2, 1.990 and 1981 
combined. · · ~· 
.. . 
I · . 
, 
Figure 30. . Mean caud~ l'ength in mllllmete.rs and total . 
. length in .one roillimeter intervals for 
fish lar.vae of e·xtrusiori groups 1 ·and 
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.. 
cartilaginous maxilla Fig. 31 ). The differences between 
~ 0 \ 
extrusion _groups in frequency of •occurrence.. of the rnax ;j. lla .. 
. was statistically significant ( x 2 = 55. 53; Prob. ) x 2 = 
-.. 0. 0001 ) • Subsequent differences between : extrusion groups in 
,7 
95% 0 
the maxilla are greatly influenced. by the .. 
ent of this· str1;1cture in Group l . larvae • . . The· 
dence . inter~als' arou"nd the. length . interval means . 
. . . 
ext~usion· groups ,a"'re not overlapping in tne· 9-14 mm 
• 0 • 
J.'ength ~ntervals ( Fig. .3.2 ·) ~ 
.. 
Length m~asurements o~ posterior preopercul~r · spines 1· 
and· 5 are not ·sig_nif~cantly different· ·between e~tr.usion . 
groups but measurements of the~ second, third, . and ,fourth ' 
._ . . . . . . . 
.·. ·, 
posterior ·prepperoular ~pine~ are significantly differ~nt~ 
The 9S% confidence intt!rvals dQ ri~t · overlap· ·for : PR02 in the 
.1'0-~5 ~~ and 17 nm .length -intervals with Group 2 ·larvae 
having the consist:-en:tly longer spines ( ·Fig_. 3.3 ) • .The third 
. . . I . ~ 
posterior. preopercular · spine, ·wh1ch is : the , lo~gest spine 'Of 
. . . . . . . 
. th~ poste.r":i.·or preoperc~lar series. for a11 "1arvae in ' both . 
. . . .. . . 
extrusion groups, is long~~ . in Grou~ ·2 rather than Gr~up 1· 
' '. ' f • 
larvae of corresponding · ·lengths · ( Fig. · 34 ) • ··The 95% . 
0. •• • • . .. • ' 
.. · ·· 
confidence interva1s · do not overlap in th~ 10-12 mm and 1~~ 
0 • 
:15 mm' length intervals. ~e fourth pesterior pre~perciular 
tends to ~ longer in Group 2 larvae. The. ·95.%...,_;"\' · 
• • I' • • • • .... - ' 
·· spine also 
con~idenc;e intervals about the length interval means . do not 
• ' ., • . , :J • 
0 
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Per cent frequency of occurrence of the .. . 
maxill~ and~otal length in one .millimeter · 
intervals · for · redfish larvae of exttusion 
.groups 1 and_ 2, 
1
19.80 \and ·1981 c~~-ined.-
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. Figure 3~. 
., 
' 
Mean maxillary length in millimet·ers and 
·total length in one · milli~e£er interv~ls 
for redfish larvae of extrusion group6 . · 
1 and~. 1980 -and 1981 combinea. 
•• • 
'/" .r . 
.. ' 
. ' --
Mean second posterior preopercular spine 
length in. millimeters arid total leng~h. in 
one millimeter intervals for redfisb' 
. ~larvae of extrusion groups l. and 2, '1980 · 
· and ·1981 ' comblned. 
.. 
•• 
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'· . \ 
Mean thi~~ posterior preo~ercular spine 
length in ' millimet~rs and tota~ length 
in on~ millimeter ·interva s for\ redfish 
larvae of extrusion group 1 ana 2, 1980 
an~ _1981 .' co~ined. . ·· . · . .· \ 
' . 
. ; 
Mean fourth posterior .preoperc 
length in millimeters and tota 
. one mJ.t limeter intervals 'for 'r 
· lar.vae of ~xtr~sion groups .1 
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range ( Fig. 35 ). 
'-
~III~B.3. Meristics 
. . \ ,,. 
--'t . . 
·The development of· cartil,aginous ·.and ossified meris-t.-ic 
• . J D' • ... . . • . . . 
.. ~ .,. . 
. . -
st~uct~res ~lysed ~ ~ompa~is~n-~f the _same ex~:~~i6n 
groups _· a~~\t~e ' used in tl!e morphometric analysis:··- t'"- · ~ · . 
comparison of Groups 1 and 2 . indica'ted the first . occur~erice 
. . .... . 
Of ·bony _ structure~-- SUCn as t'in SU!>p~rts and rays, ..head 
_·spines, vertebra~, and g-i).l -rakers · all usu~lly took p~ace •in 
. ~ 
· cornp~r_ative'ly smaller ·Group . 2 . -rather than Group 1 larvae • 
. ~- ' . _. . 
c~mparing larv~.V~. ~~ _ sall\,e· to~al ~er\gth, ;_9_7~~ 2 la:rv~e 
. . ,were 'us~ally more advanced·,. in .-oss).fication- of ali -bony ·: 
. ' .• . . .· ·. . 
structures than _Group ·1 larvae. ,, .. v~-. 
. ,. I 1111( 
. ·"'!- . ill • • • ' ., ,_. . 
-Larval ·meristics were compared between e~trusion ~·- . ~ ·: . ' . "' . . 1.. - - . 
groufs ·by· Performiig s&rial Krusk~-Walli~ ··tests on each'· one· 
. . . . . . . " 
. . millimet~r ·length interval for each meristic variable• The · 
_;• . ' . - .. ' ~ 
overall significanae of the serial~Kruaka.l-Wallis tests for . 
. ·. . ' . -- - - . 
· e~ch· vari~bl_e· ~~s obta~n~ ~ _poo_l~n; th~ ~-pr9b~~~t:ies _'tor -': · 
•each Kruakal-Wil:lis test.· into a single chi-s'quare -. ':- · · · · · ~~ 
. ,_ · :~.-· .approximation :statis-bic: . ~ ,_ 
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' 
where Pi is the probability of ~~eater Kruskal-
-. 
Wallis score for each test i 
an~ .R i~ the r!_wnber of individual Kruskal-Wallis l':sts"" 
performeci on each var.iable . 
The chj~square · approximation~results ror differences 
in t.lie frequency of occurrence and · size at ps~ificat.ion of -~ 
. • 
tl)e' meristic var"iables between extrusion groups are 
, • . . I 
su~rized in Table 14. The signific~nce of the individual . 
> ' 
Xruska~-Wallis tests for each variable is ·indicated 
. · g~aphically in Figs._ · 36-69. Plotting of the length . interval 
means of meristic va~iables is ·done for ease . of graphical 
presentation eliminating the . nee4 for extensive and 
... 
• 
cumbersome histograms or bar charts. Their usage does ,not 
imp~~ any ~atistic~l rdeaning or validity .• Neither the ch~-
. ·, p • 
square nor Kruskal-Wallis tests u~ are parametric 
. . ' ' 
statistics. 
. . . 
The ·elements of ·the dorsal· · fin ( _- DOR .• spines + rays . ) 
..• 
first ap.t>eared in Group 2 larvae ~t;i2 · ~ :C: ~ig." 36 ·) but 
·i~ : Gro~~ until 14. DIU.· The !)umber of dorsal did not .appear 
.fin ele~ents had st~bilized at 29-30 elements . in both ',·· 
e~trusi?n groups . by.· lJ ,-nm. When they first· appear~ . elements 
. of the ."dorsal fin are undifferentiated into spines ·and ·rays.· . 
·~~so, ·with increasing size, the number of . d~_rsal ~pi~es 
· increase~ with the additional formation of spines anteriorly 
.. 
' .
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SummarY of Chi-square approximation statistics 
for serial Kruskal-Wallis .tests on meristic 
varia'bles comparing redfish .in extrusion groups 
l and 2, 1980 and l~~ned. 
·r 
J. • t 
\ ' 
' \ 
'. f · ' 
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• j l 
t Variable DF x2 Prob > x2 I ~ i i " 
! ~ l· : ' ~ Fin rays and spines 
I f 
DOR 18 55.68 ' 0.001 ' . 
' 
... ANSP 12 46.13 0.001 
..1 
' ARAY 20 67.01 0.001 . ; I 
~ • PEC 2~ 103.95 0.001 
,. 
' PELS 8 43.67 0.001 I ,. l ' 





•' SPRIN 16 l.15.19 .· 0.001 . 
' .. 
SPROC 22 81.74 0.001 
~ 
IPRIN 14 . 68,31 0.001. 
IPROC ~ 24 105.57 0.001 
.. a,.: 
Head ·. spiness , 
\ 
\ NU 14 54.66 . 0.001 
PR 10 29."59 o.oos 
' . 
PP1 a 9.80 N .s. ""'· 
.  
, 
./ ' I ~ ...... . PP2 14 54.53 0.001 
' \ 
PP3 14 72.30 0.001 
t .. ~ PP4 14 60.03 0.001 
I 
~ PPS 10 14.56 N.S. ! .. 
I!J!I# l ' 
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Mean number of dorsal rays and _spines 
combined, and total length in one milli- , 
meter intervals · for redfish :.larv;ae of 
extrusio~ .groups 1 ahd 2, 1980 and 1981 
combined. ~ · , 
I ' 
. . 




Mean~ ber ·of . an~l spi:_nes and tot~l 1e~gtb 
in one llimeter intervals ~or d!dfiah ·. 
larvae' f extrusion· groups 1 arid' 2, .l 980 
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to about 18-20 mm. The most · posterio~ of the dorsal fin ~ay 
, 
elements are also Hlte to form and the last ray is divided 
·at its base. Where spines and rays abut each other, the 
l 
. . 
" posteriormost spines form .from differentiation of -rays at 
~in.'both ex·trusi~n- groJps. 
. \ · A_nal spin~s ( F i"g. · 37 · ) and ,.rays ( · Fig~ . 38 ) first • 
. ... .. 
. appe_ared in Group 2 larvae 'at ·11 Dm· compare.d to 14 inm in .· 
- - - - -, -~~ - --· - - - • - - I • . 
Group l. .At ::-·_fi:rst.,-·-spines and r~ys a:z::e ~ndifferentiated but, ·· 
as d:velopllleii't 4>roceedi1, ~· first tw~. spines ,~ · • 
· distinguished. ·The ra::JS· nearest _th':! . sp1.n~s form first w(tir 
. . ' ' 
. . . .. . . -----·~· .. . 
_the posteriormost ray, · w~ich-ia --divided at its ~-se, , forming · 
ias.t. Differenti~_tion of the- thh·d _element · of. the anal fin. · 
· into a spine oc.~urs around 16 mn in Group 1 and 15· .· mm in f . . . 
Group 2. ~ost larvae .in both e·xt_rusion 9~.oups ·had· also . 
reached' . the. adult complement of 7-10 arial fin rays . at this . 
_"Bfze as well. The adult complement of 
in ~~oup 1 larvae and 7~10 i~ Group ~ 
' . ., 
rays ranged from 8~10 
. . . 
lcb:-va·e_. 'A. chi-square . 
test to· compare_ differences in the · adu1 t co~pl8tf1ent of· ,anal 
. . . . . . 
fin rays between the· t~o ex~r.usion groups was not . 
. . ' . .. 
· significa~t ( P;-ob. > 0. 0~ ) .• · 
anal fin. ray counts of ., were 
. ' 
However,- larvae with complete 
. . . . ' 
found · on\y···in. Group 2. 
. . . 
~ectq,i-al fin rays were present in some Group .2 larvae~, ~· 
'· 
at 8_. mn b~t ·cr.id .not appear .· u~til ~0 1111\ in .Group 1· ( Fig-. · 
· 39 _) • The . first occurrence of' pe~tora~ rays ' as · ~~rt.~ia:ginous · · 
stru~t:-~res _and their., subaequ.ent . ossificatio~ proo~~ds •fi:'~J!l · · 
'• 
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--~~  . . 38~ Mea~ number o( a~l rays · and total length 
in one millime~(!tr.intervals for redfish 
larvae of, extrus~on g'roups 1 . and 2, 1980 
· .anc:l 1981 combine • . . ·. . . . · 
. ... · . ' . . 
' ' 
-_  ....... ~-:-'· ~-- ~ 
-·--- .. ..: . .. ---··---- · - . ~ 
• 
• 
Figure 3.9. M~an· number pf pectoral . . rays · and total 
length. in one millimeter .. intervals fo·r . 
redfi~h larvae· of extrusion groups. l and 2, 
1980 and 1981 combined. 
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the uppermost rays ventrally to the ventral fin margin. The 
adult c_omplemen~ of ~ 9-20 pectoral _fin rays was . reached in 
all G~oup 2 larvae by 15 mm and Group- 1 larvae by 18 mm. A 
~hi-square test comparing the adult complement of pectqral 
..... 
' raya ·between extrusiqn groups was not significant ( _Prob. > 
. 0. 05 ) • 
. . 
D~velopment of elements ~£ the pelvic fin ( Figs. 40 
and 41 ) also began' earl'ier ·in Group 2 i~~~ ~-o~ pelvic ·. 
spines an2.,. .ray'! first occurred at 11. ~ in. Group 2 ~arvae 
but were delayed untii 14 mm in Group ·1. All larvae of· both_ 
r . • 
. ' , .. 
extrusion groups.had ~e · adult~complement of one ~elvic 
. . : . . 
. ' ' . 
spine by 15 mm. All Group 2o larvae. h~d the adult comp~ement 
of 5 ~lvic rays at 15 mm but this .was· delayed in ·Group 1 ~ 
until 16 nun. 
"' 
Both superior and . inferior-princip~l . elements~f the 
caudal fin appeared at :7 mm in Group 2 larvae but d~ not 
. 
ap~ear ·until 9 nm in · Group 1 ( Fi<J!I• 42 and 43 ·) • The ag)ll t 
com.P.t~ment of a.· sul)IU"ior principal caudal rays was reached 
in -all Group 2 larvae by 14 rom and all Group 1 l~rvae by 15 
mm. The· adult . complement·· of . 7 inferior -principal. caudal ray~ 
' . 
. was reached in Group . 2 . at 13 nm and in all Group 1 la:r::vae· ''at~ 
... . ( .. . 
. 14 ~· - in both extrusion _  .gr~up~, _ ~~velopm~rt · and 
ossification of the inferior element~ seeme~ to .precede the 
. superior elements.· . First occurrence as c·artilagin~us 
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Figure 40. · · 
·• 
• 
-· ·-·--· .. , ..  ~: ... ~···-~ ·- ... 
95 ' 
.. .. 
'·· • • Mean number of pelvic spines and total 
length in one millime-ter interval,s for 
red fish larvae of .extrusion groups .1 and . 
2, '1980 and ' 19Sl .combined. 
·,· 
Mean number of pelvic . tays and total 
1'ength in one millimeter irit;.ervals for 
i'edf;i.sh larvae . of ext'ruaion groups 1 
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Meafi~~~perior principal p~udal rays and. 




for red fish larvae . of extrusion groups 1,....- . •· 














Mean inferior principal caudal ;rays . -~nd -. · 
total length in one millimeter intervai.s' 
for redfish larvae of extrusion , qroups 1 
aJ;ld 2,· :1.__980 and 1981 combined. 
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principal .caudal rays started with the most ventral rays I . . . . . . 
and proceeded dorsally while·. the lnferior principal caudal 
' . , .. . 
' ' I.. 4 
rafS1 started with the ·most; do~al .and proce'ede.~ ventral!~. 
. lnferior · s~condarY elements of the ~audal ~in _appearea_ 
before the 4superior secon~~ry el~ments . in both extrusion 
.,_ • • • I I • ' .:' • , ' \ ' . 
·' 
groups. lnf~or ~econd~jY caudal rays appeared at 9 mm in 




by .20.· !'!Ill· Superior sec 
... . ' . . 
. . 
attained in etther extrusion ·group 
darf caudal rays appeared a~ 10 nm · 
. in Group 2. larvae ·b~t did 
The .adult complement of S4P~rior· secon' ary ."caudal rays was 
. I . . .,. ' 
. . . . . ~ . 
·.·also. not reached .in both extrusion groups by 20 DID (·Figs. 
' . ' ···- "";) . . 
. 44 and 45 ) • The first occurrence a~ · ·qartllag...: inous 




was ·from dorsal · to ventral for the inferior from 
·. 
ventral .to porsal for the superior rays. -
. . - -~ · . .s ' •. 
Notof~ord_ fl~~!on, , which is . as~ociate4-wit~ . . 
. :·d~v_elopme}'~ of the hypural_ el~ents · _o_f _the caud~l fin, first 
1 OC~\1-!;':.eafat 8 11m i~ Group 2· .larva~ ~Ut wa_~· delayed until 10 
~ in Group l ( F_ig. 46 } • Larvae in various · intermediate· · 
". . . . . 
. . atziges of completion of notochord flexion. were found 'in ~ 
... . . . ' -
ielgth" .int~i:vals fran ~-13 ~ in Group ·2 a~d i0-14 an in . 
. . ' . . . 
. ' 
Group 1. All Group 2 larva~ had completed notochord 
. I •· · t 
flexion·· 
-~14 111D in Group 2 and 15 mm in Group 1. 
. . . 
f ' .. -~ : 
'\ . . , 
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Mean sup~rior secondary caudal rays and 
total length in one millimeter ·intervals 
for red£ish larvae of extrusion groups 1 
·aftd 2 ~ 1'980 and 1981 · combined • 
' 
~ : 
~ . . 
. .; 
























' . . ' ' . 45. ·. Mean infer!or. aecon~ary caudal. rays and .. ... 
total length in one -ndllimeter·intervala · 
f9r re4fiah ·larvae of ~xtr\ia~on#groupa 1 • 
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Figure 46. Mean statE\,.of flexion of the notochord 
and total 'length. in one millimeter 
interva~s for redfish larvae of extrusion' 






( flexion state 7 is pre-flexion, 8 is 







~Mean number o£ . brachiostegal rays and . 
total ·· length .in one · millimeter .intervals·' 
for re.dfiSl\· l.arvae Of · ~Jttruaion groups 
1 and ~, 1980 and .1981 combined. 
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Brachi~stega_l raY.B first , occurred at 7 mn in Group 2 
larvae"-and at 9 mm in. Group 1 ( . ~ig. 47 ) • . Th~ aduft 
complement of 7-8 brachiostegal r~JS was reached in all 
.. 
' • ~.:;:s:- .;--
Group. 2 larvae at 14 mn and a!f-Group 1 larvae ·a~ 15 rom. / · '\._ 
... . .; -. 
Fewer than .2% of all larvae from both extrusion groups bad 8 
.. 
-bracihiostegal rays as - the _adult complement. . 
\Gill rakers of the l~~er arm of · the , fir-~-~ gill arch 
( Fig. 48 first · appeared in 7 I1111 larvae from Group 2 and 9 
mm larvae from Groilp 1, The number of gill rakers on the 
l _ower a~. of ~b~ gitl . ar~b h'd still }at_ ~tabili~ed by' 20 
nmi. Gill rakers did not: appear on t-he ·upper arm. of · th~ : first 
gi.ll arch .until ·10 mm ~n ·Group 2 ·larvae· and 12 111n in Group 1 
'· ' . -· 
·. . . ·..__ 
'1a.rvae , (· Fig. 49 ) • By· 20 mn, la:z:-vae in both extrusion 
'... -. 




.. Verte~rae · fiFst~·be~·a~ forming ·-a~ 1-~ ~- . in G_roup _ · 2 . 
larvae and p ram in Grou_p 1 ( ·Pig. ·-sc;·-) • ·, All · 1ar~ae in Group~ . 
· 2 bad reached the adult complement of 29;..31 v~rtebrae by lS 
nm but Group 
' . 
. . ' { ' . . ' 
1 · larvae. did not al1 rea eli the adult complement 
. . . . . . . ' ' . ' 
·until 17 ·zm\. Larvae . with adult· complements ~f. 2~, 3o, and' 31 
' . ,, 
. . . . . .. . . 
vertebrae were found · in both extrusion· groups. A cbi-aquare. · · 
. . . . . . . .. . . 
.c. • ~ • 
te~t comparing, differences in_ fre~uency · of OCCUII'ence Of 
adult _vertebral ·counts between extrusion groupa ·was not . 
""' 
s_ign~ficant _( Prob. >·o,os ) . · 
4 
Body myomeres· in both extrusion groups ranged fro~ 29~ .. -, 
': 
• 
. . '• 
• • 
·' . 
l . : 
! 
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· Figure 48. 
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' . ' 
·. 
. • ' # ' . 
Mean . nqmber ·of ~ower gil.l.. rakers : on the 
first · gill arch and, tptal ' length in·· one· ·: 
. ·millimeter i.nt'er'/al.s ' for redfiah' l~vae .of 
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first gill · arch. 'and .. total· length in one 
millimeter inter:va~ls · for red fish larvae 
··of extrusion gcoups ·. 1 pnd 2, 1980 and . 
198~ . combined • . · . . · 
• I 
-~ . / 
• / .. . \ 











. ,. ( . ' 
Figure 50. \ Mean number o£ vertebrae · and·.total l.ength 
. in one niillimeter · intervals ·for ·red fish 
... la~vae ~£.'extrusion· groups '1 ·and 2', 1.980 · 
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., 
32. A chi-squ~re test ·comparing differettces· in fr~quency 
_petween the two ext.rusion groups was not . significant ·_( Prob. 
. . . ) o. OS ) • However, the extrusion groups ·did differ in· number 
. .. . • #> • • • • f 
of post-anal myomeres •. Group 1 larv_ae co~~ia-t;-~ntly had mor'e 
. ' 
post-anal myomeres at ~orresponding lengths ,- than did Group 2· 
larvae ( Fig. 51 ) •. Counts · of post-anal m~omeres .were only 
' .. . ~one for larvae · ~ess than 15 P'l1l ~ _leng~h. The statistically 
fewer ~ost-anal my6lmeres in Group 2 larvae appears to be a , 
' ·: . . . . ' . - . . . . . 
--consequence .. i;>f their greater ·snout to anus ·length r"ther 
than to any. di_fferences in total -body my~m~res because · th~re_ 
' . 
iS ·no significant difference between the. _tQtal. myomere :. -.-
, . . . . . 
counts of ·both ·e_x.trusion ' groups. 
' · Head spine developmen~ ~d ossification was 
. tl • ' 
. signiflcantly-different for ·all but 6 -spin~ss tne first and 
' . 
.- fifth poste~ior preo~erculars, the first anterior 
_- _preopercular, the second in~raorbital ·of th~ first se·ries, 
. the _.si.ngl~ . inft~orbi,al: of -~e· third serfes, and ~he 
. -- . 
. inferior postte~pora1. ,General.ly spines in. Group 2 larvae· 
. . . . . . . , 
appeare~ earl~er and" subsequentlY: ossified · earlier:· than in 
,, 
· Group_ 1.. ·A& tbe results summarized in · · Ta~le 13 .allow, t~e 
r-\. ear).t~r ossification ~d deve1opme~t of .. 'tbe ·spines in· _.Group · 
. . .. 
is statistical~y_ significant for . most spin~s • . Th,· 
• • • • ' ! • 
rel~ti.ve ~equ~nce of 'first occurrence of Va.riou~ spl~es 
, 2•larvae 
----" . 
... / ; . 
./ ; ' I 
. . 
found in · redfish larvae iS summarized for• both extrusion 
groups in Table 15.. . 
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Mean number of post-=anal. myomeres and ·' 
. total ~engtli. · :in one mil'l.-iinete~ ~·in~ervals · -
.,. for redfisli.· :tarvae of extru.a1o~ groups· 
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F;lgure _52. • M~an ··state of ·oaaif:l.Ciati:on deveiopiuent of .~ . . 
J , . 
•'b ·• • . the nucbal ' .. ap.in&; ana' tpta_l: length· in - one ·y-·. ·.· .. 
'milliine;ter inter'Val.:s .. for . redfi4b larvae. :·of . ,_-. . . 
·· . . ' . .'ex1;.rut.i.on . groups·· 1 ·: and · ~ • l~BQ an,d , 1981\ . < .',. 
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· Develop!Dent of s~l'h~s in th•~ head region,• of 
redfish larvae. denotes spine present ... 1n • 
some bat nOt all individuals- and* deridtas 
spine present in al.i individuals pe'r millimeter 
length interval. 
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The nuchal spine Fig. 52 ) first appears ~s a 
" · ~·'c-~rtilaginous spine \t 8 mn in Group 2 larvae and 9 nn in 
' ~ 
• Gr<?UP. L 'All Group 2 ·larvae· have· co~etely ossified nuchal 
spines by 15 nm. and ~11 Group 1 · -l'arvae- have .ossjiied nuch_al 
~ptnes ' by 16 ~~(\ · . . . 
·· The ~rietal spine ( Fig. ·53 ) which is located ·, 1 I , 
immediately adjacett to· the nuchal is relatively .later 
... . .. \ ..... k' . 
·• 
1." 
developing. It · first occurs in Group 2 larvae at 12 mm and 
•' . '\-· . . . .. 
in Group l . larvae .at 14 mm. Of the twd spines, the nuchal is 
.. 
the larg~~and mo~ promin~nt • . All larvae from both 
,< . ' . 
extrusion groups have ossified parietal spines by ·'16 nqn. 
. . 
Spines of the poster-ior preopercular series are. among 
the first head spines to appear. The second and (bird 
' I 
posterior preopercular -spines first appear in Group 2 - larvae 
' 
: llat. 7 mm · ( Figs. 54 
• :-..________I>reopercul~r spine 
' . . ~ 
and 55 ) while the fourth posterior 
forms shortly thereafter. at 8_ mm ( Fig. _, 
. ' 56 ) ~ In Group 1, all three of these spines first appear at 
#A 
9 nm. The first and fit'th posterio~ preopercular spines ).re 
comparatively much later forming. , The first -p9sterior 
~preopercular 
. y' 
Groups 2 and 
spiL .-: ~~st oc~t* at 13 nm a\d 14 Din for 
1 respe~tiveiy. Th~ fifth post~ior preoper-
cular ~pine _first.appears a~ 13 1m1 and· 15 1111\ for Groups 2 
and 1 resppctively. 
' ... . - ~e se~ond, third, and fourth posterior preopercular . 
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53 • .' Mean state of ossification . development of ~ 
· the parietal spine and t:otal length·in one 
millimet'er· intervals for redfish larvae of 
extrusion groups 1 and 2, · 1;_90~d .19.81. 
combined. l is spine. absent_, ~is . spine 
-pre8Emt· but ·cartilaginous, and ·3. is spine 
osa.ified .• · 

















· the.~ aeqond posterior preopercular.· l'J?in_e · . . 
·and total . length in . one· milli~eter\!9t&rvala 
·.' .. for red fish larvae ·of extrusion groups -1 
. ~·nd · · 2, . i9e·o . and 1.981 combined·. 1 . is spine 
•· 
· absent, 2 is spine present but cartilaginous, . 
and 3 is ap~ne ossified. · 
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.. Fig~re .ss·. ~ . . . . . : Mean. state of ·· ossification developm~_~t of 
·.the · third po-sterior preopercu1ar spine 
' '. 
.. 
and total. length -for red fish larvae . of _., . : 
extr'uaion . groups 1 and 2, 1980 and' .1981 . 
combined. 1 is spin~ absent:-v 2 is ·. spine· ·· . 
pres·ent .but cartilaginous, and 3 is· spine' 
ossi'fied. · · · 
• • 
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Figure 56. · 
.. 
.Mean state of oasificat~on ·dev~lopment of 
~e :fourth poste~iOFr~reopercular spine · . 
arid total · length 'for t;e~~isb larvae of · ~­
!!~truaion gro~pa '1: · apd .2, 1.980 an~ 199~• · · 
q.ombined. 1 ia· spine. absent, 2 . is ap,ina ·· 
preaaitt: bUt "•~artilaginoua, and' 3 . ia·-' apintt . 
,. 
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first and 'fifth posterior pr~oper.cuiarS. o~sified at ·15.· 1m\ 
~- . . . . . . ' 
and . ~7 mm . respectiv~iy. · irt '-Group 'i,. the. third poste,rior 
. . ... . ' . ·, . "' ' . ~ . , · \ ' ' · ~ . . . .., .. . 
·preopercular spi~e .is ~s~~fied ·i~. all . larvae at .12 nm, ·the 
S~~Q~d ·p~~te.rior - · pr~·Op~·i'CU'l'ar ·-by :~3 'mm, ·-~fie·. :fourth ·Po~t~r~or · 
. . . . . . . ' ' .. 
-. . . ' ' . . ' ' . ' . . . . , . . . - . 
preope·r'cfllar . _by lS-~~ the first;. posterio:z::-.preoper~ular. by ' :. · 
. . : . ' . . ·. . ' '. . . .. ' . 
. . . : . . - . ' ' ·. . . 
16 . nun~ . arid the fifth tra:iling at . 17 mm. The sequence. of . , ·: 
. . . . .. .. . . . . . ' . . 
: .· . . . '•· . . . :. i . . · ; 
o~sificat·ion of spines of .the pos't:,e.rior pr'eopercula_r series. 
·, ' .I • • • ' ' • • 1 • • • • • ' 
is 3.:..2~4-1-S. Differences in - -f~equ~ncy - of ' occurren~e ~nd 1. 
. 0 . . . ' . . . ~ . . .. 
size at' bssification of the fi~st and fifth .'post.erior 
. . , 
. .• .· •' . . ·.· . ' . 
p:re9percular ·:spines. ~re not significant· between ex:trusion 
..•. . 
• ·' J.> groups • . 
• · • I • . • • o 
early~· ~e s ·econa anter.i;o_r preopercular . sp·ine. is the f~rs:t' 
.of .the ·se~i~s to form -in ei_ther exttusiori: ·group·( · Flq~ 57 ~. 
. - . . . ' . . . . ; .· . 
. It-' appears in Group 2, .lar'trae at 7 m and Group i larvae at 9 
. ' . 
mm. ~e·. fou~t~ anterior preop~_rc~lar . BJ?ine apf~ar, . ~~~r~ly , 
thereafter· at· ~ . ~ ~nd 9 · rmi i~ . a ·roupa · 2 and ~ ._._respectiv~ly· · 
.. ( F.ig • . 58 ) • Th.e thir<i -~terior _ preo~e.rcular spine forms , 
next. at 9 : mm 'anp 11 J1l'l\ ib Groups . 2 and 1 reape~ti vely ( Fig: - . 
.. ' . . . . .·· 
·: 
. . .. 
s9·. )_ ... ·The: · ~irst ant~rior. ·_preopercular spine · fJ!rat··appeara· . 1 . 
, ' •, , ' ', ' ' . I '" ' ' • ' , • ' 
. much later at '16 ·mm. and ·17 'mm for Groups 2 ~nd 1 , ·, 
. · .·. . .. 
respectl vely. . . 
• I' ' ·. 
' . 
. · The second and fourth anterior preoperculara are 
. . . 
• J 
. -ossified in ·all . Group 2 larvae'· by ··14 ·mm, · ·the third at 16 mm, 
. . , . 
. - . ' .. \ . . ' . 
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-·~ ~- ~· ( ' · ... .. . · 
Mean state · of ossification ·.development .of 
·the· ·s~cond anterior preopercular apine_ :and. . . 
· total·length in one tuillimeter _in~eryals .for. 
. re~~ish larvae o.f · extfu&ion groups · 1 · ·· 
· · and · 2·, 1980 and 1981 eombiried. · 1 is · · _. 
spine absent I 2 i 's spine . present but ... · 
carti:laginoua, and 3 ' is spine ossified· • 
. ' . 
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Figure 59._ ' M~·an· st~te of ossification develop~~nt. ·of '·. , 
the fourth . anterior pre'opercular spine · · ·r 
I 
.. ' 
! .. . 
.,J' I . 
~ 
. ',.. . . 
• 
~- · and .. totaf length in ~ne ·millimeter intervAl a 
. ~r .redfiah"-,!-arvae of extrusion groups: . · s . · · ~ ~ 
1 ai)C;I .2, l~tsU and 1981, combined. l is spine · .·· 
.abaent, ·2 . ia spine ·pre~~tent but .cartilaginous . . . . ~ , 
and ·3 . ia ' lpine ossified. 
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· .. Figur: . 59 • . · · Me~~n at~' of~a.aifica~i~n deve~~p,u~~t. of .. · . . . . ;' ' ' 
the third~anterior preopercul.ar; · ~piri~; a~d ·:.· · . ·~ • .··.· -
· total length in one millimeter .interval.& · . · · · · 
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· and ,2, '1990, ~d. 19~1- combined. 1,. ·is spin . . . 
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Qroup ~~ -ossifi~tib~ ~f the secop~ ·ante~ior preopercul~r 
• . . , • . ·~ '·,. -<. . 
spine :is co~plete for. all ·" la~.?~e · by · i~ . JPII\• ~  thi rd.--is · 
I ~I • 




,--- f. by 15 mm. Ossification of the first anuerior preopercular . - . 
r \ spine ·is ~ill not· compiet·e in al.l Group 1 larvae -~Y 2o·· mm·. 
~--
0 
• • ' , I ' • ·;;--- ,. • , 
1
• t "'-.,.,. •.._ 
~~------·-~The f;re:uenfY of oc.cu_rrenc~d· ·-~i::z·e at. os~i.~ic.atio~ o~~~ 
, ,. 
-· 
,~ . . ' . fll'st ._anterior preop'erc.l.ilar spill~ .. is' 'riot . sigl_li~i~.antly . .... · . 
·. . . ,. 
:. I 
.... .. ' ' ·:-· 
·-. 
---
' \ . 
' · \ , ; 
. \ . 
\' 
· differe9t b~twe~n ~xtrusion groups: The seq~ence,of . ' . . :
os,s.t. ficati·on of the anterior; preo~ercular spines ·is 2-4-3-l • . 
1 
\ 1 \ • 
. ;r~m~ar-~son to the p'osteri'or. ~:r.eop~r_cular . series, 
ante.dbr· series SJ;>i~ ... ~~- a~e much l~:s~romi~ent.' , 
. . • \ . - . I 
· Tlte two spines in--the .opercuiar, series, tbe 
. - -......, ·-- . . \ . . . 
the ·. · · 
. .\'.; 
~ . . J 
. >/ 
s~p~-oi: . 
. . . 
and. inferior operculars, begin · fo~atiori later than the 
spines of<o...the preopercular ·series - ( >•ig~. · •· 60 and 61 ) • The 
r ... . • , .• ·~ ~"'-.... • 
firs~ to appear, the . superior oper~ular,. i~found . in some 
'--... I 
~;--:......_ 
; ' • ,, . 
t 
I 
. . . . . "..., . 
• Group 2 larvae at 10 ll1tl but• does not· .. oc~ur ln Gr~\ip---! until . 





12 mrn. _All Group 2 iarvae · ha:.Ye oss.:tfi~d a·uperior opercuiars 
'"" 
...,. . 
by 15 nn; .b~t al~ G~oup 1' _larvae ~o n6t have ossified "-··---........ , .. 
-superior opercular& untll 18 ·1111\ • . The .ipferior oper~ular does -...... ~. 
not first occur in Group 2 larvae untif 12 rim and .in Group 1 
. . . . , 
larvae at, 1.4 lllll. All Group 2 larvae have ossified inferior 
operculars by 17 mm and all Gr~up 1 i~rvae by lS .mm. • 
'j 
. The · ·pt~--- { Fiq. 62 ) , al-so one . of. the first epi_nes 
· to·· form, fi/st o~~ut's .,in Group 2· larvae at 1 mn and Group · 1 
,. . ·- .. . ' 
• ! 
larvae at· 9. mm •. All larvae have ossified· pterotic 1spine~ by 
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Figure 6·1. Mean· state of ossMication development of 
the inf~rior opercular. spine and total 




. redfisb larvae .. o~ _extr_usion. groups- -··1,: and 2, 
. .. 1980 and· 1981 combined. 1 is spine absent, 
2 is spine car~ilagin~us-~ and 3 is spine . 
ossified. -· ... 
/----..-"'~ 
. ' C ..  
\. 
'~ . . 
I F"igure 62. Mean state of. ossification devel'opment of 
the pte·rotic spine ·and ·total length in one 
, millimeter intervals for red fish ·· lar•ae of 
. extrus'ion groups 1 and . 2, 1980" and l98l 
combined. l J.s ·spine absent, 2 is spine 
cartilaginous, and 3 is spine ossified. 
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' . t . • . 
14 · mm - ~n · Group, i. and 15 ~in Group 2, one of th~\ few . 
. . , . r ·. . . 
iilstances :of. ossific~tion· of a head spine occurrin~ earlier. \ 
in Group l rather· than Group 2 larvae. : · 
.. 
. ' ( '~ 
The ·suptraole).thraV•pine < Jrig •. 63 >. forms relatively 
. ·. . . .. ~ ' . . .. 
late ip redfish larvae. In·bO.th extrusion gr.oups~ the 
.. ' 
. .. 
~u~ra~~-~i tbral spine. do, n~t' .occur. un~il ;14' 1m\ . a~q· :all 
.· .. ·· . . . . . . .. r ... .. . · .. . .. 
· ·1a.rvae~~f bOth extrusi.cin groups have not' completed ossi~i:-: 
"' _ .· . - -~.~ - ~- --_ - - . ~- -• . :-' - •• -9 : • • ·' ,.' . : . · ... • • • • • •. · · ·· :· •• 
. cation of the . supraci"ei thrar~· spine . by. 20 nun~ . • 
t ' ' I - ~ ' 
_ . . . : rl· . . .. ,, 
. .. The ~ p<)stt'~mporaq series ·: in9ludes 1;-wo ~pine_s.l . ' the . . · . 
-~ 
J : 





. : . . i 
~ ,. ; . 
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. . - . " ' ( . . . ' . ·. .. ' . ' . ·, " ·~ . . 
:::::~~r~~~:::::::rt:::::::l~=~:~d: ::t:•t;i~j : · ··->~< 




· , . 
.• ' ' • ·.. : ... : ' ' . • ' .f . , • • . • ' , • · ; ~ 
spines by 15 pn &:ld -G~oup. l larvae 'by ··16 m:n· . ThE!! . status of · · 
f - • . - ,I ' • • . •. . 
the' .inferior posttempor.al spi~e ·i_~ . larval· r~dfi'sh is · 
. . .: ·.· 
~nclear·. · It · first pcours in dsolateq indi:vidu~ls in Group: 1 . 
. .• . 
• • ' ! • ' , . ' 
at · 15 Itlt\ · and _@;ro_up -~--at __ ll_mm.. __ .I.,t: is 
. ~ . 
not ~found--in--la-l'C3ee-l"r"--~. r-• - - - --'-..,...--
.. . . .. 
• • D I ., ' . t' • · ~ .. 
individuals in either of the · two ·~~trusion gro\,lps. · 
• ' ' ·' I ' 
.. 
' 
.. ~ ' 
, Co~par_ison of the fre_que~cy ~f o~currence and ·size ·at 
ossification of the . spines ~f the infraor9ital aeries 
indicates .only the fiist in~raorbital spine of the tirst 
ser-ies· differs significantly between .· e:xtrus'ion groups 
( Table 14 ). In ~roup 2 larvae, ~his ' spirie first appea~s at 
12 nm. ·All Group 2 larvae ·have COJ!lpleted ossificati'on of the 
' ' '. ' I ~ 
'f -irst · infraorbit,al, first==&eries by 16 lTill and all larvae of 
I 
• I 
• f 1/ 
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63.. . Mean state o'f. ossification .development .of· . 
··the 'supra:cleithral spine and· total · length . 
i . ' '': 
. in one miilimet;.er .intefvals . for redfish l • • 
larvae of ~~trusion gx:oups ·l . and .2, · 1~80 and· 








· 'spine cartiiagin·ous, ·· ~d ! '):a spine os'sifiecr~ · 















the superior posttemporal spine ~d total · 
.le~gt;.'!l in one millimet.e~ in~!'rvals . fot... · .·' ... · 
red fish· larvae· of extrusi"o·n groups 1 ~d< 2, ·. < .,-
1980 and ·1981· combined. 1 -is· spine absent, 
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( . rigu.re '6j. ~ean stat.e . of ossificatfon development: of'. 
the . first . infraorbital spine, .first . series 
and total length in one millimeter.interv~ls 
ftl' . for redfish larvae Of ~ extru!l'iOn groups 1· . 
~ · · and 2, ~ 1990 and 1981 combined. 1 is ·spine 
' 








•· .absent, 2 · is spine cartilag'inous, and :3 is .• . · 
spine ossified. · · · · 
" . ~; . 
- · ' ·.·· :. I' • 
'· '.' :'- . 
A l I " ~ . ~ 
., 
.. ' · 
. . . 
.~ • . I ' 
.. : 
.. . ' J .. 
: . 
.. 
... ,.I ' 
--;_,~ . .. 
--~· ·· 
I .. 
Mean · state ·.of oas:i.~icat:lon deveiopment ~~ · · . '-
the.· .:fi;rst suborbi ta·l ·· 'spine .· and total length 
..in .One millimeter intervals· for r 'edf!sli . . . 
la e · of extrusion .groups: l ·.·and ·2, i9SO and 
1981 .c . 'ned. l is• spine absent, 2 is' spine 
cartilagin9 and 3 is spine ossifi~d. 
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The status .o£ 1 the ·tw'\\ spines of the secoE:l.d / 
• • . I 
infraorbital &erfes ~s unce~tain. These spi~es o11y occurred· , 
. . . · I 
· iri a single individual at 2l.mm. The single spine of the 
thtrd infr~orbi ~al series. ·fir~t occu~;e'd\ _irt · G~~~~· 2 'la~'v~·e . 
.at l.1 ~- · Neither • extru~lon grou.p _ had .~~~p~e~~d- /o~si.~icat~o.n • 
of ·this spine by 20 mm. The frequency of occurr~nce and size 
. .. . . . . .. . . . I . . 
.. ' at ossification .of the spine of tlte third infraorbital ' 
. fh J .Si.Hes anil• ~ot Si~nificaJltly dif~rent ~OtweenlL:.trUsion .. ·_ . . 
!·: i • qrqups~ · : · · . · . · ·, · .. 
I. . • 




\ re~'iish larva~; -rhe first ·~uborbital, t~e ·,.,~. / prt~8nt ·of.~.: . 
j the _two, first ap,pears .at ll : ... iil Group 2 "'!d 12 - -~ . · . 
: .. . "\ ·G~ :_l J Fi9. 66 . ) •. · All Grqup_ 2 -larvae have o_ssifi.·~ j•~ 
: . . \··,· suborb~ta1 ·a.p_~nes at 15 Dill· while all Group .1 larv ~f not · , 
. ·.have ossified 'first suborbJ,.j:.a1 spines 
\ • : ' I ~~ 
, ': [1·! second 'subo.rbital spine fit:st · ap~ears 
I 
. \. suborbi t~~ .. spine in both · extrusion groups. In· . 
_ .\· first ·appears at 14 nm and in qro~p,. ~ at·.ls 'ptn ( Fig • . 67 ) ·: 
\ ~11 Group 2 iarvae ha~e· ossifted second· subo~bital spines hv 
I , . • . -...... , ' ' r ~Jill • • · • 'I 1 
18 iun an'd .all Group·l .'larvae by 20 ltlll• 
\ , ' ..  . . 
.,_ 
i; 
Preocular and aupraocu1ar spines also occur in red.fiah 
• • 
. larvae .but are ·relatively late forming~ · Neither spine :• ~. 
1 occur"s until after 21 -mm. Due to--·l,.ack--of suff~.Cient-·=-· ·.--·:- -- ·· · ---- -- ~ --- - -
. - ~ r . . \ . I - • • 
'· . . / speci~,ens in ~th ·extrusion .. grou~s at_ this . larg~ size, no 
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Figure 67 ; . 
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-~ ..  . 
Mean state of ossification development Qf 
th.e second suborbital spine. i~d · total . 
length in · one · millimeter· :intervals •for 
red{ish larvae of. extrusion·.: groups . -1 and 2, 
1980 ·and 1981 combined. 1 is . apine abs'ent; 
2 is- , spine • carti~agin9US 1 and 3 i 's spine 
'. ossified • 
. j 
.. I 
.. · .. 
•. I 
. . . 
~ •' : 
Mean state of · ossification developm~nt -'of . 
.the postocular spine arid total length in 
ona . millimeter intervals for redfish larvae 
_of extrusion grou_ps 1 and 2~ 1980' and -1981 
combined. 1 is spine.absent, 2 is spine 
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. .. -·: ~< ~~ - : .... .\1: ·._ .. _·_ ·-.'- ~ -\ . , - ~ · . ..... . ~ .• - ~ _:· .. . . :. 
. . - ~ ·. ; ' . . - \ ' .- .. :- .... ·\ . 
1 llV' \r . •• \ ' i \ ' · ,. ') ·. 
. . . . \ ... . ... \ . , . )• : 
' . i . • .... ·.'· \ . , --.-- 1> --~- . 1 .. _. 
. ,. . . . .- \-.,- . , . . r ~: . ·'\ . - ~ . 
. ' 
.···. . . 
:: \ ... 
.. 
, . i . • • ... . 1. . ,., ~ · : .• . • • : . '• . (_\ . ; ' • y 
- ·ossification were po-ssible .• , · · -r · I · 1 .. t· . 
. -~ . • • In co,htr,a~~;:_:th~ ' ~st:,;cul!'r . • ;~n;, • ( F~gi 6B;{~c.urs ' \, · ~ .. '1 : 
quite, eO,t·iY: .in Gr~Up 2, t'l)e post'oculi r :Pi~<.;fii:'ilt,;apPears . ~). .l 
at- a ~ - ~~d: : ~n:· ·9~~~~- } :··_at 9 · ~-~ id'- l:(>th_·- -~xt;.r~~ion .. 9r~up.sl · .: ._-, • .-. ·· · . ·j 
~ • o .._ • • • • • •I o · ,: ',• 
. . ,.. .·.- · . . l : - . :'*. ' • 1 , • . .. --•• •• • • '. : f. \ , 
all :spepi~ens h~ . ossified postocular' spin~s· 'by 15 mm . .. · · •···. .: . : .· j 
/. ~~-·~i;.g~e na~d Spi~e ( ~~9;: ,6 . , l fif•,~ o~cur~ iri ' : · .···• t 
Gtoup· 2 ·.larvae ,.at_ 15 mn .:and ·.iti .. ~-x;~p::; 1 . larv-ae . at. iS mm.. . ·., . y \ -.-_:·--- L-: 
· . ~.~ ~;h~~ --.... ~ ~·~si~~ ~~o~p- -h~~- 7-.a~:~-:~ ~~~-~~ . du~~~ -- ~-~ith. ~s~~if~ed ,·: ~~ _. :_ ··:.r>~.- .- ~ :~~- f.. -_-- .. · 
~ · ·:· · "s~i ~s~f '·es ~--2o:_ mm~--· The n'a~a1:. spi'h. :'is· small\' and • ·. · ·_ · ·. ·. · · ! . ·. ~- :_ -l· · 
. . ~ ., . . . . • I . . , . •. · • 
• • ' ' • / R ' ' • ' ~ ~· ~ 
' • j :: _· :.~ -:: .. in~?f..~~u.9~a . -~- · ~ye~ .~e :-I~ig_e~~ --1~-rr;~:· : ~~-~~-ned ~ >~ .-
. ~ - · , . . ·. _; - ' • :.-.. . .. .: . . · . - . , . ... 
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_· . .. .:_;. : . . · .: -ophoreJI on ~e --~~y _and . ~~~-er':ll . ~ . ~a_s_· of the . ~ead _~were , . . . .: ;_) . 1 
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meri~cs. Tabl~ 16 summarizes the chi"":'square stati·~~ics• f,dr 
s~al Kruskal-Wallis tests on dorsal and ventral b~y 
r ' \ 
melanophore--patterns. ~eri·al tests on each one .millime~r 
J,.ength interval per variable were· .. necessitated by t,be exterit 
'-.._ ' 
" 
of ~hanges · in amount and shape of· the mela~ophores ·with 
·increasing len9th with,iri .each extrusion group. 
. # 
Pigmentation on tl:l~. dor~um coh~ists o~ .a line of mel-
. I 
anophor'e~ so~etim1es s~pa~~te_ and . . ·~is'i:.ingt from , eac~ other 
: · ~ • . • ' I "' ' :· • • : , • ' - ', . • ' 
but often su~tantially me_rge<l ,' ~?-' . form. a lo~g l;>and ~ ... The 
number of meianoph,ores. combi~ed·-,,i~tq: . the band : conseq~ent:ly 
.  ~ ·. . .. ' ~ 
. . :·: .. '. :'. ' ~ ... . . 
:·.c~nnot be. determined. In . newly ::extroded larvae from 6-8 nm; 
·. 
• • I ~ 0 I • ' " ' , : : , :J .. :i: 
0 
~ ~. 0 ·,; ' • ' \ ' • . •• • • \ 
the dorsal body pi~ent star~a . :on ·~dy ·myomeres 10-14, but 
I ·. " ' . . . . . I . . . ,, ' '· . \ . • . ·~. 
t _ mo~t frequent-ly on myometes ' 15~18 . in Group 1,. In Group· 2, ,1_: · 
, . ··L .. . . , ,.. 
o ', ' I 0 
the dof·s·al line starts on i_myomeres 5-28. but most co11Uildnly on 
.. . . 
!' 
myomeres · .}.2-15. Within ;~~· ~~me : len~th bit-erv~1, the dorsal < 
. ' :·" • t •. 




L • ~ 
' ' · cd~pa~ed.:- :to· ..Gr6up L la;v~e ·· ·( Flg • . 70 ) ~ · \'~~e ~as no ., 
sig~ifi;~~~- diffe~ence · between ·extru~ion\'.gr~~s .on. which .. , . . : , 
.... . . ' • \ ' • '"" : . ' 1'4 • ' • . . • • J; ._:. . • ::-
. 'm1o~ere . th:e .',dors~h pigment ' ended poaterioz::'ly. Consequent.ly, 
t , ' I # • 4 ~~- ' : • -~ I • ' ' ~ ' , \ ' .' ' 
'. the total l~ngt'\'1 ,ci,f · tl)~ pigme.nt : band was' longer, · at . 
. ~ • ' • ' . • •• i : ··~· : : 
·compa_rable 'larvaJ:· :·len·gths~ · in Group . 2 than . ~.roup.~ .;:tarvae i · 
I . ~. I , l' ~ ' ' ' ' . . ~ _: . • . \' . ' . ·• 
.; (' F~g. 7i ). : :· .. · . .. ·;· .. 
., 
Larva~ . 6~8 ·.' nm :i~ ;l,ength' from -the two extrusion groups 
, • \1 I I I , 1 ' : ~ ~ 1 J , ' ' 0 ' : , ~ 1 ' 
also jliffer8d in ·the' 'tend4mcy >:'f!'r .· tbe' melimophorea· to.: merge 
• I ' . I • .. • 
into a }?lind. ·In gx:oup 1, ;_97% of ,all:. ·larvae ·had tn::>re than 
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" ·,. Tabl.e.,l6~~ ....... Sununaey of. chi.:.square approximation statistics 
~"'t,~r s~rial. Kruakal-Wal.l.is ·tests on dorsal aad 
Vfln~ral body pigmentation for redfi.sh larvae 
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x2 Prob > x2 . .. 
0 
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31.42 \. 0.050 ; ' ' 
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-( 
35.14 o. 010 ··_. 
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Mean l.ength of the melanopho.re band on 
\Q._e .dorsum i.n numbers of bOdy· my_omeres and ' 
total. length in one mil.limeter intervals · 
· for redfish larvae of extrusion· .groups l 
.. and . 2. 1'990 and l. 981 combin~d • 
.. 





. . ~ 
Per c;ent fl;·equency. of occurre-~ce of . pigmen- · 
tat'ion types ori :t;h~ -~~urn in redf.ish larvae · 
unde'r 9. nm total'~ leng'th of extrusion groups · 
1 ~nd 2~ l9ao·~ and 198'1 combin,ed. ( see . . 
Appendix A · for . d"aCripti.on of ·.p~ea 
. . , 
. I 
' . 
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124 , . 
ha~:f .oir · the ~ength of the dorsa~ m~lanophore pattern 
composed ·of merged melanophores ( Fig. 72 ) • Only . 3% had a 
melanophore patt~rn of a~l. or J;lear.ly all distinct, . spatially""' 
~ 
. separate melanophore&. In Group 2, only 601 . of 6-8 11lll larvae 
had more than half the · mel.anophor.es me~ged into · a band. A 
further 30% of Group 2 larvae had- a pattern of a11 separate 
melanpphore:s. Additiona11y, the. number of ~lanophores . in 
' . ' 
these i.ndivid.ual.s with all. - spatially s _eparate melanophor~s. 
. ae~med1 to be very ~ much reduced • . This difference in . frequency 
• • l ' . • 
., of ·occurrence of the c;Ufferent . melano~ore· patterns, tested 
--- by chi-squar~. is statiati.c1lly significant ( x2 = · 36.44, 
. -
Prob. ' > X2 = 0.1001 . ) • As larvae grow, the dorsal 
melanophore& spread _ anteri.orly and lateralfy over "th~;~ dorsum 
in both extrusion groups and differences in their · pigment 
patterns . tend ·t.o become obscured. 
---- - - .--.----- _ _ ..:::__ ___ , _ _ __ _ _ __ _.,J,._ - - ~- - -.-- _:. _ --- - - --- - - - - - - --- ---
· In newly e~truded . larvae of 6":"8 ·rom, the ventral body 
. ·' - . ... . . . . 
pigmentation also usually cons_i .sts of · a .group~:.of 
· ' .mel.anophores joined into a -~and. The ventral. body · pigme~ . 
band tends to start slightl.y more anteriorly in Group 2 
rather than Group l ' l.arvae ·( Fig. 73 ) ., Th_is . is ~l.so · true of 
the posterior end of the ·ventral. band ( Fig·. 74 } • ··However, 
. . 
the le~gth of the pigmerit band i.e not signifi.cantl.y 
different between extrusion groups. As larvae grow, the 
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~ean anterior startin§ body myomere for the 
melcanophore band on .the ventru~ and. total 
length in one mi.'ilime_ter interval.s ~or · 
red fish 1arv,ae of' extrusion · ·grpups · 1 and 2, 
1980 and ·1981 combined. 






. Mean posterior ending body myomere for the 
melanophore band· ·on' the veritrum and ·total 
length in one millimeter· intervals for . 
red fish larvae ·of extrusion groups 1 and . 2, 
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The form· of the ventral. body melanophores differs 
between 6-8 nm l.arvae of both extrusion groups ( . Fig. 75 ) • 
Both extrusion ~roups had approximately the same frequency 
of occurrence of rarvae with contract~ and spatiall.y 
distinct melariophores on the vent.rum ( 201 for Group 1, 22% · 
for Group 2 ) and both extrusion groups . had approximately 
' ' ,., 
the same freq~ency of occurrence of expanded melanophores 
. - . ~ -
on the. ventrum ( 801 for Group 1, 781 for Group 2. ) • 
•I ' -
I ' 
: However, in Group 1 there was a higher frequency of larvae 
' I 
with expanded but sti~l spatially distinct melanophores 
( 27% ·) than · in Group 2 · ( 9% ) • In the"-.remainder 
I 
of both 
extrusion. groups, the e~panded mela~ophores were ! . . . merged into 
a continuous band. The di1ff~rences in the· shape of the_ 
melanopnor~ pattern on the ventrum are statistically 
significant ( l2 • 31. 70, Prob. > x2 • ·0.001 ) • Like the 
dorsal body pigment; the differences in pattern ·of ventral 
\ 
\ . 
body J?i~ation ~tween extrusion groups tends to be 
obscured in larger · ~arvae by. the i~creasing overall · pi,gmen-
tation laterally over the body. 
~elanophore patte:tns on the P,orsal surface' over the 
. ' 
·brain differed between 6-8 ,nrn larvae in , the two extrusion 
groups ( Fig. 76 ). In Group ~, -SOt of a~l . larvae had .. a 
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-£'r?·· -7i.4~;~er qent frequency of occurrence of pigmen-
~tation types on, the ventrum in ·redfish larvae 
. : under . 9 rom total length of extrusion groups 
1 and -2, 1980 and 1981 combined. ( see· . 










' I ' 
Figur e 76. Per cent frequency of occurrence ·of pigmen-
tation types on the ·dorsal surface over - the 
brain in redfiah larvae under 9 mm total 
.length. of ex~rusion groupa 1 ·and 2, 1980 and 
· 1981 combined• ( see Appendix A fot · deacr~ption 
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.. 
mel~nophox:es identifi~~le. A · fur~r 46% had mo_stly diffuse 
pig:ent· but w~~ a f+ ypar~te ... melanopboreh as . we~1. The· 
rqaining 4% ~ad a 1.tter~ dis_tinct mel~nophoi:'es par~ly 
me~ged into a cap an<i partly · separate." In· Qroup 2, only '6%. 4 
. . . I - , ~ ~ 
had all dUfuse_ pi-gre?t .. wh:t,_le .53t···had· ~stly, diffu.~~- _pigment . . 
with some .q~tinc:t/me~anophores;it:lcluded~ A further 10% ·had 
. all disti~c't m~lano~horeo/.1oined_· t~ _for.m a · solid cap and the 
r~mainin9 301 had/;., •• ry. <U~tin~ melanoph~res · me~to . ~ :i 
.. 
' .· " i ... _ . 
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. . . :; . . ~· 
.· . \ 
,, ,~ . 
.. . . ~ -
.. "1. i. 
.. [· . 
· cap but acconapa~1~ed by diffus; pigm0ent .:s well. Ttiste~.b~. ·1~.t 
-.1 . ' 









·<- .x2· ·== : 11.3~;. ~1,ob.' > .. ~2 •• ~.o2 ).· onl~· la~vae . 6_~8 ~- ~~~e.: .' · includ~ in . t'hi s . -~nalysi~ becau.se • o£· ch~n·g~~ in -~igmentatio~ . , . 
.. i . . • 
within extrusion groups ·due, to developint:mt. 
.-\• J.. o : · () - I o 
~igment:' 'pat~erris . on the· .dorsal ~rirface of- .'the .. . 
( . 
interorbita1 : space were "also found to. diffe'r fn· 6-8. mm 
. . I . . • • 
.iarva_e · bet.;,·~'en extr\ls!~n ~_roups ~ ( · E/ g: 7~- ) ~- T~e .'do~~nrnt 
,' • ,' a .., ~ \ , , I 
. . - I 
pa\ ~rn _in' bo_t;h . ~x~rusion g:r;oups w s . a. comp~ete abse:_n~~ of 
pi • . ,. nt -in rt~e inter~rbi tal space. In Group .l, · 94% df , ail . 
'/ 
' . . - . . . ... 
no··interorbltal pi:g~ent while·· .7 .. of Group 2 • 
... larvae had none_. I .n .Group ·1, 
0 
th\ r~a~nin~ 6% had: ap~ ~ially 
distlnc,t ~lan~pho;~~ }e_s~mb~ing those. fo~n~ on the dorsal 
. : ·t ' • , 
the lbrain. In . G_roup 2, however, the retl}aining . ' surface ovel;' 
. . 
. ' . 
larvae ei'ther had spati_~iiy .. distinct melanophore& '·similar ~o . , 
Group 1 ( 17,' ). OJ:- had .· dlf.fuse; ·, amor~bous - ~i.gme~t. ( . · )'; ·. @) , . 
. ··. . . : 
' I I 
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Figure 77 •. 
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Per. cent frequency. of-. occurrence .of ·pigmen-
tation types ·on the Q.orsal surface of the 
. inter·orbi tal· space in red fish· _larvae under 9 
~ JID1l totai length of extrus,ion groups ·1° and 2, 
' ·1980 : aqd 0 1981 combined. ( ·: a·ee ·Appendix A for 
'. '.descx:i:ift.ion of pigment types · ) . · 
0 0 0 
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• tation types on the ·nape in redfish larvae : 
. ·. un~er ' ·9. 111D , total l'ength Of e~trueion oc;JrOUpS 1 
and 2;-_1980 apd 1981 combined; ( see Appendix · 
A for description -of p-igment types ) ~ 
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melanophore patterns were '. statistica·lly significant ( x2 = 
8.84, Prob. > x2 =:= o.·ol ). · _, 
.. 
·Pigme'ntation on the 9orsal surface of the nape was 
also· ~xamined in 6-8. min larvae' of both extrusion g~oups. 
'· 
' . . 
t-¥-:1!-g. · 78 >.. Usually, the pigment at the, nape conS'isted qf a 
· sing,l~ ··melanoph.ore but two·' or three. sometimes occ~rred·.: . Both ' · 
• ,. , 1 , \ . \, I , ' • ; .4 
ext.rusion gro~ps had similar frequencies ot' occurrence of 
I , 
. . tb~ :·expanded -melanophores ·( 34% ·for Grbup 1,'.· 35% for Group ; 
. : -,: ' . . : ... 
, ' '(' 
:2 . ) and the - ~o~tracted rn~·lanophores ( 'i9% for Group 1,_ '20% . ·'1 
. . 
f?r .. Grbup· · 2 L . ~owever 1 • . the . remaining Group 1 · l:arvae ~sually · · 
• • • • < • 
',: :had. no . pfgment ( -3~% ) W~l~e 9% .pad ' ditf.use 1 ... am9rph9us 
• ' ' ~ • •• ' ·~ ·• .. •• i. ' : • • _. '• . ·~ • ' • " 
piginent. In Group. ·2 I .these latter two frequencies• were . 
. ·., . . '. ; ~- . . . . - . ' . . . . . . . -1 j . . • . . . ·.. • • 
. . · nearly reversea.-. Only 10%, of Group ·2 l~rv.ae . )'fad: no p.L9ment 
': c •, I ' ' . • • • • . • ••. .· ., • ' . -
while 35% ~a<;l d~ffus~, amorphous pigme.nt. ~ Th_ese differences· 
between extr~~~on:· groups 
·, { ~ ·x2' = ·16.04,· ·.Prob.· > x2 
. . . 
w~re . statistically . significant 
•• • !> • ,• ... , 
' ' ' . . 
= 0. 001 ) ; . lri' J:?o~ extrus,ion 
. , ,·, . 
groups·,. the pigment at· th4/ ttap~ ted¢ls to· :become embedded · 
.· . . ' . . . . , ·. . . i ) ; . 
wi\tn in'crea~i~g size. No larva~· with . ~mbedded pigment were 
' • . I ' I - I V ' ' ' - >' ' • ' · ~r · , • • "• '\... • ~ • • ' 
. included •.in this · anal¥si.s • . 
,) /. ~ . .. . 
··\ .. 
: , .A 
~) -.. . · ;... . . 'Prior to; th~ c~mpletio~ of . n~to~hord ·flexion~ one .or 
• ~ I ' ~ ' ' \: ' \- : ' • ' ' • 
' . ; li': 
\ 
... :- '· .more ~el~nophor,es w~fe •oft:-el'\ .found bel~ . t~e caudal portion 
' 6·£· :the 'not'ochord •. The numbe~· ~f· these ·sub-caudal rnelan~..: 
• • ~ l • . 
~ · - • .., • • ~ ' ~ • l • •• • • 
phores. also. var;ed batwpe:q. extrusion groups (' F~g •. 79. ) • In 
I . . . 
.~; . ' 
' . 
. I I 
., 
ax:oup · 1_~ 97:.• .had· no .' s_ub.:.c::audal ~ mel.~nophores with mJat of. the 
·~ rem~~r having o~ly , a : _s~~gle_ sub~caudal, melanophore. In 
.. 
. I . 
• 
! 
' ·-f· r.: 
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-,~~79. Per c~nt 'frequ~ncy of occ~rrence of · various 
.· . ~bers of sub-caudal melanophores in pre-
. · flexion and· in-f;Lexion redfi•h larvae of • · 
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132 
towards . Lre 
I 
contrast, Group 2 larvae had a tendency of 
I ' 
these melanophores. Only 41% of Group. 2 larvae · had n9 s~b-· 
caudal melanophore a, 24% had a sing~e melan?~ho~e ·-and 35% 
had two or more sub-caudal melanophore a. Nq larvae in either 
extrusion group had -.more than .four sub-~audal melanophore a. 
Thes~ ·frequency differences between e'xtruldon 9x:oups are A! · .. : 
st·atisticallysi9n~ficant < ):2 - ·.gs.Gs, . Prob; > x2. K, '.: 
I .0. 000,1 ) • Because o'f : increasing·_ pi.gme.ntation in ·the .c~u.dal 
. ' 
·' 
area with increasing· size and the change ;in position .of the.' 
. ' . 
- --- •, •.' 
me.lanophores with notoch'o:i:'d flexion, only pre-flexion and' 
. . . . 
. . 
., 
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Larval redfish sagittae are relatively small in . 
relation to body size compared to some other . commer<?.ially 
. . 
important .species, notably the gadoids, , in the "Newfoundl.and 
'area. This _size aspect, co~pled with ~eir flattened shapes, 
makes ~arval redfish·. sagittae ideal · for ageing purposes. No · 
laborious grindinci, polishing, or sectionlng . is required in 
,, ' ' 'I ' • ' ' 
·virtually all . . sagittae· ~.rom,. fish . under 20 · inm in' leng~h.; . At 
' . ' 
·.larger sizes, . redfish sagi.ttae become markedly a~ymmetrical' 
a~d th~ -·lateral su~~ace thickens; · par~icularly in the focal 
. . . ~: . 
area. Sagittae from . such larvae wou~d requi~e extra 
,. . 
preparation before ·-all_ growth increments would become 
dis~ernible • 
'. ~re-extrusion larvae .develop 2-6 rings on their 
i . . t sagi~tae prior .to extrusion. These_ are not regarded as true 
i 
growth increments ·because they typically do not completely 
. i . ' 
encircle the •sagitta. The zones of pre-extrusion ring~ and 
later post-extrusion in~rement:a are separated by a heavy 
. . 
check-like ring easily identifiable by i:ts unusually dark, 
thick slow-growth.band preceeded by a light, fast-growth 
band typically wider than any· of the ad'jacent increments. 
This heavy ring is believed·. to be the first. daily . increment 
• 
• 






















and probably is laid down at extrusion. Subsequent 
increments are believed to occur daily, provided the larvae 
are actively growing. I 
.i I . 
T~e exact time of onset of formation of ~fa-extrusion 
rings in redfish larvae.is unkn9wn. The du~atiof of larval 
residence time in the adult · body cav·i ty . from · hatphing to 
, • 'I 
0 
- · 1 
extrusion · ha~ been estimated to exceed 4 weeks ( Templeman 
' ( ' ' ' ' 
and Sandeman 19~9 · ). Because larva~ normally have 2-6 rings · 
at · extr.usion, ~he ·p~riodici ty of · rlng · .. for~tion ~Y range on 
· · • · ! · :. r1·. •.' · 
the order of one e~ery 4.:14 · days or longer, assuming no 
' • I ~ ... # o ' 
, rings · are present at hatchi'ng·. No pre-extrusion lar..;ae ·were 
~ . . 
... 
found wi·th the heavy, check-like ri~g · but even the . smallest 
. . I 
post-ext~·usion larvae had this ring. Check-like marks on 
larval fish otoliths associated with .an abrupt change in 
. . . "'· . 
. / 
environment have been found in ~ther species ( Victor 1982 ) 
and the sud
1
den ·ch_ange from maternal incubation to extrusion 
'. . 
into the water wo:uld certainly be a likely ·caus'e for check · 
_·t6r~ion . \ . . 
The period .of extended parent~l care in· the · adult body 
tP 
cavity in redfish is analagous to the· post-hatch mouth.;. 
_brooding of larv~l Tilapia mossambica in which the first 
daily increm~~t forms ~hen . the larvq.e leaye the adult 
.,. 
'"" ;fema~ • s mouth. ( Taubert and Coble ·lt:· . ~- . ·Indeed, the only 
· !narine ·specie'&~. ktl'own to have first in rement formation 
. . ~ . :.~ .~ . 
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larvae are species such as ·English sole Laroche et al. 
1982 ) and anch~ ( Brothers et al. ,1976 ) which hatch from 
pelagic egg13 as· §mall larvae in a relatively 




species, firs~ _increment formation i$ delayed until yolk sac 
' ' ~~ .. · 
absorption is complete. ·sy_ comparison, : larval redfish at. 
extrusion are large, ,active swimmers with only a vestige of 
y~lk sao remaining. Additionally; o~her species, such · as 
grunion (Brothers et al. 1976) and tilapia ·c Tanaka 'et al. 
• ' II' . • ' • 
, • 
. '1981 ) , knowp to . begin formation of growth marks . on their 
otoliths prior· to ·release into the. water, continued to form 
• ' ' I ' ' 
• • • . , ! \ • ~ . • • 
~aily gr~th· increm~nts withou~ : ~~lay af~~r,.h~tching into 
the water • . · ·· · · ,. • 
'•' 
Due to the . failure of the laboratory re;;tring 
' ' 
experiments, evidence supporting the. dail.)" periodicity of • 
_, 
increments after the heavy, chefk-like' increment at 
extrusion is also ·indirect. The ·time c)£ , most irit·ense 
. . . 
extrusi'on on Flemish cap is Apljii and May (. Templeman 1976, 
. . 
~ainbridge -".and Cooper 1971 ) with residu-al ·extrusion 
activity st~ll occurring ~nto July ( Barsukov and Zakharov 
I ·. . ' 
1972 ). The period of 
. ;. . ,: ~ 
peak extrusion in 1990 and 1991 ~as 
fre,quency' data to' ~ th~ . ia/t week' .of estimated from length 
I 
l!pril ( Ande(son 198li, . -~Sl9B2 . ). . ' Back-calculation to ag~ 
. zero ·of . the i ncrement counts in larvae collected during late· 
June to July is·in agreement 
,. . . 
ri~ublished _A~ta~· 




























~ . J 
• . 
The proced~re estimates April to early May as the period of 
j, ' 
maximum extrusion activity with a peak during the last two 
. ' , 
weeks in April and a decline through May with some residual 
\ . extrusion still occurring'. into Juiy. 
I' 
\ 
Regression-style linear and non-linear parameter 
estimation procedures, used to find the equations best 
,. 
fitting the observed length at age .and length at sagittal 
radius data, indicated ~ excellent linear 'fit to the, length 
<. . ' -_..... 
I , , • 
at . age data while the length at sagi.ttal radius data was 
best fit 'by a polynomial. Although the coefficients of the · 
sagittal radiu's 'squared t 'erms are : rather'. small and int~oduce ·· 
only slight.curvature to the iine of best fit, Student's T 
tests· indicate the parameters are significa~~ly different 
from ·zero. 
The mean g~owth rate of larvae in 1981, estimated from 
t~e e regression equation, was 0.109 mm per day, 
\ 0 
-""T"C.. , i . . . 
only· 68\ . of, the observed in 1980, ·o.160 ·mm per day • 
....... . 
Larvae in 19l"'~·~ . !"ere,. on 'a"{erage, 0 . 8 mm larger at ex~rusion 
th~n ;.9ao . ,~~a''. The estimated . growth rate in 1980 compares 
0 . .. .. WJ J· \ 
., I 1 
well with the estimate of 0.146 ~ per day by Anderson 
· ( MS1982 ) .based on length frequen~y data from late May :to 
. ' . 
. July; H~ever, An'd_e:r·~on ~ s ~stim~te 'for :1981, q.l52 nn per 
day, , is mUCh higher than m,i estimate. This may be partial~y .. 
: · . . 
·due to the inclusion in .~ ·eatimate of growth in April arid 
























The observed length at age data indicated considerable 
variation i~ ages among larvae in the same~ groups • . Even 
~ . 
in small lar(e"; a differen<;:e in length of just one . 
millimeter ~auld mean_a difference of ' up to three weeks in 
age . in 1980 and five weeks in 1981; Newly extruded lcirvae, 
' 
captured on .day of· extru~ion, ranged from 5.6-8.9 mm. TWis 
wid'ei .size range at extrusion is probably largely d~e to the 
~ 
ovoviviparous nature of redfi,sh reprbducti9n and coincident 
. . . 
long resid~nce t ·ime, after hat<;hing, which the .larvae spend 
in the afiult fernale•s body. Because of ·the magnitude of. this 
. . ' 
variation, calculations of growth rate, . particularly for 
small larvae, based on the intercept of ' the length at age 
regress±o~ alan~, could be very misleading anq prone to 
I 
error.· Incorporati·ng an estimator based on the growth of 
. . 
. . ---eac~ · individual larva helps alleviate. this problem .and 
' 
allows back-calculation of. individual ·.growth histories as . 
! .' 
. . 
well. The resulting optimal estimate approximates the true 
/ lehgth at extrusion for each larva on an 'indi~idu{i basis'. 
The . observed mean lengths at extrusion . in 1980 and 
1981, 7.46 mm an~ 8.38 mm ' respectively, are not · · 
\ . . 
significantly different fr~m the .. ~redic~ed 'ine~n length at '\_ . . . 
eXtrusion baaed on the optimal estimation ~rocedU<e, .l)i>mely . ~ 
7.418 ~ and'8.228 mm for 1980 ~nd L~Bl respectiveiy. In 
. l 
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of extrusion·f~om a law of 6.~6 mm for larvae extruded · 
~ ........ 
during early Ap~i to)a high of 7.96 mm for larvae extruded 
during the latt~~ parj of May. -In contrast, mean length at 
'--.._../ 
extru~on i~l see~ed to decline slightly fr~early 
April to late Ma\ubut larvae ~xtruded during the first week 
of June were larger than tho~e extruded at· any other time. 
Appa~ently,. size.· at · extrusion can be quite variabt: in· 
redfiah, :not only fran year ,to year but within a sip.gle 
. . 
extrusion season as· ~ell. 
. . . 
B~ck-calbulated . iength at aie · I daia, .'ba~d · ~n ~he 
length at sagittal radius data ard estimated. lengths .at: . 
. ' . 
·" extrusion, closely agreed with _the observed length at age 
. data. ;n 1981,_ .redfis~ larvae were, on · average, 1arf.er than 
1980 larvae of the · same age until about 15 days of age. pue 
to the ·higher growth rate of . larvae in -1980, at all ages 
greater than is days, larvae in _ l9~ ~ere larger than 1981 
·larvae, at: least foF the first llO days of ).ife • 
' ~,, . 
Redfish larvae- do not grow .at a uniform rate :over the 
. . 
. ' 
entire larval period. In both 1980 and ' 1981, qrowth tended 
to be re1a~ivel""ilow_ for . the·· first 10-15 days post-
. ' extrusion~ reiatively high from age 30~90, then slowing. as 
larvae entered the post-larval, pelagic·. juveni~e stage. Mean. 
:tt 
. ' -: 
• 
daily- growth rates in 1980 'anged from . O.l43 mm per day .at 
extrusion to 0.188'mm -per day\ by age 65, falling to O.l08.mm 
per day by age 110. Mean daily growth rate:. in 1981 was .. m~sh 
. . ,. ·~ 
. . . 
• 
' 
l,. ~:r-- .. .... - · 
.. . 
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slower than 1980/ oVer the entire ~arval period a~bough ·: 
greater growth jates in the oldest post-l.arvae entering the· 
pelagic juveqlle stage appeared to.be oomp~~able. Mean daily 
' l 
growth in 198) ~anged from 0.089 mm per day
1
at ~xtrus-ion to . 
0. 139 l1l1l per day at .ag~ 90 before declining td 0.112 mm per 
day by t~ 110. ~ .. . 
.-.. 
Expressed -as ·a per cent of total length, larval 
redfish .growth in 198(:{ w"as , hlghe_st at 1.'9% per day at 
extrusion, fluctuat~ng ~rom 1.59:_;1,63% 'per day UQtil _age 30, 
. ' -. 
then declining ~teadily· ~o ·o.49% per day by age 110. In · ·' 
'c._.;'f 
'1981, the pattern was som~what diff.er'~nt in that, although . 
. 
growth slowed immedi~tely fol~owing extrusion, growth· 
. -~ 
~actually incre~s.ed as a per c~nt of boqy length to peak at · 
1.16% per d;JJj at age 35. Thereafter, .growth steadiiy 
declined as ·ln· 1980 to a low of 0 •. 5~% ~r ·day by age 11q.· 
Within a single extrusion s~ason1 lar-va~ extr.u~ed from· 
. . ( . 
early 
.,.. ~ ... . -
April to late May experienced variable gr~th 
' . 
conditions as indicated by fluctuations "in their growth 
' . . 
rates. In 1980, 'larvae ~xtruded during- most of April . 
\ • ( , Ju1id- days : 100-119 ) did tlot · experience any ~e'a,rly post-
• extrusi~ecline in grow~h rate while larvae 'extruded in 
" 
. early Ap~fi.. and ail ' of ~ay ~nderwent. declines. in ~-r'bwth r~te· 
' . 
rarlging from 0.005 mm per day to 0.032 ' mm per day for the 
fi~st 10-15-,days post_-extrusion.· In co.ntrast, in 1981 only 
lar:vae ·extruded_ .. in ,early to mid May experienced early pOst.:. 
? 
.. 
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and these declin~~re much 
day to 0. 012 Iml per day ) 
. It _has long been p<?sbulated that a cr':Kical pertod · 
exists in the e~rly- life hfstory of fish . larvae durin~ which 
. 0 . 
• "' I) • • • • I) • 
high flertalit.y ·oecur·s ( May 1974 ) •. ·'rbe term . "critical 
·, 
~ ' . ~ 
period" was · .fi,rst appl~e~ ~o .fish ~- tw~ 4!~ly -French fish 
p 
l • . 
j 
. '1. 




















· culturists, ~ab~e-Dom~rgue :. and Biet~ix: ( l 'S97 , : ·c:i..ted from .1' 
• I •. :' • 
. I . 
.. . 
f.-
I • • 
\ 
.: 
May 1974 ~, · who ·used .it ·to describE! the time of: complet~on 
. . • . ·. . . . . . ..... . . r 
of· ·yolk sac ~sorption. At th~s. ·- tipte they pbserved ·.high. ·. 
' . ' . .. .. mort~lity ·among DJ.a~-ine· fisli larvae' in~ la~or.ato~ . rea:firig ' 
. . , . . . : ' . . \ 
. attempts. _·~jort.;. ( 19i4 ) .~uz;ther · advanc-~d · ·-t~e .. c~ncep~by . J . 
iinking' itk seve~ity in a ~iven year _ to 'fluc~uat:io·~- ln the 
' . · ;~ . . . . . ; . ' . . 
year. class· stren,gths of eomxne:tcial. fish -popu~ati_on~. The 
., . 
'· 
. • L : 
. . 
·· ' 
< . ' ., .. 
$ . .:·f ·.. . 
. ···: 
r 
. .... ; : .. ; 
• ~ . i ... 
I . 
' .,. . I. 
'( .:. 
. !> 




.. . . . .. 
existence· of ~- . critical perio4 l:Joon after _hcrt.~h~ng· h~s~- been ' 
substanti;{te4 in labo~~tory ie~fing exp_13r'ime~ts '1:- glaxt't!r 
!.t 
"\ , 
{' . .. 
and ·aempel.l963, Lasker et _a1. 19?0, . Wyatt 1972. ) but ·· 
demons~ra.tion: of its occurre~ce i~· .. the !a bas· -~~~ined . .• : 
el!.usiv~. ( ' Marr 1956~ M~i If14 ).. 
Periods of paor g~~th may also be periods of high · . 
, ' ' ' I , ' , mortality~ a~d . lack·of sultable _ptey or ' ~h~nability to . 
. . ' . . . -·, . ,. .· . · . . ; ...... . . · 
capture it at the time' 'of switchq_ver 'from yolk sa~ to . 
' .. 
. ' . . . . ~ .. \ ~ .' ',, (' ' \ : . . 
e'xoc;Jenous· feeding · was_ ori:ginali;ly ·ci:t_ed by·· Hjort ( 191'4 ) ' as 
. t' ' • .r ' '~ . ' • I "' ' 
the mQSt . iike'ly CAUSe Of' II'Ortali ty , in' .the . critical p~·riod • 
,, 
... 
Theilacker a~ -Dorsey ·( 1980 ) regarded larval' a~-~vival· as 
~ . . ·. . . . ~ . .. ~,' . . 
•• 
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. I o 
., 
. •· 
being dependent upo~ the 1arva•e abil!_JO find and capture 
,. sufficient prey at the time of . ~ompletiori of yolk'··sac. 
absorption. Lack of .dempnstration of a critical ·period at 
' · I . . 
. . . 
sea may iri part be due to poor growth determination . • · . . 
~ ~ • ' ' ' II 
techni~~s~ ipai'ticularly relia~ce. on :i~ngth frequenc~· data. 
. . . t 
( May 1974 ) • Ac9urate growth determinations fr.om otolith 
• • - · • • ,. ' . .. I' 
analyses will- eliminate this restriction ~nd improve the 
. . . 
accu.racy rSlJ survivorship cu~ves and, in turn,, inc~ease the 
~ 
likelihood of critical period detection. 
~ . 
'The pres·c:mt an'alysis of larval redfish growth exhibits' 
the. potential of otolith analysis in . this regard. Redfish . 
' . t 
larvae, in both 1980 and 1981, exhibited initial' dedlines in :• growth rate ' in the early post-extrusion period. I contend 
. . . 
. .. 
·:hp.t ~~-is p . rioc;l of relati~e.iy _poo~· rowth ~v~r the fi·r~~· _ 
~15 ~ays , st-extrusi rna also ~ period of high :~;// . . 
mOJ:\ality and ~ critical eriod of agjustmen~ to~ . 
environme!)tal COnditions and ·a ~.tch. OVOr,"·; ·. X, og"~_ n, O~S ·, 
feeding. J, 
Redfish larvae have v~rt~~lly no yolk . r~maining at 
· t. 
extrusion. Failu~e . to quickly become a proficien~ predate~ 
) • • . . 1. • \ 
~d adjust to prevailing · environmental circumstances results 
in declining growth rates, poor -condition, and consequent 
.. 
high mortality. Survivors qf this 10-15 da·yl~r\od have 
successfully acco~p1ished the required adjustments an~ their 
~ . 
success is . indicated by the subsequent period of rapid · . . • 
, r 
. . 
: .. / .\ 
. • 
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· incr~ase 'in growth rate and a long peri~d of relatively 
high, stable gr~th through the larval phase. Without 
·suitable &bun!i~nce data: to CO~Stl;UCt . a . survivorsh,ip curve, 
--:-
; ~ this contenti~n may only be regarded as . speculatory. The 
. . .. : ; . . . ' . . . " 
pres.ent ~data .~~mon~tr~te fb~~ · ;1arvai otofth analyses have 
1the capability of establishing .. tl)e existence of·critical 
• ' , • ) • ·~ ... t . t. 
·., ·_pe~!6d~ ··in .·th;..,, ea.Jry' life n_is'~ories . of : fish species._, 
t• • + .. • 
I . ' : ; In· 1980 .. ~ irr~spective" of· time ~£ extr~sion' or age of 
, .. ' I : · , 
0
' ' ~ , • , ; \ , I ' ,' • ' .: 
1 
~ 
, larvae; gr.OWth· of . nw:)st larvae peake4 in late une 'to early 
. . . .. \ 
.July ( Jul.i~ ~ay's ·J...7t>~l90 ) • I'n 1981, except for larvae ~ ."· 
~ . 
. ' . ' 
'extruded about the first week of Ap~~l, growth ' of most 
• • : .. \ . . ' C' 
i 
larvae.: in the o~her . ~xtrus~on ·groups·.·peak.ed_ in early to! :l~te . 
June ( Julian .days 150..:170 h While the' causa_tiv~ ~actor of 




this appare~ . srnchrony of good ~trowth ~1 thin ext.rusion 
lo • . , ~ 
group~ i~ a ye_ar is uni:esolved, it' is assumed that some· 
. \ . 
environ~~ntal event, either.biotic, abiotic, or a \ . . 
\ 
combihation of both, . provided condi tiona· conducive t ci\ 
,\ ' ' : '• . ' . .  . . . : . \ \ 
accelerated gr~.th ~uring t'l_\~se ·time perio~a .• · . '\ 
. ·.· \. . \, 
I ' ~ \ 
, 
day of April .) grew aster ·over the entire . larval period · \ 
,· In 1980,. la vae : ex:~~ed • aftez:: Juli~n day_ 120 . ( rlast\~\~ 
.thil,n did la~ae extru \ .in April. Thi~_pattern did no . . ·.. .~-.: 
appear iJ_f(9Bl. In . 19~1, ~arvae . extruded in early April 
· ~ Jul,ian ~-ys 90":""9.9 ) and late May . { Julian days ·. 140-149 ). 
grew ~faateat · of all extrusion gr~ups but.larvae extruded 
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~ ' the combination· .of increasing length at extrusion and ' 
I 
increa'sing · growth rate together result in later extruded· 
'- . .  . . 
larvae · _continuiqg to be larger than early extruded larvae o·f 
the same age throug~out the ~arval period. ~n 1981, larvae 
. . 
· ext~uded Jn early Aprt~ and from late May to early June were 
larger· at th~ s'ame age than larvae e;truded at other· times. 
' ' I ' . \ ._ 
~ These . siz~ at age di~ferences with date Qf ·extrusion have 
, I < 
' 
... important con~equences for growth and mottality computations~ 
: , C' : • • • • • 




. . . I ,V. B. MORPHOLOGY .---, 
Evaluat-ion of the possible .usage of morphological 
. . 
·variables publls»ed from work on adult redfish as species 
' 
. · · di,criminators in lar~ae was d.isappo.inti
6
n.g. Th~ qnly 
/ criterion· by wl:lich· th'e. three putative species may be 
. . . 
differentiat~d with.certainty is the morphology of the gas. 
. . ' . . . . 
.bladded musculat~re and its passage . between.· the ventra·l rlbs 
( Power and ·. Ni 1982 ).'although Hallacher ·c 1.974 ) considered 
. . 
. ...... 
dlfferences in gas bladd,er musculature in scor'paenids in . 
't • . 
. . 
general to be useful only in sepa:r;:ati.on of sub-genera, not 
species~ Gas bladder musculature was not investigated in 
;'" • t 
. . . . . . ' . 
. this study ~~~ its iapplicabi~ity tCJ larvae· is 5oubtf~l in 
!. • . ' 
any ca~e. Differentiati~~ of the ~s bladdef· musculature , 
occurs ~oi.nc:i~~nt:l:~th the first stages of gaa bladde~ 
'(" . 
' . 
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inf1ation .in anchovy around 10 mm in length ( O'Copne11 
1982 ), but i~s timing ' in redfish is unknown. However, 
( -, 
although the mu~cu+ature may ·appear fairly early, ,. the 
/ . 
· ventral ribs·do not ossify in redfish until 18-20 mm, near 
the end of ~he larval period . Th~refore; thi~ identif.i,catiqn 
criter\Jit cannot be ap~lied to ail but the ~ery largest 
larvae tmmediately prior to entering the pelagiq juvenile 
stage. 
Total gi.ll rakers on·. the fir~!Jt left gill arch, fusion · 
.... l. ... 
of the occipltal-nuchal.· ridge, · relation of the' ·pectoral fin 
. . ' . . 
... • . . ~ 
to the anus, and downwa~d angle of the third posterior 
. ' 
pr~oJt~~cu.lar ~pine, all · reported by Ni ( 198lb ) .to. be 
' 
useful in discrimination of !· fasciatus from s. men.tella, 
. ' 
are not applicable to larvae .either by reaso~ of 'incom- · 
pleteness ~f their develop~.nt in. the larval stage or by 
continu~ng ~harlges in larval-' body form •. 
Barsukov and Zakharov ( 1972 .) and Ni ( 1982b 
repor.ted s. ·fasciat..us typically have 29 vertebrae, 7 ~anal 
. - . . 
• <t • • • ,. 
fin rays, _ and 14 dorsal fin rays While s. mentella and s. 
. . .. -
marinus·. typically h~ve 30-31, 8-10, . a~ 15 . r~specti vely. 
·, . 
Ot~~r criteria, sudb as body eolora~ion, eye ~iamete~, a~d 
projection 'of the bony tubercie on the loWer jaw have been 
' 
used to differentiat'e s. mari~us frQm f.· fasciatus and !• ~-
mentella but these characters ·are not considered ful.ly . 
reliab~e ( Bar8ukov and Zakharov 1972 ) and, except for .eye 
• 
, 










































diameter, are not applicab}.e t~ larvae. • 
• Thus, ~t present, . ~6 singl~ ... morphological character or 
• f combinatio~ ~f~morp~ol~~ica~ ~~aracters have been identified 
whi_ch ~ay · be·· u,sed to .. differ·entiate · Pclrval. -~. mentella and · S . 
. , -
I , • 
marinus. A similar situation exists with respect to differ-
entiation .of ~· · tfasciatus. ~ · S. fasciatlis typically. has · ,2.9 
. ~ . " 
• • 
· vertebrae but .B~rsukov and ZakharQv ( ·1972 ) report 13.2% of 
\ . I 
s. fasciatus f~om . Fl,ish Cap and· adjacent banks have 30 
~er~ebr'ae· aitd ~ .§.. ·marinus ~d 4:.1% o·f : s. mente11a have 
29. vertebrae. Ni ! ( 198lb ) r!!ported over 30t of s . . fasciatus 
..., 
or .. the . adjacent ~ortp.east Grap~ Bank ha.ve 30 vertebrae ~d 
1-2% of s . .' mente1la have 29 vertebrae. Ni ( l982b } reports 
- ' . . .. . 
some · s. marinlls on Plemisy.rc;;~e 29 vertebrae as well._ In 
· t~is study, c;>f all larvae~~~h the adult .. c;:omplement ·o.f . 
. vertebrae, "·only 7% had a frequency of" 29. ~o statistically 
..... ' . . 
· ~ignif.ic!nt c;Ufferences were found between . larvae With 29 
vertebrae and those with 30-31- vertebrae on any of. the 
. ~ . . . .. 
~orphometric or meristic -v~ria~les measured. 
· Ni · ( 19Blb )· reports·· 98% of .§.• fa·sciatus on the 
adjacent Northeaa~rand _Bank have 7 ~~al fin rays, but 
., Ba~~u~ov an~ z~,~~~ . ( 1972 ) ~epor~ 30~1% ·o~ ~· f:eci~tus 
. _.. . 
from Flemish Cap and adjacent .banks ~ave · B or more anal fin 
' . 
rays. ·In thi's study, of al·l larvae wd.~h the adult .;:omp~emen~ 
•,, .. 
of anal fin rays, only · ·5. 6' had a 'frequency of 7. and no 
' ' • ' •1 1 .t • 
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anal £in rays and those wi tli .a or more on any of the 
• 
morphome~ric means or merisbic fr~quencies measured: onry, 
3.5% of all lar~ae had ,both ag vertebrae' and. 7 anal, fin · rays 
together: No significant differ~ces . were .found 'between 
\ .. ' 
larvae with 29 vertebrae and 7 anal fin rays 'and those with 
30 or more vertebrae and 8 or. · more anal fin rays together. · 
Barsukov and Zakharov ( 1972 ) also noted differences 
in dorsal fin ray frequencies as well. but this character 
• l . . cannot be applied to larvae because, eve.n by 20' Jlln, ·rrost i 
i 
l ~ · i. 
' j 
larv~e still have not differe·ntiat~ dorsal spines and rays. 
In ·Sebastes, . the postetiormost dorsal spine first . forms as a · 
soft ·.ray and then · transforms later into a spine, beginning 
' . . .. . . 
.. I· at t~e base and .continuing distally ( Moser et al. 1977 , . . 







of these data, that the proportion of s. faaciatus with 
. ' 
vertebral counts ~other than ~9 and fin ray counts ot~er than 
7 .is' sm~~l on Flemish Cap, then ·these da~a suggest that less 
than 101 of the ,redfish on Flemish-cap belong .~ S~ 
•.. . -
l ~ 
I fasciatus yet species : identification of the adult stock i 
asse~blage 
r .... -.... ~:2\ . of ~11 
in .. 'the Februa}y 'to M~rch period ; ~ndicates that 







( see Appendix B ), 571 ~re s. mentella and 1ll ~are s. 
" - ·==== 
.marinus. Because the .' extent .of seasonal variation in species 
: abundance on Flemish Cap is unknown, these proporti~ns ~ay . 
not. :be representativ~ of the, ~pri1 to July extrusion 



























Magnusson 1981 · ) contended that, in juvenile 
f 
·s. rnarinus, the upper of the .two longest preopercular spines 
is shorter than the lower while ;in !· mentella the condition \y,.. 
is ·reversed. The upper spine is assumed to -be the second 
~ . . 
preopercular spine and the lower one the. third . preopercular 
spin~. All the s~ecimens reported in this .study fit the 




Appendix B ipdicates, . this i~ not ·likely . on F·lemish Cap. 
~ernpleman ( 1980 ) found pre-extrusion larvae ol the 
three putative sp~cies. differed in sub-caudal melanophor~ 
.f • 
pi~~~trt;.atiori. While 90% o~ s. marinus· adult. . females , 76% of . 
~- . . 
:adult s. mentella females, and 100% of s . ..- fasciatus females -
- . 
.... ~ ... , t 
. ..... ·  . had at least. some larvae·wi~h sub~caudal melanophore&, the 
actual frequencies of larv~e · with sub-caudal melanophore& . 
were 21% for s. marinus, 11%· for s. ·mentella and 99% for s. 
faseiatus. A~ditionally, ~· fasciatus larvae usual~y had 
two sub-caudal mel.anophores while iri'• s •. marinus and s. . 
rneZ wi ~- sub-cau·d~i .melzinophore~~ ;he typic.~i n:~er 
was one. While intere.ating, this is not: a good species 
. . . 
identification tool. A ·larva . lac~i~g. sub-caudal 
melanophore& or with ·a ~ingle ~lanaphore . could · r~liably ~ 
. . 
ruled out as s. 
. -
faaciatua, but one would not be able to-. 







































Temple~an ( 1980 ) does not report the actuai ·frequency of 
larvae with two or more sub-caudJt melanophores, his data . 
indicate that 19% of s. rnarinus adult females ana. · 25% . of s .' 
. 
mentella ·adult females contain at least some larvae ·with two 
\ .. · . 
.. or·· more sub'- caudal melanophore a. Presumab-ly, the actual 
----. 
frequency ~n · the larvae is small. In this study·,: "'the riumber 
. 
of larvae with two or more su'b~caudal melanophores is · less·· 
. -
than 2% of ·all larvae extruded in April,· , the period of 
maximum' extrusion. activity~ However I 35'.%. of . la-rvae extruded 
· ---·- ·- -- . . ·' \ . . . 
i'n May or :~at,er had two .or more sub-caudal melan<:'~hores. It 
seems probable that those larvae . . extruded: before May a~e 's, 
mentella or s. 
. .. 
marinus or, more probably, a ·mixture of · · 
.· ' 
-. 
unknown proportions of both and that .larva~ extruded ~n M~y . 
. or later contain an inereased proportion of !· fasciatus·. 
~ t • • 
This distinction in .extru.aion times is : su~ported bY Barsu'kov 
and Zakharov ( '1972) ·who reported that!· mentella ' and s. 
marinus ~xtrusion is ' ma:inly in April and May,, and s. 
. . 
. fasciatus extrusion is ·· delayed until Hay through J'lolly. 
Comparison .of meristic· frequencies ~d morphometric 
means of larvae -with two .. or more sub-caudal melanophoz.:es and 
. . . . . "' 
those with.fewer than two melanophore& did not show any 
"f'' J • 
differences between these groups. Larvae w~th two or more 
1
' sub-caudal _melanophores w~re otherwise .ina;stinguishable1 
from larvae -with fewer than two sub~caudal melanophores · 
• 
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pigmentati~n in ~:dal area with age, larvae with ~1)~ 
ossified verteprae and anal fin rays could not be counted 
·for sub-caudal melanopho~s. Thus, unfortun~tely, no direct 
comparison of · numbers of sub-caudal melanophore& with 
numbers of vertebrae and anal fin rays was . possible. 
·. Principal Component Analysis has been previously used 
in a~tempts to distinguish between. redfish sp~cie.s •.. 
. , ,...._ . . 
( 1969 ·), in a study of adult reaf~h morphometries 





conclud~ that redfish _had a wide. but continuous variation 
in body · proportions •. 
- Techni~ally I only continuous variables with a . 
. ' discrete, no mal distribu,tion may be included i ·n a multi-
.. 
variate clustering procedure .,such as PCA ( -Thorndike ·1978 ) • 
In this dataset, this restriction iimited PCA to 
morphomet,ric variables only because, due to. the manner in 
which ossification· of meristic structures occur in larval 
•, 
redfish, and p~obably fish larv~e-~ gener-iflr- the _ (~e9u~ricy 
. \ . ""' 
distribqtions of the meristics invariably were str.ongly ) .. 
" 
.. 
skewed ~d often discontinuous. 
0 . 
The PCA' procedure showed that., after variation r-
. . . 
~sociated wlth fish length was removed, ·a statistic~lly 
sl.gnide~nt p:~tern with respee~ :to tim., o: extrusion /:-• 
evident. The PCA scores were positively corre.lated with ., 
• :· ~ I 
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pre-flexion and in-flexion larvae. This pattern correlated 
with extrusion :t.ime was further investigate<! by compari~on 
of larvae extruded in April from- the onset•of seasonal 
.. . ' ,.. . 
extrusion to its peak around the end of Ap~il, and larvae 
. . ' \ . .. ' . . 
extruded \ in May or later after peak extrU:s~·on had pa·ssed. 
• • • 1 
Ex'amination of morphometric means ·and meristic 
. .. ' . . . . 
Q 
frequencies for these· two extrusion groups by . one . millimeter 
. ' . . ' . . . I ' . • · . .. 
length intervals showE!d th~t . the diffe·r~nc_es betw?en 
'\ extru~ion . ~roups are_ similar . ~r . most. of . the . 'variabl~s 
, ... · . measured . In general, th~ _later ext-ruded ~arvae had larger 
'\',,, 
· · · .val~es for most morphometriC' ~ans throughout the larval 
. period from . 6-:-20. _mm. Meristic development was chatacterized 
by earlier· 'onset of o$sification of ·fin elements and 
. . . . . . . .... .. 
.. 
~upports, he~d spination, ·yertebrae, and a~l skeletal 
elements . generally, .·folloWed :usually by' earliet; completion 
of· the ossification process. Not only do. the observed 
differen-ces .have . a bearing ·,on · th~ species identification 
. . . . \ . ~ 
problem, but they also have '-important ·_ecologi'Cal. 
\ 
\ . 
· . .. fll . ' \ 
All. body morphometries w~ich w~re measureable orr newly 
. . . . 
consequences. 
extruded l~rvae, . including snqut to anus length, head 
. . . 
length, snout length, . . caudal 'peduncle width, .body depth at 
. .. · ·--J 
'th,! pector~i ' fin and anus~ ·eye .. d;J..~eter, in~erorbital . width, ' 
' . . ' . . .. . ' ' ' ( ··· . . . 
·head .. depth~ and pectoral fin length ,and base depth, . showed 
'.. . ' that larvae in the two extruai.on· groups were ·indistingul.sh- .... ,. 
i . 





























_..f.- •' ' . . 
. I , 
' ' 
l ' 
able at 6 mm. No ossification of meristic structures is • 
present at 6 mm nor are any meristic structures present as 
cartilaginous elements, irrespective of extrusion -time. 
However, as- the- larvae . gr-ow, differences become more 
pronounced. At - 7 nm, _ larvae extruded in May or later had 
larger pectoral. fin base depths than larvae -extrudeA - iri. 
April and ossificatio~ of the gill rakers on the lower arm 
ot' ~he first ~11 _ ~rch ha~ - be:un, ' -~ pr~~~ss ~t:'Jch·\~as 
delaye.d ·to 9 I; in. the April-·extruded larvae. _Principal rays 
.., 
of the caudal fi'n, -both superior and inferior, and 
··. .. 
. I ' 
• brachioste~ays. also appear at 7 mm in the later extruded 
·larvae. ~ ~ 
At ·B rrm, the later extrude~ .larvae had longer• and 
..: ... 
deeper heads, a larger snout - to anus lengt~, and were much 
deeper-bodied, as evidenced by large_r. body depth at bOth the 
• • • pectora~ ftn and, ~nus. Also by 8 mm, 90% of ~he later 
extruded 1\rvae had 9ssified maxillae, ·the maxillae of the 
l~t~r extruded larvae, al~? being longer than those o:~ t-he 
. .J~ ., . . , 
early extrude~<larv~~· -'nlj_ lqnger maxillae and larger he~ds 
of the later extrud~d larvae result in a broader ~ape and' 
.-. 
hence the ability to inge~t _larger food par.ticles. Gill 
rakers, . whi~ · fu.n~tion in food handling,. are also more 
. nu~erou~- ~ . • tte~ developed in the · ~ater a'~truded. larvae: 
. . · ·~ - : . 
I 
.The development of gill rakers- retains and improves their 





























McKay 1968 ). The utility of prey, in terms of energy gain, 
increases greatly with increases in prey size ( Werner 
··, 
I 
1974 ) even though the larger prey ·may be less abundant ~ 
( Kerr 1971 ). Small prey have the advantage of usually 
. - ~ . . · 
greate; _abundance and hence lower search and capture energy 
costs to the predator if the .prey ~rea~ high densities. 
.The ability to feed on both large and small prey. 
results fn a wide feeding_ ni,che •. Thi~ · allows the later 
extruded l~rvae to eat 1arge ;J,.u(b'~~ergy con~ent · prey, when 
. . ~ . . . 
such prey are available. This p·~~es ... fast· growth ~r:td 
enhances survival •. Later· extruded larva.e ·can still ~at 
small,. low-cost prey, if necessary. The earlier extruded 
oth~r hand, are dependent. o~ ' small prey~ ­
be vulnerabie to starvation in areas of low 
' prey dens"ty of the smaller size prey even though ~a~ger 
prey abundance .( McCullough and Stanley 1981 ). 
. ~ 
extruded redfish larvae· do actually. 
. . 
selectively ingest larger food particles is unknown • 
., . . 
~ . ' . . 
The· coincident development of a larger, more advanced 
gut _area, .as eviden~ed by the· larger snout to anus length · 
' . 
I 
and greater body depth· at both the pectoral fin and anus, 
indicate ·a 
. . \ 
greater ability~o ~re 
assimilate food items. 
. , . ,. 
Also ~t 8 mm, la~er extruded larvae ~ave Larger eyes 
















April. The larger eyes may indicate a better developed 
relatively greater d~stances while the larger caudal 
I 
·" peduncle width, and coin~ident development: of the caudal and 
pec~oral fin elements, make the later extruded larvae faster 
and more ~aheuver~Jle predators. · 1 I . 
The -greater ~omparat1ve speed and .. maneuverabili.ty 
the later ~~tr~deci' larvae. pro~ably. continue's thro~gh to 
J . : 
. completion of notochord flexion around 15 mn. Principal 
' . caud~tl fin ray and_. pecto~al fin ray nurnbe_rs in the later 
extruded larvae continue tb· . exceed those in >the early .~ . 
extruded, larvae, although ultimabely the numbrrs_i of ra~~· a~e 
the sa,me in each group. Anal spines and rays, the pelv~ . \ 
\ 
' ·'· \ spine and rays, dorsal spines and rays, and secondary cauda~ 
rays· all appear in the later· extruded l~rvae ·be-~ore they \ 
., . 
'iipJ>ear .ill th~ .1arl'y extruded lar~ae but, by 15 ~~ both . , .; \ 
extruaion ·groupe have deyaloped the adult complem~nt of .fin \\, 
ray .elements, ~xcept those of the seco~dary cal,lQal series 
which _continue to ~eve lop into· the pelagic juve~ile stag~ · . 
and pectoral fin rays whi~h are complete around' 1'8 mm. 
~s pa~tern, t?w.ards robuat~eaS": ·thlcker. ~~es, and 
.. 
·, 
generally ad·vanc;ed development in the later extruded larvae 
continues throughout the lat'.v~l period.·· Some of the 
. . ~ . ,._ 
mo~phometrics, _ s~ch as snout to' a'nus ' len~Jth, head length and 
. . I . 
depth, caudal peduncle width, body depth at the pectoral fin 
. I . 
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second; third.', and fourth post~rior preopercular sp+ne.s, 
remain col'\siJtently greater · in the .·later extruded larv:e. · .. 
. -
'othe~, su~h .as pectoral · fin length :_an_d. base dep~h, are 
~ignificantly ·different between extrusion .groups only over 
more. ~estri.ct~e~ . size _ranges. The two · extrusion gr<?~PS ~re 
'most .. differ€nt: ~omorphometri·cal,ly in ·the pre-fle~ion ~nd in~ 
,.. 
~· ; . . ~ 
. . . ~ ' . .. . . 
fle'x£on _ sta:ges, ·· but . the diffeFe~ces between e~trusion .... group.s \ 
be~ome pr~res"siv-l!lY. leba p~o·nounc~·d·.· BY ·:completion·~ I . ~--~ 
I 
notochord flexion, around 15 ~ in both extru~ion groups, l : . ·. . 1,. :-. . . . . 
_· eye diameter and. maxillary· _.length means. are overlapping andr • 
. . . 
from 16~20 .mm, the confidence intervals about all · 
' . . g 
mo:t:pho'nietric means. ·for th~ two extrusion' groups "qver·lap;;,e 
' • • ' ~\ n 0 • ~ ,. ' ' • - ~ 
20 mm, most meristi~ · frequencies wpre also not sign~fic~n ly 
different b~tween extrusi~n ~roups, making the larvae 
. . 
vir.tuplly_· indistinguisha~le again. 
• ~ d 




··Ultimately differ 'from each Other iri morphol~gy. The ·•only ' 
difference b:t~een th~ _. is tht r~t~ a,: timing .of ~u~re:c·~·. · · 
• l , .• 
of developmental events ·;,.u'ring the i~i~al ~tage •. . There are 
. • . . . • . . . -l . . 
two possible explanation~ · £or\these .di~ferences. The f1rst . 
• . • . ... ' q 
is that , ·larvae .. extruded. i~ April• are · entirely. or mostly of 
.. \ .. . . 
one or two (?f the putative.Jr_edfish species whose ·extrusion 
. ' . . .... : 
ac;:<\:.i.vi ty ·peaks in April and bec::omes muctl less ,,commQn · i~· Ma~ •. 
•• • • ,I , 
Larvae .extruded \in May . and·· later are the 
.. "/ 
result 'of ~xtrusion 
' ~ ~ ' "':'' . ' ' ' 
activity of a ·cii_. _ffer~nt redfish species • . Becaus·e there aeems 
.. -r -; ~ ,. 
... 
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\ . ' 
to be only a single extrusion peak in each .year, then either 
. . 
the extrusion different species must be 
,. over lapping o 
h~~~ that one · 
species abundances must be 
G• • . ~ j 
~ .. 
.. 
. Cap and 
.,negiigible 
the 
overwhelmingly dominates on Flemish 
activity of t~e otbe~ t~~ species i:? 
comparison. The latter seems unlikely g~ven 
species propo~tions ( see Appendix B ). As to 
. '. \,· . ~ 
of their respe~tive extrusions, ~· mentella an~ 
s. maN.'nus are believed to have peak extrusion ·in April, 
-
. declining into May,' while ~· fasciatus is believed to 
extrude larvae from May to July ( Barsukov and Z~kharov 
1972 ) • 
. • o \ 
The second, equally possible.explanation is 1that 
changing ~nvironmental parameters iri "the progression of: 
r • • I j 
t . ~- : ; . ) Spring into Summer induce growth-related developmental 
" . 
chang~ in the late~ ext~uded lar~ such that development · 
in _general is greatly accelerated. 
. 
. . ) Processes determining the formation of. meristic 
~~ . . . 
morphometric characters are generally senpottive to 
and 
\. 
environmental c-anges ( Chen 1971 ). ~ean ( 1945, found 
. . . . \ . 
·that herring, Clupea barengus, taken 'from colder waters of 
. . 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence .were characterized by a slower 
~rowth r~~e and smlller heads than those fro~ warmer waters. 
. . 
Templeman and Pitt ( 1961 ) found a negative correlation 
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· rnentella. In. eyprinodon macularius, any ~arture from 32 
< ' 
degr~es Celsius, the temperature of fastest growth, produced ,. 
• 
· increases in the proportion of most measured body parts 
... 
· .< sw.eet and Kinne 1964 ) • Lindsay ( 1954 ) , in a study of 
the merist)-c- chara,cters of Macropodon · opercularis, · reported 
. ~ ~ . 
some meristic s~ries were s~ill su~ject to environmental 
• 
-influence 20 Q.ays after hatching. Fahy· ( 198t ) , in a . study 
. . 
of embryos of the cyprinodont, Fundu.lus majalis, . found . that 
• 
.. . 
f~er ~oreal fin · rays were formed with in'creasing 
~·e~rature. · 
· Th~: me~n -~mp~~ature in the ~urface waters of Flemish 
~ap in April rang~s f~om 1 degree Cels~us 'in the cold, 
• ~ northwest corner, to · 6 degr~es Ce~sius in the central, •. . ' . 
~~~' i 
· ~ 
·· shallow . region. By July, the mean temperature hasJ increased 
to about B d~rees Cel'sius·· in the northw~st corner and 14-15 
degrees Celsius i~ the central area ( ~- 'e't · ~i . . MS1977 
I 0 ,- 0 I 
). Because ·the ~edfish larvae ~truded from ~p~il to July 
.P· ' . . . 
a.re in~istinguishable a1: 6 mrn and develop at different rates 
.. 
thr_ough ·tO 20 DID, by Which time they are indistingu-ishable 
• r 
again, ·' the diff·erences o~erved. may be the z::esult of 
' . 
0 •• 
s~asonal environmental change rather 
• 
differences in' extrusion activity .of 
_: althQugh it is conceivable ' that~both 
·•same .time. 
thah tempo~~l ~ . . 
differ"ent species,_ ~­
are happening at the 
' 
.. 
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157 · ~ 
-.. 
. ' 
tion . gives one cause to argue that the three putative f/11' 
• 
species of redfish may not be valid. Given the species 
• proportions ·of adults in February -and March, report~d: in 
. . . 
' Appendi-x B, it seems lik~ly , that suff~cient numbers of all 
three .species exist on the Cap. The . ·larval samples eXo(llllined 
l . • . • . 
in thi~ study :m6st likely contained representatives of all 
: . ~ 
• three species. Comparison of specimens from different 
locations where the stocks are known to ~e pr$dominantly one 
' I • t 
or the ot(h_er of the three 'specie:s :inaY be: .helpfuL Howeve:r, . 
. ·, 
this will intrOduce the complication 'of geograPhic · 
• : • \ ' • ·._. • ... .. ' .i, ~ • ' ' ' • II) • 
diff~rences ·in ~rphology ob~curing or inflating fOtential 
~ intersp,ecies differences• The ,present ' analysis could have _r 
been ~ improved by provision of extra•sampling through 1 June_ 
and July. Also, an integrat~ a~udy ~ ·temporal variatfon in 
ppe~ific extrusion activ~ty coupled wi~rphological 
• 
studies of newly-ex~ruded larvae would improve the chance of 
identifi~ation o~ interspecific differences. Another avenue 
for further study ~ould be to · inv~s~igate biocbem~·al 
aspects of larval redfish to. determine if 8DY such · 
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Appendix ~· . ~t of morphological· v~rl~bles rneasur~, 
and their abbrevia~ions with a description · 
of each variable and its coding, where 
· apl>licable •• 
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• EXTERNAL MEASUREMENTS · ... 
" ,v-1 ' • 
. 
. TQe foll~ing'~~re·m~asuted from ~he left side, where 
. . . 
• 




. .... ( l ) . ti~.· ~f· ... ~~out. to post.~riormost ~dge of the , ~audal· rays 




. . ' 
• 
.. 
~ . . 
. ~ ( 2' tip Of snout to the · anus ·( SNANLEN ) 
( ... 3 ) tip ·of snout tb posteriormost edge of the . op~~cle'S 
' 
( tiD LEN ) .. 
. 
. .. . ( 4 ) tip of snout .. posteriad . to. the inte'rsection of a • . .., 
'·· 
. . · ( SNTLEN ) · . . ~ '. 
. ' . .., . 
( 5 ) tip . of snout ' posteriad to' the"-interaection of a ver_t .;. 
. . .' . . . 
. _ical line from the first dors~l spine ( PDORLEN ) .. · 




ical line. frOm the first anal spine - ( PANLEN) 
. .. , . 
7 ) width of the caudal peduncl e at: _its· narr owest pc)int 
( CAUPED ) .. · •. ,,, . 
8 body ·6epthQmeasured 
' .. .. . .. 
·' • fin ( BODPEC, ) 
~ . . I . .•. . 











at the anu a ( BODAN ) 
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' I ( 10 ) length of t,he maxill·a (~ - MAxLEN ) 
I 
"' 
· ( _11 )· ho-rizontal· width of the eye -me4sured . through its 
center c· EYED ) . 
. ~·( ~~h'-from the, illst ra~ . Qf th';_ · doraa1 £~" to 'tho ' 
-· inte:rs~ctiop of a vertical line drawn throug...._ the· 
r '\ • , ' \. , - ' 
· posterior ·~ of ' the~hypural elements ( CAULEN) 
( 13 ) 1~ngth ~fr~ the la~t ray · of the anal fin t~ the int-
e~s~ct\on of a vertica~ne d~awn -th~~ugh the • 
elem.Jet 'nts "' · · · il_· . hypural (c..~EN ·) 1tt 
·( 14 } horlzo~tal distance .thr.o;;L'4/Ie interorbital space 
( INTORB ) 
( 15 h:ad depth measured aiong a vertical ~ine 'thrb~~th~ -
, \ 
center of the· eye ( ' HDDEP } 
• lr' • • ' t\ 
J .16 ) -- length of tJ:t'e longest ray of the pectoral fin · \ . PECT . ·. ' 
' 
LEN ) . 
( 17 } _' length of 4 the . base' 03 the_ pectoral _f~n ( P.E~TDEP · l 
~ .. .. .. ~ 
( 18 ) . state of flexion of , the notochord ac;:cording ·.to ·. Moser 
.. 




• .. . .7 ~ J>re-fle~9~ . . 
· - .· 8. '.in-~ flexion~ 
l· : 
\ 
~ • 0 
,.,. 
- .· . . . . 
( 19 ) number. of· body myomer~s ( MYa-t ) 
20 ) 
( 21 J 
.. " . . . :. ·' ' . . . '. 
number ,..of post-anal-. bOdy, myomer_es · (. !'NMYOM ) .- · __ __, 
le~~th ~f-. the do~~a~ ~O~f _ ~m~-~~!l:~pli'or~ ~· li_n~·· . in nrt9:;/r~ : ... 
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' • { 22 ) · iength . of the ventral body "melanophore line · in 
· ~yomer~ \.t-nits ( 'VLEN ) . . 
j " · ' f' • 
. ' 
-. ...  
MEASUREMENTS _AFTER CLEARING AND STAINING 
I . 
I 
' ·! . . 4 • ~ 
• - ' i ' • 
· . Counts of . all merist.ics were"6ateg/rized · into numbers 
of elements o88i~f~ed ( staining wi~h alijzar~n . red. ) . or cart--.. 
ill • 
laginous '( s~4ining with alcian blue ). 
...... 
... .. ; 
( . 23 length o.f the dor.s'f!l fin from the• first spine· to the 
.. 
..... 
' la~t , ~ay ( DO~EN . ) . . 
' ~ 
·· (' 24 ) :length ·of the · anal fin frpm. the first; spine· to . the , .. 
' -
- .1 · 'last ray ( ANLEN ) ' 
25 length of tbe longest ray of. the P.el vic fin ( PEL . 
~ .. . ...... 
. . 
LEN ) 
. ( '26 ) . ~ 
. ( 27 ) .. 
i.!p;;t· 9 . of th~ ~lvi:..,. spi~e ( PEL~LEN ) 
. " d 









. ~.~ .. " ~. 
.·_ ( ·. 28 ). n\imber of . gill rakers in th.e upper ' a&\ ~f the first ,. 
· gill arch · (.. GRAKu ) 
. . ' ~ ~- (, ~9 · ) n~er of. g-il,l rakers ir?- · th'~· \~er. arm ~f . the . f~~~ 
. .. I 
gill arch ( G~ ) I " \ ·. \ .' ... .. f • 
( 30 ) number of br,chiostegal rays ( .,BR. ) 
• . -·· i ' • 
' S~RI~ ~ )·'\ . . rudal ray• . ( 
· . ·_( 31 ) number of vertebrae ( VERT ) 
... ( · 32 ) . numbe~ of superior principal 
. . 
. . " . 
• 
t ,. 
·'. , .. . : . : ., 
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33 ) number of inferior principal cauda~ ~ays , 
( 34 ) number, of superior seeondary cauda~ ' rays 
• 
( 35 .) number of inferior .secondary· caudal . ; . rays 
. . . . \-
( 0 36_ ) number · o~ d~rsal spines and r.ays ( DOR ) 
( 3Z ·> anal spines ( . ' ) number of ANSP' 
( .· 38 ) . ....zlumber of anal . rays ( ARAY ) 
.. / ( 39°') number .of pectoral rays ( PEC ) 
. ( 40 ) . t number of pelvic spines ( PELS·) i. 
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Several areas of body pigme~tation we~~\()bs~r.ved-r~nd ..  ·. · 
~· t \ : •• • 
· the pattern of'~ melanophores was c~tegori\ed into one ~f 




( 42 ) melanophore& on top .o; .~he brain 
.. 
· · 1~ pig~ent·diffuse, no distinct melitnophorea 
· ~ • . '1 
.. 2. partly diffusr and· partly forming a, solid cap Of· 
. ·l pigment • •• 
3. dis~~nct melanophore a , merging in~o a solid •cap 
. . . . .. 
4. _some distinct, some merg~ into a cap • 
' . 1 • • ' --1-
s. some ·distinct and· separate, and partly iffuse 
• .
. pigment 
' ·. 6 ', all aepar~te, distinct melanop~ores ' 
\ I t- ) 
·~ 
•'l 
I .. . 
• 
0~ • .. ; 
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.r •; ~ 
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· 1 , 
( 43 . ) melanophore a in the interorbital space 
' " 1. all separate, distinct melanophore&· 
2. ~lanophores arra'nged into a ring . 
. . I 
•• . 
3. pigment diffuse, no distinct melanophores 
4. · no piqment 
( 44 ) 
-- ) . . . 
melanophores ·at t9-e nape 
• 
.• 1~ single rl.anophore, e~pand_ed in appearan-ce 
2 •.. one 'or more contracted mel~nophores 
·3.J.-diffuse pigment . .~.' 
' . 
4 . j no pigment • 
5; pigment has become embedded 
. -' ·--· 
: ' ( :45 ) 
. .. r 
~elanophores · o~ the ~~rsum . 
1.. distinct melanoph*-~s forming a . compl~·te li~e .o~ 
nearly .so • . 
• 
2 •. _distinct melanophore a forming a ~ine for more than· 
· half the total extent of the melanophore pattern 
· ,. ·· ·~3..,_ · .distinct melanophore a forming a . ~ine less than 
. 




4- ~eparate ~lanophorea 
· 5. baa b§come Qiaected_ by. dorsal 
\ fin development 
.( · 46 ) melanophores on the ventrum 
~ · 
. , . 1. contracted, separate melanophore a not f~rming a 
·' line 
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expanded bat I melanophore a n~t{orming 2. separate a· 
line 
>.,_,.: 
' f 3. melanophore& merged into a d.istinct line 
f 
r·· "' \ • t"t. 
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_ Es~imat:ed · prC?pOr~.i_!)nS . Of all puta~iv~ . s~ec_ies 
. of ·. Sebastas· pre~.Wit ·on . FleD!i&'!' ~Cap · during · 
.. fPebru~ry and , ~ardh,_ -.1_~83. . . . · . . . . . 
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. During February and March, 1983, two cruises to 
.....-j • . 
collect information on adult redffith abundance were made to . 
• 'f 
I 
~ .. • . j 
Flemish Cap. The first was a randQm stratified trawl survey 
•. • 
during _which 133 tows were compl~ted and total number· of 
ad.ult re~fish/ in ea6h was recorded. Tows were compi.e~ed in 
e~ch of· 5 depth ZOJ?.es · ( 1 0-184 meters ( 2 ) 185-258 · 
' 
meters ( 31 ) 259-369 meters ( 4 . ) 370-554 meters ( 5 ) · sss-
. } . . . 
739. meters. The to~al nuJ!lb~r of' adult r~)fish 25 em or 
larger. and 1:-he area in each depth zone were combined to 








. . , 
I: 
I 
On the second cruise, 14 trawl tows were · oomplete'd .in 
.,. 
. . 
line 'transects with tows . in each of the s~e ~epth zones 
. . 
cover~d in the first cr'r-se •. · The sample locations are 
indicated in the accompa~ying figure. In. each tow, the fir~t· 
. . . 
160 redfish 25 em or- larger were selected for . identification 
r 
- ~ 
according to gas bladder musculature criteria ·( Ni 198la and" . 
' . ' 
b, Li tvinenko 1980 ) • The proportion of each of the• three 
putative species was then' determined separately for each 
depth zo~e~ This was done becaus~. of the reported depth 
_, 
stratification of their respec~ive · distributions · ( ·na_rsukov 
and Zak~rov 1972 I N.i ];982 ) • 
. The results of the ·two surveys were combined to give 
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~'igure.~ ·eo •.. 
... 
i : · 
Pi'Bhing ·•. triwl. ·. locations :·- £or· ·co~lect.iem. of 
adult red fish for . speciea .. proporti~n-.~:. · · .. ' · 
deternU:nations, February~Marc~# ·_ ~9-83. \ · 
.. 
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;_ 
"" whole ( see Table 17 ) , Adult redfish are strongl.y depth 
• stratified. Relatively few redfish of any species are _ found 
at depths shallower. th~n -- iss meters. Redfish are oost 
abundant from 259-554 meters t( zones 3 and 4 r with I' . 
re~ativel~ l.arge abundan9es . recorded in zone 5 as well.., 
\ . . . 
_ Be.caus: re~fish abunda~ce is stili· high in zone 5, the · total.\ ·· . ·_ 
abundance . figures for the .entire Cap are probabl.y1 l;litd~~~ 
,!__ _ ____,_ _ _ __ _,;_ _ _ _ _ ,e,.,..s+~timated in .that some redttsh----wtll bi:Ffbund be1ow 739 






















·.meters, ~e ma_ximum depth_ incl.ud~d in zone '5-i 7 
. . ' . . I 
_ · _ ., ( The __ indiv.~d~al ~Jpecles ~re alsd ··depth st:t;~tifi~ ~ In 
zone · l and 2, · ~. marinus is the roost ~undant species 
. ; , 
comprising 57% and 93% ~Df the populations in ~base zones 
respecti'llely~ · s. marinus is rare in zone 3, . absent in zori~ 
- . 
. . . 
4, 'and comprises ' 12. St of the ·popula~ion in zone · 5. The · 
appearance of ·~· marinuiJ in .the deepe~t zone is #omewhat · 
· s~l:pris:l:n~eca~se publish~d · ac~ou~ts _of its· di~tribution 
from · Fl.emiah • Cap·. and other areas indJ.cat~ ~t is · ., ·, .. 
. . . . . ·' ' ' . ' 
.. predorid.nantl.y found at depths shallower" than 4PO _ meter's.' 
. : . . . 
'f ( . •' • 
s. fasciatus is rare ln · the 'shailow zones 1 ana ··2. 
' ' Howev~.r, ·it • comprises 95% of the population i~ zone 3. It is 
... 
rare· in zones 4 and. 5 as well. Aga.in, ·this is• surprisi:ng . 
. because !· fasdatus has been identified ~s a shallow · water 
redfish in other· areas. s. ·fasc::iatua wu· expect_ed to be a 
• • • • . • • . : . • ~ . • • · • • • ~ ' 0 • 
. . major constituent of the r.edfish popula~ion in the ' aha~ low· · 
zones, parti_culariy zone 2. . , . 
• f . : . 
:.• .. ' • 
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• I 1 
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.1. ~ ·-
·Tabl.e . lL.- · ~~tal. ·: ~~~~mat~.; p _ropc)rti,onf..an(l. ~bu~!darice,-... and 
.· . · . · e.stimat:e·d _ prop<)~tion . and· ·~\lridanee· :-by .. depth.: 
zone of· adult -S ~ maxinus, . 8~ . •mentel.la, ·and s •. 
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' • • ;r. 
:Zone· . 1 ·. Depth · ' P . r ·st. Err• . Est . I 
: . . · ·. ' . (lO~It.) , . ('m) .. 
; 
.. ... . 
·1 (O_.H~4) . _-568 
. . 
.934 
- -~ '• 
- >... 3 . . (259-369) .042 
. .. : . . . . . . . . ·-:.-- ·, · .. 
.· .• . ·;~ _ _.;: . ~- ·~·-. :_:-4·-·_. , .. _·_ (37~~554_> - . ·: }) . 
. ~ - -.-. :s ·,__ ' .(555~739).;' . . -.125 . 
• • • • • :~, •• ~ • , : ' ' ' ' • '. ' : ' : . • • I • 
. ;053 . :·. 
•. 021., 
• 015 . ' . 515 





Err. Est. I 
.. ( l.Q- It ) 
.. -
.011 . 0.1 
. • 013 : 62 
.946. -~ 01,7 i1597 
.. 
. • 052 .008 777 
.. 
' 1 14 .013 . .009 
\ 
_s. meilte11a 
~ - . ~st.· Err. 
.421 .053 
.044 .017 
.012 . 008 
.948 : ~008 






. . · . 
.. 
_! ·~ . ~ :- ~~ ; - ::_~ · · - .~··:· "·~:~. · .. · -
_ · Total· ., : ..- -, . .. ; . .il({ .. -~ 022 
; - • · 
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I 
As · expected, S. mentella is the dominant ·f!ipecies in, . 
the· ~eeper zones 4 and· 5 where. it comprises _· 95%_. and ~6\. of 
the respe~tiv~ pop~l:~t;~§.· ~e-nt~::la.,als~ .c·o~p~i~e~ -~~;z~ 
~ , I 
o~ the population in the shall~ zc;me 1 and is. 9f ·negligibl~ ~ 
- !- 0 
I' 
,.· 
~hotlld : be u~e:d : vi.th caution . when . ex'te.~ded to 
. . . . . . . . ' .. . . ·,;. . -: : . . . . ·-· : .  - .  . . . _'. . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. other t:Lmes- of the year• ~l:so, c9~lect1on .of. sampl:es -to 
· . • : . • • • •· ' • • • • :. ,'· 0' :- • : • ' : • • • • : · l . . . : . :• . . 





















tlie ··nortbe~. or ··no.rthwe~te~~·: ~art of -~hrrlsh ~~p.: ·B.ec~use · 
' , .. • ' , • t I ·. II •; : ' ' • • • '# • • '" , " • ,' ' '
0 
:' ' • ~ ' ~ .' 
1 
.. _. , I ' 
OnJy 14 to)"s· .were ·-completed to eollect. the ··apeci'e·~ :-.:. 




-:·. '·. -: . 
· ,·· .·· .. 
o J> o 0 ' : • ' •' • ' ~ • • o & o • ' • ' • ' , ... t I ~ ' ' ' :' ; , o 
identif:J..cat:io~--~~~ain~1~·s,· and' ~~c~u~e t~e· ~or~hern ~r.es' were 
. ·. . . . ,. . , . . '1 . . ~ . ~ . 
.·.· 
< : .. ~ . 
I I . .. 
. . excluded . from ~ampling, ,the' rea1 <var~at:ion .'':th .. speci:l.es.' . 
~r9p~rt:i.o~s ~·it~in :~-~ch- ' dep~ ~cin~ ~~Y.' ~--h·~·ij}i·~ . ~~~ri ·, _ _'._-. ·. · .. ,·. 
• . ' • : ~ • ..... • • • • ., • • - ... • : . : · • .. : ~ : .-: . : • ~ _· : ' . .. • . Q • • 
ind~cated ~n :these ~ta~~ :' . ::~-.·/'~ . .· :  -. -': : ,.:> · .. . 
I . , 
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